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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

Deposit

your money with the old

Hank in

Ellsworth.)

above liabilities (for deposits, earned diviIts
dends and State tav are more than ten (10) per cent.
Deposits are by law exempt from municipal taxation, lias
been in business thirty-tive years and has
resources

Paid Sixty-nine regular Semi-annual Dividends.
Money goes on interest four times each year.
•.aviiigs Banks for the asking.

Hancock

Home

DVKRTl^K. MI-NTH THIS WKRK

Geo M Warren—Notice of foreclosnre.
Exec notice—Est Alexander Maitland.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
C I. Mora or—Dry Roods, boots, shoes, etc.
Holt/ A Htnu wood—Photographer*.
New Gem theatre.
Union Trust Co.
O W Tapley— Insurance.
E G Moore-Druggist.
Happy Honr theatre.
Orlanp:
Oeo W Stover—Caution notice.

Hancock County Savings Bank.
(Only Savings

I

J!

McKinley. Me:
Mrs Inu Eaton— Freedom notice.
Bar Harbor:
Mt Desert Nurseries.
Banoor. Me:
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentistry.

County Savings Bank,
ELLSWORTH,

SCHEDULE OK

MAILS

No

We will certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will ca 11 on you immediately

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

First National Bank Bldg..
Main street.
E* leworth. Me.

I3»,2in feet rtf land situate on south side and at foot of Sea street, Northeast Harbor.
Mamr. Tlw> lot of land Is on the shore and title given to low-water mai k.
Farm with buildings In k<mh! ret*air. Aries hue shore properly. Ka«t Bluehill, Me.
owl l. stonr l»o :se newly shingled and painted. New stable 28x32. New hennery 13x42
with m\ u-n s.»t land more or 1* ss all free from »ooks. with never-failing well oi water at the
door W’v house and earrlage-twmse connected with the house; cuts five tons ot hay. This
i*le l-H-Httoii for summer home, or for a market garden, being easily acessible
Isa veiv •!«•*
toB.tr fiarbor markets. Situated at L*motne. Maine, a »out two miles from U. a. Coaling
station.
at

Surry, about .V) acres; ! 12 story dwelling
Apply to C. W. <S F. L. Mason.

In Case of Fire

EXTINGUISHER is

an

O. W.

handy.
Tapley, Agent,
Ellsworth,

NSURANCE

Me.

WHITING BROS
Carpets, Rugs and Druggets

in

Cotton, Linen ami Wool.
Straw Mattings, Chinese, Japanese
l’lain White, Colors and Figured Designs.
Oil Cloths, 1, 1 1-2 and 2 yds. wide.
Linoleums, 2 and 4 yds. wide.

PAPERS.

New spring designs; large lot to select
from; 10,000 rolls particularly handsome and
up-to-date patterns

10c to 35c

a

Coasting freights are reported
here, and none of the Ellsworth

Henry Whiting

Boston

business.
Cook,
spent the winter at
Southern Pines, N. C\, has returned.
Capt. Charles L. Smith left Monday for
New York to join his vessel, the Lejok.
Hon. Henry W. Sargent, of Sargentville, was in Ellsworth Monday and Tuesday.
Sunrise council will hold its meetings at
Odd Fellows hall curing the month of
C. W.

w

double roll.

where

Miss Ella r. Jordan is at home from Jamaica Plain, Mass., where she is teaching,
for the Easter recess.
»

F. Hendee and Miss Springham,
deaconness, will leave Monday to attend
conference at Houlton.
Owners of dogs are reminded that
licenses are now due and payable at the
office of the city clerk.
The entertainment and ball of City hose
company will be held at Hancock hall
Easter Monday, April 20.
Miss Mary Alexander, who was taken
ill last week, is, her many friends will be
glad to learn, improving.
Rev. R. B. Mai hews and w ife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, born yesterday.
County Commissioner John P. Eldridge
is out again, after r>eiri£ confined to the
house a week with tonsilitis.
F. B. Kingsbury, who has Leen working
in Dedham the past winter, has, with his
family, returned to this city.
Rev. P. A. Hayes has returned from a
visit to his home in Quincy, Mass., culled
there by the illness of his mother.
The supreme judicial court for Hancock
county will convene next Tuesday, Justice Albert M. Spear, of Gardiner, preRev. V.

The

can now see a very fine display In our store of the **T. & K.” Brand of Teas,
etc. We solicit inspection from the public. Everybody call upon us,
win make it interesting for you.
COU Pons are packed in these goods for the benefit of the Consumer, the profits
Urns beiug divided.
IT’S THE COUPONS THAT YOU SAVE which secure for you these valuable
presents displayed In our store.
THE PKEHENT8 consist of fine silverware in all sorts of useful and beautiful

and a large assortment of pretty pictures on plates deslgoed for ornaments.
The pictures are reproductions of rare
paintings.
PKE8ENT TUE COUPONS In numbers as stated on premiums displayed at our
store ami you
get, absolutely free, your choice.
Tills is a good proposition for you. because you know that the goods are the kind
that you like, at reasonable
prices. The selling prices are namely:

AT THE

tLLSWORTH

GREENHOUSE.

Maine freshmen

es-

plentiful

are

geese have
sions.

been

this

present

on

COMING KVENTS.

spring,

and
several occa-

ELLSWORTH.

Hancock hall

Happy Hour theatre.
Moving pictures ana illustrated sonres
afternoons from 2 to 5; evenings, 7 to IflC
Admission, 10c.; children under 12, at all
times, 6c.
Odd Fellows building—New Gem theatre.
Moving pictures and illustrated songs;
afternoons from 2 to 5; evenings from 7 to
10.
General admission, 10c.; children In

Harold Salisbury has returned from
Ellsworth Falls, where he has been for

days.

several

Ernest Garland has moved from the
brick house at Brimmer’s bridge to the
Ed. Hopkins place.

—

Linwood Garland, who has been em- j
ployed in northern Maine since early j the afternoon, 6c.
fall, has returned home.
Thursday, April 9, at Society hall—Solieu ben Moore, who has been very feeble ciable by Wm. li. H. Rice post, G. A. ft,
for some time past, suffering from a severe j Tickets, including dance, 25 cents.
attack of heart failure, remains about the
Saturday, April 11, 7.30 p. m., at Hart,

Democratic

! cock hall

same.

Simon Garland received an injury on
the face while attending to his cattle the
past week. He had a narrow escape from
losing his left eye.
Many will be pleased to hear that the
infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Tate is recovering from the injury received by a
fall a short time ago.
There will
be services in the chapel
Sunday by Kev. G. Mayo, of Ellsworth,
under the management of the Lakewood
home mission society.

caucus.

Monday, April 20,

tertainment

at Hancock hall—Enand ball of City Hose Co.
STATE.

Wednesday, April 16,

field—Third district

1 p. m., at Fairdemocratic conven-

tion.

Wednesday, April 29,11 a. m., at Waterville—Third district republican convention.
Thursday, April 30, 1.30 p. m., at Portland
Republican State convention to
nominate delegates to national convention.
—

School began Monday, with the same
The school
teacher as the winter term.
will be somewhat larger this term, as
there has been an addition of several

£8bmisnnm&.

pupils.
Mr. Lynam, of

Bar Harbor, is the guest
of Norris Moore for several days. He
is enjoying spring trapping in the meadow
and river, where muskrat and mink,
though not as numerous as in years past,
can be found to quite an extent.
Howard Moore, who graduated in the*
the Ellsworth high
class of ’07 from
school, has received an appointment as
teacher of the school at North Ellsworth.
Howard’s friends-are pleased to hear of
the appointment, as he struggled hard for
an education,
traveling ovei six miles
through thick and thin lor four years.

j
1

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Business

mv store:
But are. never too busy to attend to the needs of customers

Come

Hall, of Brewer, was here !
Sunday and Monday, the guest of Ira B.
Hagan and wife.
Mrs. John E. Moulton and Miss Ruby
Moulton were in Banger Tuesday and

GOO D

IS

in

and get

acquainted.

Fred

Mrs.

M. M. MOORE,

of last week.

Wednesday

CASH STORE,
Ticonic hose company held its meeting'
for the annual election ;
of officers. Frank Heath was re-elected ELLSWORTH FALLS,

Tuesday evening

The January committee of the ladies’
sawing society will serve supper in the 1
vestry this (Wednesday) evening, beginning at 5.30. All are irvited.
Mrs. Sarah Lynch died on Sunday night
at the home of her son, George Lynch. ;
Mrs. Lynch suffered a shock some three
weeks ago, and had been gradually failing
since. She leaves besides George Lynch,
with whom she lived, one other son,
Charles Lynch, who resides here. Both
have the
Funeral

of their many friends.
held at the house
afternoon, Rev. J. D. Prigmore

sympathy
services

Tuesday
officiating.

Brown

_

BUCKSPORT.
Brown died at Sailors’
Capt.
Harbor, N. Y., Monday.

Capt.
Snug

were

NEW “SOCIETY” HALL
State St, Ellsworth.
All modern improvements.

day or evening, f«»r card parties,
receptions with or without music, and
Dancing Paities, with music.

To-let
or

tor

DANCING SCHOOI_
Classes, Tuesday and Friday evenings,
Private Lessons in Dancing, also on vlolir
and all brass instruments. For terms foi
rent of hall or lessons inquire of
C. E. Monaghan, Lessee.

Charles E.
was

a

former resident of Bucks-

U

NO

HIM.

port.

cancelled their banquet arrangements
at 9 o’clock, telephoned to the
American house at Ellsworth, ran their
train down here, and at midnight eightythree sat down to an excellent dinner,
Mrs. Cunningham proving equal to the occasion. One or fcw’o U. of M. sophomores
who live in Ellsworth bestirred themselves to make things interesting for the
freshmen, but efforts to reach the sophomores at Orono by telephone w’ere futile—
they had all gone to Lincoln. Perhaps
the Ellsworth sophomores may be able to
explain why the electric lights w’ent out
Except for this
during the banquet.

at

“PAUL JONES,” NATURAL LEADER!!

Lincoln,

No matter whether you talk of Paul Jones of olden
history or “Paul Jones”, the modern bread Hour, the
Whertitle “natural leader” i9 equally applicable.
ever there’s a call for perfection in bread-making,
there is need of Paul Jones Flour. Ellsworth has already devoured 2 carloads of it, and is clamoring constantly for more! Why don’t YOU try Paul Jones
Flour next time? Best, yet not the highest priced.

J. A.

HAYNES, The “Cash Down” Grocer,
Ellsworth. Maine.

years

WEST ELLSWORTH.

Bonsey has retired from the milk
business.
School commenced Monday, with Miss
| Lura P Carter teacher.
Judson G. Barron went to Bluehill
Monday to work in the stave mill.
B.
I April 6.
Walter

ELECTRICAL SSK«r”
Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
Estimates 'os Wirisf sad Supplies Cheerfully Qives.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Laundry Bldg, (west end bridge).
AND

I

Big Bottle,

1.

G

75c.

The

I

MOORE,

DRUGGIST,
Cor. opposite Postoffice.
Rexal!

Store.

MR.

foreman.

always

35c

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

_

of

Only

50c per lb.
GOc

KEARNS & COTTLE.

CAKNATIONS

University

slight interruption, the freshmen enjoyed
The sophomores
will have to answer to the upper classmen
for letting the freshmen outwit them.
have the
once before in recent
freshmen successfully pulled off their bana cordial welhas
Ellsworth
quet.
come for the U. of M. boys, and the freshmen did not abuse the freedom of the
town accorded them.
Monaghan’s dancing school was in session, and the boys
had a dance before their banquet.

Yours for Quality.

HoIe|;

scattered about.

their banquet in peace.

“Le Bon** Coffee,
25c
“T. & K.” Extracts :
Vanilla, 25c ; Lemon, 20c; Fancy Flavors, 25c.
All goods meet full requirements of the Pure Food Law.

NABf1**?-.oa.ffolhls,
“JACINTHS.

were

tartar.

CO., NEW YORK.

LAKEWOOD.
Duck

for

men

!

'feslKiis,

FLOWERS

built

freshmen meant that they should), and
the sophs took the afternoon train for
Lincoln to share in the festivities. With
the sophs safely out of the way, the fresh-

If the Gentle, Balmy Spring
Weather makes you lanquid, dull and
listless,

Vou

OF ALL KINDS.

been

BAKING POWDER

of

caped the watchful sophomores last Friday evening, came to Ellsworth by special
train, had a banquet at midnight at the
American house, and returned to Orono
by their special in the early hours of the
morning. The freshmen planned for a
banquet at Lincoln, but the sophomores
learned of the plans (it is hinted that the

fAprilFooledl

wc*

^“KiiNCj

house hn

I ne story lias been
persistently circulated by a few who wish to hamper the present city officials as much as possible, to the
effect that the street commissioner would
this year pay men working on the roads
only $1.50 for a ten-hour day. Street
Commissioner
Woodward
wishes this
story denied. The city is paying fl.75 for
a nine-hour day.
Work of digging holes and distributing
poles for the power line to Bar Harbor
began this week. The line will follow
the highway to the vicinity of Gilman
Wakefield’s place, from which point it is
hoped to obtain private right of way
across country. The company reports that
it is meeting w ith good success in obtaining this private right of way from propThere are rumors of an
erty-owners.
effort to obtain an injunction to restrain

Don’t Be

COUNTS.

Coffees, Extracts,

Coffee,

new

The winter has been a hard one for vessels
in the bay, as there has been so much
running ice.

auncrtioemtms.

“T. ft K.” BRANDS.

“T. & K.” Yellow Pkg. Tea,
Gold Fan Tea,

a

John R. Graham, of Bangor, and Frank
Silliman, jr., of Waterville. were in the
city yesterday on business connected with
the big dam.
♦ he
company from building its line on the
Perry a. Bowden and son James left highway.
where
\
for
ti.ey
Shoshone,
Wyo.,
Monday
Charles H. Curtis is building a thirtywill
be
employed by the Ambursen four-foot launch for a Philadelphia man.
Hydraulic Construction Co.
The launch will be seven and one half feet
Mrs. Joseph Luchini and children, w ho j wide, and will have a comfortable house
have spent the winter in Italy, have ar- j sixteen feet long,
it is to be completed
rived in New York. They are expected
by the middle of June. The launch will
home the last of this week.
go to Cuban waters, where she will be
held at ! used by a scientist, who is collecting and
A democratic caucus will be
Hancock hall Saturday evening, April 11, studying marine deposits and growtus.
to elect delegates to the third district con- She will be equipped with a twelve-horse
engine at the Ellsworth Foundry &
vention at Fairfield, April 15.
power
Machine Works. As soon as this launch
Ellsworth now' has two moving picture is
completed, Mr. Curtis will build a
theatres—the Gem in Odd Fellows buildtwenty-four foot open lobster boat for
ing, and the Happy Hour at Hancock hall. Capt. Ed. Rice, of Outer Long Island.
Both seem to be doing a good business.
A
thief
entered
of
the
store
Rev. George L. Mason, of Rochester, N.
C.
W. Grindal on Water street on
H., preached at the Unitarian church Monday night, and stole 200 or 300
was:
again Sunday morning. His subject
a small amount of change, and
“Some of Life’s Contrasts, or Lights and cigars, small
other
articles. A safe, which w as
Shadows.”
unlocked, was opened, and the door of a
Mrs. George S. Foster, Mrs. W. E. small inner compartment was broken
Whiting, Misses Leon ice Foster and Ray open.
It contained nothing of value.
Whiting delightfully entertained a large Entrance was effected by breaking a
party of ladies at bridge whist in Society window’ on the Water street front.
hall Monday evening.
Evidently the same parties who broke
Rev. V. F. Hendee will preach his con- into the Grindaf stoi-e, later in the
of
Methodist
the
night broke into the schoolhouse at
cluding sermon as pastor
church here next Sunday morning. In Beech land. The butts of many cigars of
the same brand as stolen at the Grindal

there is the best quality in the celebrated

and

ROYAL

cream

as

them.
The extent to which the possible dangers from the power transmission line
have been magnified by the discussion
and agitation of the subject, is shown by
the absurd l»elief seriously expressed by
some that if, on a rainy
day, a drop of
rain from one of the powerVires should
fall on a person jwassing beneath, it would
be fatal.
The steamer Percy V. sank at her winter
anchorage in Surry bay last Sunday night.
Her hurricane dec* is awash at low water.
The ice pulled the oakum out of the boat’s
seams and she filled.
cJhe is not damaged,
and can be raised with little
difficulty.

store

QUALITY

•Made from pure, grape

J. Treworgy.
William H. Rankin and Miss Mabel
Gray, of Dedham, were married Tuesday
evening at G. L. Wiswell’s residence on
State street, .John H. Brimmer, esq.,
officiating. After the ceremony, refreshments were served.
The couple will
make their home on the Waltham
road,

on

ho has

April.

WHITING BROS

that peculiar lightness, sweetness, and flavor
noticed in the finest cake, biscuit, rolls, crusts,
etc., which expert pastry cooks declare
is unobtainable by the use of any
other leavening agent.

Imparts

dull
vessels
which have wintered here have been
started. Capt. Alexander Hutchings, of
the schooner Melissa Trask, will go to
Belfast next Monday to start his vessel,
He will bring her here to load staves for C.

Sunday mall.

POWDER,

•

stalled.

siding.

CARRETIIMGS.

WALL

RECEIVED.

is in

BAKIN6

winter, is now being overhauled and repaired. The gasoline engine with which
she will be equipped for hoisting sails and
anchors, has arrived, and will soon be in-

Krom West—7.H a in, 4 3Paud «.(Hpm.
From East—II 07 a m, 12 Oft, 5.5ft and 10.52 p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT 1*081 o*F!CB.
Going Bast—#.wi a m, 4 and ft.30 p in.
GOTVG West—11.45, 11.30 a m, 5 30 and 9 pm.

We will sell for you.
We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.

At a bargain—the Sfmon Flood homestead
and stable.

MAJL3

rOST-OKFlCR.
Oct. 7, 1907.

effect

ROW.

The sociable of Wm. H. H. Rice post, G.
A. R.t will take place to-morrow evening
at Grand Army and Society halls. There
will be music, speeches and cards in Grand
Army hall, and dancing in Society hall.
Monaghan's (rcbestra will furnish music.
The schooner Lavolta, which has been on
the marine railway at Curtis' yard
all

AT ELLSWORTH

In

.lOtouBniunu

member of
this council. Appropriate
memorial resolutions were adopted.

Commonwealth hotel.

MAINE.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

the evening the children of the Sunday
•chool will give an Easter concert.
Chief-Just ice Emery is bolding court in
Bath, and Justice King in Bangor. Mrs.
Emery accompanied Judge Emery to Bath,
going from there to Providence, R. I., to
visit her daughter, Mrs. P. G. Allinson.
Under the heading “Village
Improvement” it is proposed until further notice
to place ail references to the proceedings
of the Village improvement society, and
to it those of our readers who are interested in the work are referred.
Philip H. Sheridan council, Knights of
Columbus, held memorial services at its
hall Sunday afternoon, for Rev. Michael
J. Healey, of Lewiston, who was a charter

New Law Magazine.
The first number of the Maine Law Review, a magazine edited and published by
the students of the University of Maine
school of law, made its appearance Tuesday.
Among the most interesting and timely
of the many articles is the charge of ChiefJustice Emery in the Lyons manslaughter case, with notes and comment.—Bangor News

WALL PAPER.
*1.1. MY NEW SPRING STOCK
NOW IN, AT ATTRACTIVE
PRICES. A FEW BARGAINS IN
LEFT.
YEAR’S
STOCK
LAST

J.
Main Street,

A.

THOMPSON,
Ellsworth.

Pr.'ycr Meeting
opic For the
L;rir:iiig April 12, 13C3.

nnd

purpose**

writer will not be

pi'nted

oxct*pt by

THK

Pomona grange with

A MEXICAN.

the

Sometime

Himself will

meaning

of life will be clear.

Somehow the burden you bear will be borne.
Somehow be healed the heart that is torn:
Somehow the grace that is needed will fall.
Somehow thy heart will be strengthened for
all.
Somewhere

the

treasures

long lost will be

Stay thou thy soul on(the promise secure.
Stay thou thy soul then, and bravely endure.
All thy distresses and doubts will be past
Sometime and somehow and somewhere, at
last.
—ielctedbyPet.

a

sauce.

close, fearing that’I may wear out my
weloonjh*
Sincerely,
I will

I

Prr-

It

kind of you to write a letter complying with our wishes to know about the
town in which you live. I always think
of you, not as “under a cloud” but as living where the sky is blue, with soft white
clouds floating over it, like those we see
on perfect days of May in Maine.
Thanks
was

for letter and

recipe.

Shall I introduce the next to be heard
No, I will simply say it is our Esther, and knowing how many cares she
from?

has we appreciate all the
from her again.
Dear Aunt
I hope I

more

hearing

Madge:

am not quite outlawed from the
column, though it has been so long since I did
my duty by it I feel misgiviugs as I venture
again. 1 have made several beginnings in
that direction, but being a person
subject to

many interruptions, they are now floating in
space via the chimney, if anywhere.
It is now Saturday morning and the beans
not yet in the oven, and work
waiting on
every hand, but I am going to send a quotation or two from Celia Thaxter, unless the
mail-carrier is over prompt or
something else
prevents, in response to your request.
Mrs. Thaxter was born in 1835 in the town
of Portsmouth, N. H. |8he passed her
early
years on the bleak Isle of Shoals about ten
miles off the New Hampshire coast.
She
wrote a delightful book about her life in
her
island home, beside many beautiful
poems
about the ocean birds and flowers. She died
in 1904Esther,

sheep.

A sk. and it shall be given you.
N ot aB I will, but as Thou wilt.

I

God holds his world above
dispair.
After the sorrow of the
ebbing tide.
The singing floods return
in joy at last.
Looking to the east, where, up the lurid skv
The morning climbs, the
day will yet be fair.
I think the poem is
by Celia Thaxter; I used
to have a copy of it, but
lost it. and those few
lines are all I can remember. I
should be very
to
a
glad
get copy of the entire poem. Elma.
I am sure some one will
respoud to this

inquiry.

I want Mol to know
that another has
written for the]nntten pattern.
West Franklin, March
20, 1908
Dear Sietere of the M. B. C.:
Just a few lines by
way of remembrance.
have been so

Allofjrourjetters

entertaining

Receives Congratulations.
You will soon receive the
congratulations
*rlend.®upon
ance if you will take your improved appearFoley’s Kidney Reinedv
UP
and imparts new

tSe1By,8tem

Foley’8 Kidney Remedy cures
w£SLllg0r*
backache, nervous exhaustion and
all forms

trouble.
aild bladder
G. A. Parches.
taking it to-day,

Commence

an

physician

_

MARIAVILLE.

April

j

helpful this winter. Must tell yon that 1
tried the suet pudding and it was so nice 1
was invited to make one every day. Aunt
Madge. I tried your gingerbread and that waa
nice.
1 see that new names have been added
to our M. B. C. this winter. That is good, and
I yet there is room for many more. We give
them a friendly greeting. We would also
extend the hand of love and sympathy to
those who have been called to part with loved
ones, for there are many, some very near and
dear to me, but let us trust that our loss is
their great gain.
Let me tell you all how much I have enjoyed
your letters and postals this winter. Thank
I
you, so much. Will send yon a very economical cake recipe. It is nice, for I have tried it.
Hope all the sisters are nicely rested for the
spring cleaning, bat do not work too hard; it
does not pay, for life is too short.
Will sena a little poem and hope that all
the Johns will ponder over it until fall and
ask themselves: “Which shall it be?” I can
shake hands with all those in favor of prohibition. I believe that if our governor and
officeis want it they can have it, if they do
their sworn duty, and that is w hat every man
is supposed to do as far as be is able.
Will not weary you more this time. With
best wishes for all,
Acnt Emma.
Graham cake—One cup of sugar, one-half
cup of molasses, one cup rich milk, spice to
taste, one teaspoon soda, one-half cup white
flour, two cups graham flour, salt.
Motor cake-Two well beaten eggs, one cup
flour, one cup sugar two
cream
! tartar, one teaspoon soda, teaspoons
one cup boiling
! milk, butter or lard size of a teaspoon, flavor
with lemon.

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
Harborside grange held its regular meetThere was a harvest
ing Wednesday.
supper, and two names were proposed for

j

1 will close the column this week with a
poem Aunt Emma sent, which is in accord
with the sentiments of all good temper-

ance

people.

Tatters and

rags

for my

own

My fair, comely baby, my

little one,

own

darling

son.

While the rumseller’s children go warm and
well clad
On my earnings, wrested from my bonny
lad—
This shall it be
For mine and me ?
man, do you think me a whole eyed fool
serve as a rumseller’s tool?
Ah, how can 1 hesitate which to choose
When it's all to gain—or to lose
For mine and me.
For mine and me ?
•south'b Companion.

POMONA.

The programme for meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona grange to be held with
Cushman grange, Gouldsboro, Wednesday, April 29, is as follow s:
Opening in form
Singing.Choir

Recess
Call to order

Song.Choir
Conferring fifth degree
Topic: To what extent is the liberal use

j

j

of commercial fertilizers on Hancock
county farms profitable? Opened bv
Hervey bcainmon, of Pamola; D <’;
Hall, of Bay ViewReading.Mrs Lula Crabtree, of Pamola
Entertainment bv host grange

Song.Choir
Closing in form
NORTH

MEMOH1AL

ELLSWORTH.

—

OCEAN VILLE.
Schools began March 9, taught by Misses
Laura Getchell and Isabelle Walker.
Alice Lane, who is teaching in Hanson,
Mass., is spending her vacation at home.
Allie Hatch came from Harrington Friday to spend the summer at his old home.
The clam factory will soon be in running order, superintended by Allie Joyce,
of Brooklin.
March 30.
A.
Death Was On His Heels.
Jesse P„ Morris, of Skippers, Va., had a
close call in the spring of 1906. He says:
“An attack of pneumonia left me so weak
and with such a fearful cough that my
friends declared consumption had me, and
death was on my heels. Then I was persuaded to try Dr. King’s New Discovery.
It helped me immediately, and after taking two and a half bottles 1 was a well
man again.
I found out that New Discovery is the best remedy for coughs and
disease
in all the world.” Sold
lung
under guarantee at E. G. Moose’s drug
store. 50c. and fl. Trial bottle free

Whmat, Our Heavenly Father has called
Bro. Wallace Tucker from his earthly home to
be with Him in that home not made by hands,
eternal in

the heavens, therefore be ft
Resolved. That though we mourn the loss
of Bro. Tucker we cannot but be comforted
by the thought, he has entered another and a
better world,
"where everlasting spring
abides and never-fading flowers."
Resolved. That the sincere sympathy of
Nicolin grange be tendered the sorrowing
parents in their hour of affliction, a copy of
these resolutions be sent them, also spread
upon our records and sent to the papers for
publication; that our charter be draped in
mourning and that our badges be reverse^).
Charles G. Moore,
Harold Maddoces,
Frane M. Moore,
Committee on resolutions.

WEST BROOKUN.
Miss Lettie Carter has gone to Tremont
to teach.
Mrs. Isaac Bridges, who has been ill, ia

improving.

School commenced Monday, Miss Ida
Morse, of Bluehill, teacher.
E. J. Carter, of Btonington, is visiting
his brother, Hiram Carter.
Frank Gray, of Sedgwick, visited his
daughter, Mrs. Hoyt Eaton, recently.
Proctor Bridges has gone to Long Island
to help L. B. Bridges on his fish traps.
Harold Powers and wife visited relatives at Brooklin Saturday and Sunday.
Frank Bridges came from White Island
Saturday to spend Sunday with his family.
Cheston and Lucius Bridges have gone
to Long Island to get their fish traps

ready.
April 6.

session, which

was stirring and
eloquent.
Lothrop preached again Saturday
morning. Kev. 8. B. Whitcomb, of Bangor, and Rev. P. A. A. Killarn, of Ellsworth,
alternated in the pulpit during the re-

Bro.

I

mainder of the session. Bro. Whitcomb’s
clear-cut practical sermons are always appreciated. Mr. Killain, pastor of the Baptist church at Ellsworth, did much to
make the session a success. His
eloquent
sermons, fine singing and hearty good
spirit of fellowship, endeared him to all.
We were dependent chiefly on our
Baptist brethren for entertainment and
congregation, and they met the situation
with unbounded measure, opening their
homes and hearts to us in the most generous hospitality and Christian
We also received courtesies and valuable
assistance from
friends of Hancock
not
identified with any church, all
with
other
tending,
to make
good
the session one of the best. Generous

fellowship.

features,

contributions were received.
The June session will be held with the
church at South Blue hill.

RESOLUTIONS.

Well,

Blindly to

The

meeting.

NICOUN,

SHALL IT BE THIS?

Potatoes and salt with a crust of bread
For the best little woman the Lord ever made,
While the rumseller’s wife feeds on turkey
and wine
Bought with my money—if I so incline—
This shall it be
For mine and me?

I Contributed. 1
March session of the Ellsworth
quarterly meeting was held at the schoolhouse at Mt. Desert Ferry March 20-22.
The bad traveling
prevented the attendance of
many, so the congregation was
made up chiefly from the good people of
Hancock, who attended in large numbers.
The meetings were marked to a high degree by spiritual good fellowship.
Friday evening Kev. D. B. Lothrop, of
Bangor, preached the first sermon of the

GREENWOOD, EAST BROOK.
Greenwood grange held its regular meetOwing to the cold,
ing April 4.
only twenty-four members were present.
The third and fourth degrees were conferred on one candidate.
The literary
programme was laid over until the next

Address of welcome.
Master of Cushman grange
Response.Louis Jordan of Pamola
Topic: Would the patrons of the different granges in Green
Mountaiu Pomona be
benefited by organizing aud
holding an agricultural fair in September or October, 1918?
Leaders,
of Lamoine:
Milton
Ralph Young,
Beckwith, of Bayside; A I Foss, of Pa-\

$523,463,

Free Baptists Hold Interesting Session at Mt. Desert Kerry.

membership.

j

of

QUARTERLY MEETING.

HARBORS IDE,

GREEN MOUNTAIN

profits

B.

He (lot. What He Needed.
“Nine years ago it looked as if my time
had come,” says Mr. C. Farthing, of Mill
Creek, Ind. Ter. “I was so run down that
life hung on a very slender thread. It was
then my druggist recommended Electric
Bitters. I bought a bottle and I got what
I needed—strength.
I had one foot in the
grave, but Electric Betters put it back on
the turf again, and I’ve been well ever
since.” Sold under guarantee at E. G
Moore’s drug store. 50c.

of

Solace

in |Being

Well-

a

Earned Hepula’ion.
Mr., George W. Dey,
living 0B 8„
K.wd, two miles front
Ellsworth. Me
«y»: “Si* year* ago I made

publication recommending
d^.
Kidney Pills, the substance of which
W*
a* follows:
I toad a miserable
backscb,
for

and

almost

torought

every

movement

severe

Kid*;

B!Wf

Mariaville grange met
4, with the
usual number present.
The programme
was well rendered, and much sport was
enjoyed-by»all. The programme (or next
meeting consists of reading, songs, recitations and questions.

| snd

and

Heap

Depend Upon

..d

interesting

Nearly

BAY VIEW, SALISBURY COVE.

Address, Lynn, Mass.

f250,000, surplus

a

Able to

Pills, I suffered from an atla,k
shirk
almost prostrated tne. Not
of
and
having tnKt
and
$141,838
profits
$100,000, surplus
faith left in medieines I was rather
percentage of 141.84.
>kep
The Aroostook Trust A Hanking Co., of tieal when Doan's Kidney Pills were recin
ommended
to
Caribou, Blands first in that town, sixth
me, but I bought a bo,
Maine and 150th in United States, with because 1 knew something had lo
bvdo*
capital of f50,000, surplus and profits of I procured them at E. U. .loors's drag
store. They acted directly upon the
$62,137 and percentage of 124.27
kidThe Fidelity Trust Co., of Portland, neys. and in a short time I was
greatly restands second in that city, seventh in lieved. I have even more confidence
ii
Maine and 199th in the United States, with them to-day than I had at that th»
capital of $150,003 surplus and profits because I have used a few dose.- since
they have never failed to bring the aos
$165,729 and percentage of 110.49.
The Mercantile Trust Co., of Portland, beneficial results. I recommend Do,,-,
stands third in that city, eighth in Maine Kidney Pills very earnestly.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
and 223d in the United States, with capital i
of $103,000, surplus and profits of f103,642 Koster-Mllhurn Co., Buffalo, N. y ,n|i
and percentage of 103.64.
agents for the United State..
The Union Trust Co., of Ellsworth, sucRemember the name- Doan s-inj ukt
cessor of the First national bank, has been
no other.
in business as a trust company since last
fUiliMDa ant feuanuu..
September. Its capital is |100,000; its
surplus and profits, $45,000.
These statistics, compiled and published by one of the foremost financial
journals in the world, must be very gratifying to the stockholders and customers
Commencing Nov 25, 1907.
of the Maine institutions named, and that
BAB HABBOR TO BANGOR
a Bangor institution should stand first in
BAR
HARBOR..
10 » I ».
State
and
the
occupy so high a position as Sorrento..
4 10
fifty-seventh place in the list of 230 com- Sullivan..
4 SO
11 30
DfWrtPerry..
5»j »*
panies. including the richest and most Mt
8
u r
sr ins
Fy...
powerful in the country, must be a source Wiukfii
Hancock.
*11 40 5 30 Mil
of local satisfaction and pride, as it is Franklin Road.
til 4* 5» 148
eloquent testimony to the stability of the Wash'gt’n June.
II 00 11*57 5 47, lid
1 WORTH
Eastern Trust A Banking Co., and to the ELL8V
11 07 12 05 5 55 118
Falla..
11 12 1?R!0 4 02 118
ability of its officers and the soundness of ElUworth
Nicolin.
til 16 1**73, 6 IS.
their financial policies.

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkmeeting.
ham’s Vegetable Compound, made
MOUNTAIN VIEW, WEST EDEN.
from roots and herbs, has been the
Mountain View grange held its regular
standard remedy for female ills,
with about fifty-five patrons presmeeting
and has positively cured thousands of
ent. The second and third degrees were
women who have been troubled with conferred on ten candidates.
The first
displacements, inflammation, ulcera- and second degrees will be worked at the
next
The
lecturer
meeting.
gave an intertion, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
esting programme.
periodic peine, and backache.

health.

capital. 232.67.

There is

first in that town, fifth in Maine and 132d
in the United States, with capital of

the regular meeting We-inesday evening, sixty-five patrons, including several
visitors, were present. After business, a
short programme was carried out. Tne
first degree will be conferred at the next

Mrs. Pinkham Invites all sick
to write her for advice.
She has guided thousands to

erluu.1,lb,"‘

twinges 0f pain, i
^
not rest at night for no
position I
in
$101,820
surplus
|60,000
capital,
having
was comfortable, and in the
and profits, and a percentage of 203.64.
moraiitl
The Augusta Trust Co. stands first in arose tired and unrefreshed. A
physics,
Maine
and
in
fourth
seventyAugusta,
said I had kidney disease,a.
the.ytnptoi*
fourth in the United States, with capital
showed it plainly. I took
many reared*.
of $100,000, surplus and profits of $202,188
bat only received temporary
and percentage af 202.19.
relief, ,M
stands finally just before 1 used
The Kumford Falls Trust Co.
Doin'.

At

women

to

percentage of 209.39.
The Bar Harbor Banking A Trust Co.
stands first in Bar Harbor, third in Maine
and seventy-third in the United States,

every
one had something to says on the question At the next meeting the sisters will
occupy the chairs and furnish entertainment.

was

profits

and

MA88APAQl’A, SOUTH BLUEHILL.

decided that an
necessary. My husband
objected, and urged me to try Lydia
E. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound,
and to-day I am well and strong.”

many facilities—five churches, opera house,
Carnegie library, etc. We have many delightful walks about here to interesting places.
There are soda springs and hot springs all
about ns. One hot spring is constantly sending a stream of hot water many feet into the
air. This is certainly a state of many wonders and many beauties. I am sending the
recipe for our favorite pudding:

thee nor forsake thee.
8 earch the Scriptures.
T he Lord Is my Shepherd.
I am the Good Shepherd and know Mv

petitors.

March my

operation

of

Massapaqua grange met April 2, with a
(airly good attendance, five visitors being

After business,
present.
programme was enjoyed.

and

Portland Trust Co. stands first
city, second in Maine and sixtyeigtit in the United Slates, with capital

ance.

Mrs. Arthur R. House, of Church
Road, Moorestown. N. J., writes:
“I feel it is my duty to let people
know what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has done for me. I
suffered from female troubles, and last

sur-

The

grange was
called to order by
Past Master G. M.
Allen, with forty-one members present.
The programme furnished by the older
members included singing by chorus,
questions for discussion, and the “Patrons’
.journal”, by Sister Ada F. Alien. At recess a baked bean supper was served, with
The voung folks
other good things.
showed their appreciation by giving a
toast iu honor of the older members.
The young folks will take their turn
next week. All hope for a good attend-

severe form of female troubles and
told that an operation was my only
hope of recovery. I wrote Mrs. Pinkham
for advice, and took Lydia E. Pinkham s
Vegetable Compound, and it has saved
my life and made me a well woman.”

of

in that

SEDGWICK.

was

milling town, yet it has

Qraham Fruit Podding—Mix and sift one
level teaspoon soda, one of cinnamon and onehalf teaspoon of cloves with two cups graham
flour. Into this mixture stir one-half cup
molasses, one cup sweet milk and one cup
floured raisins.
Steam in baking powder
cans about an hour. 8erve with any sweet

surplus

Friday evening Sedgwick

most

McCloud, Cal.. March 11, 1908.
Dear A uni Madge.
It is evening here, and I have just finished
reading The Ellsworth American. I am always so glad to get the home paper, although
it usually brings a wave of homesick aess with
it. It is 7 o’clock here with us, and is 10
o’clock with you. as our Western time is three
hours behind the Eastern.
This is a very pretty little milling town of
about 4,000 inhabitants. It is snuggled close
at the foot of Mt. Shasta, with its eternal
snow.
Somehow, 1 never get weary of looking at these grand mountains, for they seem
to have the effect of lifting one above the inevitable, trivial, every-day worries. “I look
up to the mountains, from which cometh my

percentage

Banking Co. are: Capital, $175,030; surplus and profits, $389,673; percentage of

16._

For
proof of this statement read
the following letters.
Mrs. Barbara Base, of Kingman,
Kansas, writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
For eight years I suffered from the

in

A

8CHOODIC, FRANKLIN’.
Schoodic grange held regular meeting
April 2, Worthy Master Scammon presiding. The first and second degrees were
On account
conferred on one candidate.
of the bad weather, there was a small attendance. The next regular meeting will
be held April

LYDIA E.PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

Somewhere the harp that is silent will sound.
Somewhere is ended earth's wearisome quest.
Somewhere is rapture and somewhere is rest.

help.”
Although this is

of Hancock
Castine grange.

gramme. A recess was then declared, and
the younger members enjoyed themselves
by playing games until a late hour.

If there is any one thing that a
woman dreads more than another it
is a surgical operation.
We can state without fear of a
contradiction that there are hundreds, yes, thousands, of operations
performed upon women in our hospitals which are entirely unnecessary and many have been avoided by

H you haven't the time
u,
I.rly. Do..’, Regulets will prove,o
"««•
tiuu. They imiucee m mild
C'"nipk
•ttion of the bowel,
without
*' A,i
your druggist lor them. IV.

statistics,

these

first
plus and profits to capital, standing
in Bangor and also first in Maine in thi*
respect. The figure?* for the Eastern Trust

Penobscot grange met in regular session
Notwithstanding the
Friday evening.
rough weather, about thirty-one patrons
assembled at the hall. After a business
session, the lecturer presented a short pro-

speak

sunjthrough the clouds will

Sometime the
appear,
Sometime the

Master

of

companies

list of 239

PENOBSCOT.

cease.

committees
faultlessly, attending its meetings
faithfully, is not Christian Endeavor
One may do all these things undpr a
false
motive.
Christian
Endeavor j
means having Christ in our endeavors.
He must he the motive power for ail
our service. lie must be seen and felt,
j
OtOTATlONS FKOM CELIA THAXTER.
not we or our works.
After Da Vinci |
“The waves are full of whispers wild and
had finished his great painting. “The
s weet;
«i ■*«*.
Last Supper.” a friend came to see it They call to me—incessantly they beat
and greatly admired a goblet on the Along the boat from stern to curved prow.’’
painted table, saying: “How wonder“Peacefully
The quiet stars came hut one
by one:
ful!
It stands out like solid silver."
The holy twilight fell upon the sea.
Da Vinci immediately drew his brush
The summer day was done.”
across the goblet, exclaiming, “Noth“Cowslips nodded and said good bye;
ing shall draw men’s eyes from my
Daisy and buttercups went off together*
Lord!”—Ida Q. Moulton in Record of But the fragrant water lilies lie
Christian Work.
Yet moored in the golden August weather.”
Many thanks for ail you have written,
A Helpful Acrostic.
especially that in regard to Celia Thaxter.
The Pasadena (Cal.) Presbyterian En
deavorers (this is the church attended
Here is Elma, another long silent
friend,
by John Willis Baer) use in their topic who makes a request relating to the same
card the following interesting and author, or quite
likely the same.
.helpful acrostic interpretation of Chris Dear Aunt Madge:
'tian Endeavor:
I wonder if some of the sisters will
send to
be printed in the M. B. Column a
C ome unto Me. and I will give you rest.
poem, a few
H e shall give Hts angels charge over thee. lines, only, of which I remember.
are:
They
R est in the Lord; wait patiently for Him
The night is long and pain
weighs heavily.
I will never leave

St. Paul In 1909.
In a three cornered fight for the 1900
international convention of Christian
Endeavor St. Paul, the Minnesota cl;won out and was selected by the boa
of trustees as the convention city for
Christian Fndeavor’s twenty-fourth international convention.
Kansas City
and Atlantic City were the other com-

DATES.

Wednesday, April 29—Meeting of Green

Saturday, May 16—Meeting

j

to

capital.

w line—r., did
yon know m, ,on.J^
yoo were married? Hi. P,,h„
~8,‘T fc».
1 don't know htr yet.

which have been prepared from the 1 test
a
data available, discloses the fact that
Bangor institution, the Eastern Trust A
Banking Co., stauds fifty-seventh in the

Mountain Pomona with Cushman grange,
;

of

examination

An

i Goulds boro.

tempest that frights thee will |

Sometime the

its

E nter ye in at the strait gate.
N o man can serve two masters
D raw nigh to God. and He will draw nigh
to you.
E very one that asketh receiveth.
A nd be ye kind one to another.
V erily there is a reward for the righteous
O h. now great is Thy goodness!
R ejoice in the Lord, for He Is good.

1

permission.

SOMEHOW.

BEADIXOS.

on

|^~

j

excess

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.
--^

Kllswor*h. Me.

Having Christ In Our Endeavors.
Being active in all the outward matters of the Christian Endeavor society
keeping its pledge to the letter, serving
or

I
,

Coramunl.nations will be subject to appro mlor
rejection i»v the editor of the column, but none
Address
Will be rejected without good reason
hIt communications

Eastern Trust A. Banking to. of
Bangor Heads the List.
In a recently issued supplement, the
New York Financier publishes a roll of
the
honor of the trust companies of
United States, the list comprising 239
in
companies having surplus and profits

This column is devoted to the <Jrange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
Make letters
lor reports of grange meetings.
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be1 printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

A SURGICAL
OPERATION

Hopeful.”

terchange of Idea*. In ihls capacity It solicit*
communications, and lissuccessdepend* largely
Comon 'he support given it in till* respect
rnunlcaihm* mud Ik? signed. but the name of

Lev. x, 0. 10; Isa. v. 11; xxviii, 1-4
Joel i, 5; Num. vi, 1-14; Xah. i. 10; 1
Cor. vl. 10; Gal. v. 19-26; Epb. v, 18
Rev. xxii, 12-15.

offices

\I*U»

of tni- column arc succinctly
title and motto—U la for the mutual
ikj helpful and hopeful.
turnout, and aim*
B«trg f r the common good. It la f-»r the common u**e—a public -errant, a
purveyor of Information an*1* suggestion. a medlnni for the InThe

John Bartholomew Gough, one of
the world's greatest temperance orators. was born at Stmlgate. Kent
Hi:'
1817.
county. England. Aug.
father was a soldier au.l had served i
the peniuruiar war. for which lie rellis mother was a
ceived a pension.
village schoolmistress. When but twelve
years of age Gough sime to An eri
where he tirst worked <m a farm is
Oneida county. N. Y. In 1831 he wen.
to New York city and was employed is
the binding department of the MethoHe was a memdist Book Concern.
He lost
ber of the Methodist church.
this position a;rough dissipated habits, and his means of livelihood came
from singing c *mic songs and d :ucing
He was i.j.Lv.c.i
In low grogshops.
in 1830, but his habits became worse.
Through drink and delirium tremens
he was reduced to poverty and probably through them caused the death of
his wife and child. Through the influence of a Quaker he was led to attend
temperance meetings and signed the
pledge. He soon afterward decided to
give his life to the temperance cause
He once relapsed into drink, but recovered himself, and in America and England he was a most powerful advocate
He afterward wrote
of temperance.
books and acquired a moderate fortune through his lectures. He died at
Frankford. Pa., Feb. 18, 1883. after
having spent forty years in the tom
peranee work.
1. Gough's life, first of all, stands before us as an awful warning against
the drink habit. It is true that he reformed and was used mightily of God
for good, but where lie reformed many
never do.
He was a man of stroug
Will and character, and hence could do
what many others could not. and.
though reformed, he paid for every
drop of alcohol that he drank. He was
■abject to delirium tremens. He lost
the wife that he loved so dearly and
his only child through the drink habit
and spent years of his life In debauchery and in sin that must afterward almost have crushed the great, generous
■stare which he possessed.
He once
••Jd, "If all the money spent In the
temperance cause saved but one boy
ft were well spent.”
Asked if this
were not too strong, he answered. "Not
If it were my boy.” This was his estimate of intemperance.
2. Gongh's life is an inspiration, it
■hows what can be done by the grace
•f God. It says to every drunkard, "Do
not despair.” It says to every workei
for the intemperate, "Do not give up.”
Bat it is not an Inspiration to every
reformed drunkard to become a temNo one can do this
perance orator.
without a great risk. No one can describe the scenes of his drunken life
without arousing the old appetite within him. Gough was an unusually great
man and could do what hundreds of
others failed in attempting. If saved
from drink, keep as far away from il
as possible.
"Avoid the very appearance of the evil.”
The saloon seems doomed in out
land. The people have apparently do
termined that it shall go.
But if it
does not go, young people, do not gc
to it. The law may permit it, but it
compels no one to visit it. The I -si
way to avoid drunkenness is to leave
It alone altogether.

its

W

staled In ttu

nii, 17-17.

In

“Helpful

It* Vfotto:

Ey REV. S. It. DOYLE.
Lessons
Topic.—Terr,porn nee meeting.
from the life cf John B. Gough.—II Sam.

BIBLE

\«J> T

KOI I'M*

Week

MAINE TRUST COMPANIES.

3mong tt)e ©rangers.

atmmifiontiut,

ftlntnal Drnrtit (Soinmn.

CHRISTIAN ESUKWOR.

C»pt.
family

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
J. Stanley stopped with his

A.

Sunday, while the steamer
Mineola went to Bar Harbor, joining her
on her return
Monday.
Guy Cleveland and family came home on
Friday from Millinocket, where they have
been since October. They are at
present
in their own home, while he is working
®
over

Moose hill.
Charles Saunders, after visiting his parents, William Saunders and wife, left
Friday for Providence, H. I., to visit his
brother, after which he will go to Wisconsin, where he has been employed for a
number of yean.
April 2.
H.
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F.llsworth Falls.{
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Franklin Hoadu c*
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Hancock. j t7 41 12 15
68
7 44 12 1*
Waukea*. 8 Fy.
68
Mt Desert Ferry.
7 50 12 25
Sullivan. ! 8 20
8 65
Sorrento.
:ss
BAR HARBOR.
9 30
Trains leaving ElUworth 7.11 a m and U*P
m, and arriving Ellsworth 11-07 a ni. 1052pm.
connect with Washington Co. K;.
t Stop on signal to conductor.
* Stops only to leave passengers from point!
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor withthrouik
trains on Main Line, to ami from PortisM.
Boston and St John.
....

Passengers
cure

are

earnestly miuestlytopro*

tickets before entering the trains-1®®
*•
ElUworth to Falls and Falu

especially

Ellsworth.

F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P.
MORRIS M’DON A LI),
Vice-Pres. au<l Gen 1 Manager.

T.

A

EASTERN

Steamship Company
I>ivi»i«B
COBB anil CALVIS

Mount Desert and BluehlH
1ION. WILLIAM T.

AUSTIN, Receiver..

on

Commencing Monday. April 6, Wednew
Bar
»ar ttaroor
Harbor at 11
n a n koduhj
Monday*,
and Saturday a for Seal Harbor, Nortoewi■
bor, Southwent Harbor. North Hnren,
ton and Rockland, connecting with 8te*®«

"JLfor,

Steamer leave. Bluehm at On
lor South
Bruoalln, Sedewlek. Deer late.

Wednesdays and Saturdays

dSbcrtiummu.
A

Splendid Chance.

*>“*S55rtS?
AVko.

South Brookavllleand Isleaboro lJ‘r
tor Hocatand, connecting allti steamer

E*TDttNINO

to

Everybody who is weak, delicate or
Steamer leave. Boatoa at 5 n m. BomWS
sickly wants to get well. Dr. Greene, of
Tuesdays, Thuraday.and Fridays.
34 Temple PL, Boston,
makes
Mass.,
a
or 011 • rvlvaiaj
Leave Koeklaad at 5 » a
*
specialty of treating patienU free through •learner from Boston, Tuesdays, Friday*
landing..
Sunday a, via Intermediate
fi
letter correspondence. The wisest
**•
oDe
thing
Fare Bar Harbor to Boeton, H 25
all suffering people can do is to write Dr. round trip.
, ,t
All freight, azeept llva atoca. 'i» fle‘®J
Greene, stating just how they feel, mena
tills
la laaured against art
tioning every symptom ol which they rlne compaLy,
risk.
Are1"K. s. .1. Moksb.
complain, and he will answer the letter,
explaining each symptom and describing

the case bo thoroughly that patients undentand their complaint as well as
though
they had talked with the Doctor. He
makes his explanations so clear that
they
cannot help but understand
Just what
ails them, and he tells exactly what to do
to get well. It saves a
journey to the city,
and doctor’s fees, and costs
nothing. Dr.
Green is the most successful
specialist in
curing nervous and chronic diseases. He
is the discoverer of that
wonderful medicine, Dr. Green’s Nervura blood and nerve
remedy. Thousands are being cured
through his perfect system of letter correspondence. It has been proved successful

fought

to retain formula

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU
Gordon M. Hicks, who bad held the
office of municipal lodge of Rockland
for eighteen years, died Friday at the Knox
hospital, as the result of a shock. He was
seventy-three years of age, and a native of
North Yarmouth. He was graduated from
Bowdoin college in 1861, and had been engaged in the practice of law in Rockland
since 1873.
Henry L. White, who has been principal
of the Bangor high school for the past sixteen years, has tendered bis resignation to
take effect at the close of the school year.
Mr. White is a graduate of Bowdoin college in the class of 1874, and one of the
best-known high school principals in
New England. He is to retire from active

WHICH HAS MADE A FORTUNE
men who believer that
T Cooper, the
all ill health of this gener_I K.r elnmirh
fmiihlp.
ill fast
fflfl
trouble, is
i« caused by stomach
faith in his theory.
nnin„ , national
a
claim is now admitted by surprising

Among statements obtained recently
from users of this medicine that is arousing such universal discussion is one from
Mrs. Emms Stanley, living in Chicago, at
713 Washington Boulevard, who said:
ui9
"1 people throughout the coun- ; “Perhaps 1 bad the most complicated case
” amber
that Mr. Cooper had to deal with. I was
new adherents every
and he is gaining
troubled for years with my stomach. I teaching.
Patents have been granted to Maine
day
of his success in a re- consulted with doctors and took many pa- inventors as follows:
M. D. Col bath,
While speaking
betent
"I
said:
medicine
Mr.
without
reCooper
preparations
Hampden, carbureter; E. F. Littlefield,
cent interview,
and H. A. Drinkwater, Belfast, rewinder
who
sult.
one
stomach
was
in
that
such
a
My
any
wretched
d ten rears ago
h
for perforating-machines; A. K. Rogers,
that would thor- shape that I could not enjoy a meal that
Jonesport, ship-cleaning apparatus; C. B.
produce a formula
would have a I ate.
stomach
the
Thatcher, Bangor, invisible air-chamber
ny regulate
“I was very nervous, and could hardly and sponson for canoes; G. Therrien,
hold of this formula
I
fortune. When got
was
I
I
had
that
a
in
months
sleep;
ears
six
roaring
and Oldtown, money-drawer.
my
k„cv, within
Prof. A. J. Roberts, dean of Colby colfortune was made. I dancing spots before my eyes. I felt very
right ami that my
lege, has been elected president to succeed
New Discov- bad and weak. Then there was a very Rev. Charles L.
White, whose resignation
lied the medicine Cooper’s
I did not get up the form- sore spot at the pit of my stomach that i goes into effect at the end of the college
er,- although
Prof.
Roberts
is a native of Wateryear.
over
for
set
me
wild.
nearly
I have owned it, however,
1,
boro and a graduate of Colby in the; class
“I heard about the Cooper medicine and
I have had one lawsuit over
of
1890.
He
has
been
connected with the
years.
three
When it decided to try it. I used four bottles, and institution since that time as instructor
1 won in the eourta.
it which
and
of
the
rhetoric
and English.
In
cast
professor
has been
improvement
my
settled. The Cooper Medicine Company
He is a member of the Phi Delta Theta
nerves have been
firm in the world that really wonderful.
My
the
only
and
became
fraternity
extremely popular with the
The prepara- quieted, and l am so much improved that students,
the medicine.
faculty and townspeople.
can prepare
I
feel
like
a
new
introwoman.
like wildfire wherever
President William DeWitt Hyde, of
tion has sold
“I cannot say too much for these won- Bowdoin college, announced last week
is sucAs 1 have said before, it
duce'.
that
been added
derful
it puts the stomremedies, lor they have made me to thea total of f271,331.66 had
cessful simply because
general endowment fund of the inthen nature does the well.”
stitution.
shape,
On
March
the
national
1907,
in
26,
perfect
ach
We sell the Cooper medicines and con- education board, the chief
There are any number of comsupporter of
,e9t
w
hich
is
John
D.
offered
Rockefeller,
fBO.before asaociated with stom- sider them well worlh a trial by any one 000
to Bowdoin on condition that the colplaint- never
the medicine has alle- afflicted with chronic stomach trouble and
ach trouble that
lege raised $200,000 on or before March 31,
its attendant diseases.—G. A. Parcher.
of
1908. Home time later Andrew Carnegie
viated in thousands
caacs.’_
promised that he would contribute the
fast 960,000 needed to secure the amount
Kills Staples, of Atlantic; No. 6, grammar.
from the general education board.
Fred Stoddard, of Guilford, primary, E.
lx-nora Barney, of Atkinson; No. 8, E.
The six-masted schooner Edward J.
adiilional Count g .V«u>» Me other page,
Gertrude Greenlaw; No. 10, Helen D. Jjawrence was launched at Bath last
Haskell; No. 13, Hazel. V. Beck: No. 18. Thursday. The Lawrence is the second
Lillian E. Knowlton; No. 31, Breta M. largest wooden schooner in the world and
STON1NGTON.
Haskell; No. 23, Gertrude Eaton; No. 7, was built for the J. S. Winslow Co., of
has been in JonesJ C. Harman, who
Harriet Saunders; high, C. P. Steward, Portland. She will be ready for sea in a
is home.
winter,
Ihf
past
week and will be commanded
pori
principal. Mary A. Crane, assistant.
by Capt.
v;amoel French, of Camden. I*
William F. Kroger, of Fairfield. The
Hex.
April 0.
schooner has a gross tonnage of 3,350 and
visitiuit hi" son, Harry French.
is 320.2 feet long, fifty feet beam and 23.9
Njr,. f-'ra'ik S. Warren arrived from BosBROOK LIN.
feet deep. She was built for the coal
,0|, sVur i iv tor the summer.
A. E. Farnsworth was in Boston on busiof the
carrying trade, has a complete interior
janie. V. Smith, general manager
ness last week.
in
telephone
equipment and is lighted by
is
town.
Ben venue Granite Co.,
Miss Gladys
Bridges, who has been j electricity.
William Woodcock has gone down east quite ill, is better.
According to the annual report of Dr.
asenijin r on Welch Bros.’ steamer.
H. O. Staples, of Bangor, has rented the j A. G.
Young, registrar of vital statistics
Vi- Susie Bahhidge has taken a posi- Wells house for the season.
on
the births, marriages and deaths, the
S. Warren’s new store.
tion as‘I. rk Hi K.
Haskell
Powers has gone to New Lon- j past year the birth rate was highest in
a
visit
Presiding-Elder Haskell is on
Aroostook and lowest in Lincoln county;
don. Conn., to go yachting.
home iHl. re going to llonlton to attend
Mrs. Maynard Blaisdell has gone to the marriage rate was highest in Oxford
and
eodferenee.
lowest in Sagadahoc; and the death
Somerville, Mass., for a few weeks.
rate was highest
in Androscoggin and
Mrs Mary K. Wells is home from l.ynn.
of Old Town, is teaching
Miss
with
Wing,
thwinter
-he
lowest in Lincoln. The report shows that
spent
Mis...'wli' re
the lower grades in the high school build- the number of births in the State the
Hulen.
past
Mrs. Henry
ing.
year was 15,878, against 15,294 for the preThe three- masted schooner Henry D.
Charles
has
to
an
increase
of
the
numPortland,
c
hart loading
Clay
gone
ceding year,
584;
May is at Hawaii & Co.'s
where he will join a vessel to go mackber of marriages w as 6,498, an increase of
paving tor New York.
234
over the
ercling.
preceding year; and the
has
her
Greenlaw
resigned
1sturs
Miss
number of deaths was 11,427. against 11,381
Mrs. R. K. Babson and daughter Angie
Miss Mary
the postofflee.
for the preceding year,
an increase of
position insucceed
are home from Boston, where they spent
her.
Eaton will
The birth rate per 1,000 of popuforty-six.
the winter.
lation was 22.09 per cent.; the marriage
Mrs. Emily Babbidge, who has spent
Mrs. E. C. Barrett, of Bluehill, spent rate 9.04
the w inter at Kden, is home again. Her several
per cent.; and the death rate 15.90
days last week with her mother,
many friends welcome her.
per cent.
Mrs. Edwin Parker.
Mrs. Susan Hatch arrived from Boston
Miss Mildred Eaton and Miss Lula MadSaturday, called here by the illness of her dox, of Bluehill, were guests of Miss
PRETTY MARSH.
aialer. Mrs. John K. Bobbins.
Annie Smith last week.
Miss Blanche Haynes, of Trenton, is
Capt. Jason Greenlaw, who has spent
H. 8. Kane came home from Addison employed at the Freeman house.
the winter in Islesboro, ia visiting his
Wednesday. He returned Thursday, acThe spring term of school is in session,
brother, Capt. W. L. Greenlaw.
companied
by Mrs. Kane.
taught by Miss Nellie Whitmore, of Seal
Schooner Thomas B. Garland ia charHarbor.
Will
Herrick
will
Mrs.
to
go
Bridgetered to load cut atone at the John L. Goes
water, Mass., to visit her husband, who is
Frank Haynes, who has had employquarry at Moose island for New York.
ment at Seal Harbor all winter, is at nome
employed at the state farm.
Mias Nellie Knowlton, who (pent the
for
a abort stay.
came
from
Cheater
Smith
Philadelphia
winter in Camden, la at home, called here
and Mias Annie Smith from Jacksonville,
People in this vicinity are wondering if
bv the illness of her mother, Mrs. Charlee
to attend the funeral of their annt, Mias the clam wardens are asleep, or if the clam
Knowlton.
law was brought up and voted on in town
Mary Nelson.
Min Una Crockett, who baa been with
The community was saddened to hear meeting to help paaa away time. Although
her brother, Philip Crockett, aa clerk for
Charles
of the death of
Blance, it is cloae time on clams until April 1, the
three years, has gone to Hockland to learn Sunday
Jr., of Prospect Harbor. Mrs. Blance was diggers are at work in this part of the
the millinery buaineea.
Mr. town, and no movement is made to stop
Miss Joaie Nutter, of this place.
Davis 1. Conley, of Isle au Haul, was Blance used to be
here, and them.
employed
before Judge Spofford Friday noon com- made
G.
March 30.
many friends by his upright life.
plaint of Ash warden W. B. Thurlow,
Uwe Femme.
April 6.
charged with illegally aetting traps and
OAK POINT.
taking lobsters. Mr. Conley pleaded not
BUCKSPORT.
Charles Sargent has gone to Stonington
gnilty. He was found guilty and Uned
John H. Richardson, a veteran of '61, was to work at stone cutting.
|M tnd costs. He appealed.
mustered out on Wednesday, at the age of
Nihil.
A. U. Qrindle has moved his family to
April 6.
seventy-one years and ten months. He Bar Harbor for the season.
He passed the
was a native of Starks.
DEER WLE.
The friends of James Seavey are glad to
The red sc bool bouse has been newly most of his boyhood at North Orland. At see him out after a long illness.
tiie early age of fourteen he sailed from
painted and the grounds cleared up, mak- Bucksport,
David Marshall has command of the
on his first voyage, and foling isrreat improvement.
lowed the sea for many years. He served schooner Scud. Edgar is going mate.
J.
W.
was
in
Rockland
Haskell
Capt.
a term of enlistment in the Chilian navy.
Palmer Seavey, F. L. March and D. Marthis week, looking after his three-master Soon after the Civil war broke out and be
shall are moving their vessels from winter
which is being built there.
offered his services to his country and was quarters.
The Koyal Arch degree was worked by appointed to the C. S. S. Richmond, sisMrs. Warren G. Haynes was at Hancock
Pine Tree chapter Friday on William H. ter ship to Farragut’s flagship. He was
last week visiting her parents, George
Patten, superintendent of schools, and
to quarter-gunner, but refused
promoted
Foss and wife.
Otis W. Albee, of Swan’s Island.
higher promotion, which was offered. AfMiss Hazel Gray has returned home
Aunt Salome Sellers, who is in her 106th ter receiving his navy discharge of honor,
from Bar Harbor, where she has been emyear has been poorly lat4ky, and is grad- he relisted in the 15th Maine for another
with Mrs. A. H. Grindle.
ually losing her faculties so that she lies term of service, making four years and ployed
Plutarch.
in bed most of the time, and by spells is four months’ continuous service. He is
April 8.
the first of four brothers to depart, all of
unable to feed herself.
service for
WEST STONINGTON.
Schools began Monday, with the follow- whom saw long and meritorious
O. Richardson, of
ing teachers: No. 1, Grace Hutchinson; their country—Isaiah
The Portland Packing Co. will begin
No. 2, grammar, Electa M. Gray, primary, North Orland, Isaac L. Richardson, of work in its
of
factory here Monday.
bin wood Pickering: No. 3, Bertha E. Bucksport, and William A. Richardson,
the war John RichardSterling Barbour is making extensive
Saunders: No. 4, Susie M. Haskell; No. 5, Ellsworth. After
then
son followed the sea for a while,
repairs on his buildings.
went West and took charge of large lumDaniel Fifleld and family, who have
Then he been
ber operations in Michigan.
3lnstttiscm*fu*
living at Mrs. A. T. Hamblen’s this
went to South Dakota ana from there to winter, have moved to their own home.
Arkansas; then to Maine to take care of
Miss Margaret Hinckley and Hugh Barhis mother in her last days. He had reuses d^d. d. in his sided
bour went to Rockland Saturday.
in Bucksport for the last eight years.
Mrs. Kate FiHeld sprained her wrist
Besides his brothers he is survived by one
PRACTICE.
son —John Richardson, and one daughter
badly by a fall a few days ago.
—Amanda Richardson.
April
T
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doctor

Eminent Physician Says This Great
Liquid Prescription is Certain
Cure for Eczema.
Still another Eczema

forward

specialist

conus

entbusiaatic praise of D. I). D.
Prescription, the wonderful external remin

edy which

similar
disease., like magic.
He is Ur. C. B.
Holme-, of Silver City, Mias., and in sum®ln*f op his impressions of the startling
fares L>. i). L>. has
effected, he says:
“I have been
using your D. D. D for
four years with
gratifying results. 'TI9
AS near a specific for herpes,
E13EMA, PSORIASIS, ETC., AS IS
QHMNE FOR MALARIA.”
Hr. Holmes is one of hundreds of
phy•icians who use D. D. D. in their daily
Practice. The D. D. D. company allows
Physicians to nse this remedy with the
understanding that they tell their patients
»bat it was that cured them when the
forcible itch has been wiped out, the skin
hsaled and the raw wound covered over
»ith soft white skin.
D. D. D. is not a
Past® to smear the akin and clothing,
hat it is a clear
liquid. It ia advisable to
D. D. soap in connection with
?*
O.
Prescription.
**
»oy further proof of the curative
Power, of D. D. D.
Prescription necessary?
that
remedy is told at E. G. Moore’s, Ella°rth. Me. Come in and let us shew you
oanvincing proof that D. D. D. wUl cure
disease. Even if you have not
«cided to use D. O. D.
remedy, come in
cures

Eczema

afid other

£“*in

explain

your

case

anyway.

6._!*•

NORTH SEDGWICK.
David Thurston, who has been very ill,
is better.
Miss Emma Allen is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Delia Allen, at Sedgw ick.
J. A. Closson went to Rockland Wednes-

day, returning Saturday.
Miss Blanch Staples, who

MT. DESERT.

aroybeing

Plans
cert here.

made for

Miss Mary F. Mills
Harry Somes’ home.

Fred P. Smith
with relatives in

is

an

employed

spending
Bangor.
is

Easter

a

at

con-

Mrs.

few days

has been in
West Ellsworth for six weeks visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Rowena Carter, returned home

There was no preaching in the Union
church Sunday morning. In the evening

Wednesday.
Miss Faye

Soraes and wife have returned
home from Brewer, where thev have been
their
daughter, Mrs. Dr.’L^thiecq.
visiting

where she
months.

Carter
will be

has

gone

employed

to Addison
about two

E. C. Smallidge and w'ife returned from
Seal Harbor Wednesday. Mr. Smallidge’s
mother returned with them for a visit.
Miss Edna Pert, of Sedgwick, is with
her sister, Mrs. Foster Pierce, for a while.
Albert Howard and family, of South
Bluehill, have moved into the cottage near
John Orcutt’s. Mr. Howard works in the
mill for G. M. Allen & Son.
News was received from Idaho Friday
announcing the birth of a son to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene M. Allen, formerly of this

place.
April

Rae.

6.
_

ATLANTIC.
Herbert Joyce, who fell and injured his
leg severely some time ago, is improving

slowly.

Rilla Staples went to Deer Isle
to resume teaching. This is her
third term there.
a
Austin Joyce, who has been
short vacation with his parents, L. B.
Miss

Friday

spending

Joyce and wife, left Friday for Providence,
R. I., where he is teaching.
have
Quite a number of motor boats
been built here the past winter. Among
E.
L.
are
boats
those having new power
Calvin
Joyce, L. V. Joyce, Roscoe Joyce,
Alonzo
and
Stockbridge, Ernest Sprague
Sprague.
C.
April 6.

there

was a

On the

KLIjSWORTH MARKETS

Christian Endeavor meeting.

Lyman

April 6.Rex.

remains scarce and high.
The quotations below give the
retail prices in Ellsworth.

range of

Does not contain Opium,
Morphine, or any other narcotic
or

There b

aa

“habit-forming’* drug.

Nsrcstk la Heap's Balsam.

Nothing of a poiaonona or harmful
character enters into ita composition.
This clean and pure cough cure
cures coughs that cannot be cured
by any other medicine.
It has saved thousands from consumption.

It has saved thousands of lives.
*
A 25c. bottle contains 40 doses.
At all druggists’, S5c., 50c. and $1.
Baal accept aaytkiaf tlsc.

(treat.

Are You Troubled?

Country Produce.

Hotter.

Creamery per ft.\
Dairy.

Those who suffer with distress after eating, loss of appetite, bilnausea, flatulence, and other derangements of the digestive
organs, should use the best means to get the stomach well and strong.
Probably no other remedy will restore you to health so surely and

f5140 J

iousness,

IJreah laid, per do*.... jg !
Poultry.

so

Chicken*.4 25
fowl

Hay.
Reel

loose, per ton.
Baled.

..

»

as

BEECHAM’S PILLS

.’<3

Straw.

Loose. Ml)
!
Baled.
Potatoes,nlc
Turnips. 1t»
Squash, tb
Beets, Hi
Celery, Punch
Spinach, pa

20

Coflee—per

Beecham's Pills immediately relieve acute dyspepsia, and are
equally beneficial inchrom cases of indigestion and stomach weakness.
They gently stimulate the digestive organs and have a wholesome
effect upon the liver and bowels, cleansing and toning the entire di■

C4-J0ft

ft

Par mips, lb
Carrot-,
Cnbl)tjc. lb

(.6
03
(3

Beans—per jt—
Yeliow-eye

Pen.
Fruit.
25*so Lemonsdoz
25a.V)
12<j 5
Mrttcwrlew.

gestive tract. Beecham's Pills relieve the weakened organs, establish
healthy conditions, improve the general health, create appetite and

10gt2 i
to

Strengthen the Digestion

30.<35

In boses with full directions, 10c. and 25c.

Klee, per B>
Vinegar, *ral
2C#26
.Ofwheat,
.<u
Oatmeal, per ft
.2t'
Buckwheat, pk«
.45#.06 Graham,
.01
.30# 66 Rye meal,
.01

ft

.15#.26

Rio,
Mocha.
ft—

Oolong,
Suttar—per

92» Onion-,

02
01
03
2'‘5
30

Oranges, doz
Apples, pk
Cruuoe'i ien qt,

Java,
Tea—per
•Japan,

naturally

Hu‘JU

ft—

Granulated,

35
3ft

Cracked

00

Oil—p'-r gal

.05*

Yellow.».

JjVGicfeJfftL

Granulated roea'.ft 02H
—

Liu seed,

Q$dlv
Powdered,
Molasses—por gal

aft

#.70

Kerosene,

12

.35

Havana,
Port.* Rico.

.ft.
5ft

Syrup.

A

sniffle—a cold in the head
Serious trouble may result
unless you recognize the symptoms and
eradicate them at once. There’s a sure
remedy for inside ills—take it in time
and save doctor’s bills. A few drops of

'I •■it! S II |M|

Hecf. 'h.
StCHk,
Roasts,
Corned,

f o

8 4 >'5
J 2 4.2a
X)? 4 4
la
0530a

Tonguee,
Tripe,

Veal
Steak,
li »asld.

*

5 a
•

18
2U

10a

Bacon,
Sait

1'

S:»Ulb

I.0I8

1

ftV25
tf.

each

\.j

taken

Fr««b

Cod,
Had-iock,
Halibut,
Oysters, qt

«)fi
oh

124II
50

Sctl’op-i
Snults, fh

40
15

bun-, qr
Slut'4, each

2*<

t

wm

Johnson's
«wBnvF Liniment

10928

1

longues,

Ham. per

Shouhter,

sneeze—a

cough.

—a

Ih

Chop,

20 #2*2
tufj.15

L nib,

k,

on

will work wonders.

sugar

For outside aches and pains, curs, bruises and lameJohnson's Anodyne liniment is invaluable.
Always have a bottle within reach. Sold everywhere.

—

ness

Guaranteed under Fond and D* ngs Act,
June jo, 1906. Serial number 513.
25 and 50 cents a bottle.

Foley’s Orino Laxative is best for women
and children. Its mild action and pleasant
taste makes it preferable to violent purgatives, such as pills, tablets, etc. Cures constipation. G. A. Firther.

&

The first dose makes

big improvement in your condition, whether you are
suffering from a sore-throat, a cold, cough, tomdlitia,
bronchitis, asthma or other disorders of the respiratory
organs. For pains in the stomach, cramp, colie. cholera
morbus and diarrhoea, a few half-teaspoouful doses will
bring relief and effect a speedy cure.
a

35
Mackerel, each 2 //3<)
Floor, Oral II Aiul F«*«Wt.
Flour—per bbl
Oats, bu
87>4
5 25 *65' Shorts—bag—
0
Corn.lOOH* baa 1 45</. 1 50 Mix. feed. i>«* 1 55 « l.«o
0 Middlings, ha#
Corn meal,has I 4 a
50 ,1 80
Cranked corn. 4‘ a > 50

c;r

ftlOsBii
lllsS Lfi
elites

I. S. JOHNSON a CO..

TOBACCO
with valuable tags
Save your tags from

SICKLE

SPEAR HEAD

STANDARD NAVY

TOWN TALK
OM Statesman
Master Workman
Harts Shoo

W. N. Tinsley’s
Neural Lot

OM Psaeh
Black Bear

(•tenths

Mok

Tinsley’s M-ez.

Jolly Tar
OM Honesty
Ivy

Granger Twist

NaMlaat

Big Four

from the above brands are good for the
other useful presents as shown by catalog:

Tags

Gold Cuff Buttons—50 Tags
Fountain Pen—100 Tags
English Steel Razor—50 Tags
Gentleman’s Watch—200 Tags
French Briar Pipe—50 Tags
Leather Pocketbook—80 Tags

Steel

following

and many

Carving Set—200 Tags

Best Steel Shears—75

Tags

Lady’s Pocketbook—50 Tags
Pocket Knife—40 Tags
Playing Cards—30 Tags
60-yd. Fishing Reel—60 Tags

merchants have supplied themselves with presents with which
to redeem tags. If you cannot have your tags redeemed at home, write
us for catalog

Many

PREMIUM DEPARTMENT

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO

CO., Jersey City,

N. J.

talk

Town
lwn FLOUR-

j

Makes Bread that Combines
HIGHEST

FINEST

COLOR.

FLAVOR.

ASK

1

GREATEST
NUTRITION.

YOUR. GROCER.

^

5*8

mi
Mir

A tag from a 10-cent piece will count PULL value
A tag from a 5-cent piece will count HALF value

A Safe and Sure
Cough Cure.

Kenifc Balsam

Wrong

dared it ■■ long as he felt that ha ooaM.
prominent citizen of Washington At Uet he roee
to hie feet, and approaching
wm travelling over a line of
with
the lady, nid, in hie most polite manner:
railway
Signs of spring are seen in the local
I request yon to replaoo
which
he
may
waa unfamiliar.
a
“Madam,
At
certain
market. Strawberries made their first apthe road pa—ee a fertiliser factory, the stopper in that bottle?'—The Youth’*
pearance during the past week, but are point
|
Companion.
not yet regularly in the market. In the the odor from which ia offensive. It is
A Twenty*Year Sentence.
fish line, mackerel and shad herald the particularly disagreeeole to a lady who is
compelled to make the journey daily. As
“I hare just completed a twenty-year
spring.
a protection from the obnoxious atmoshealth sentence imposed by Bucklen’e
Beef continues to soar upward, and it phere, she is accustomed to carry a bottle Arnica
Salve, which cured me of bleeding
looks as if there might be more truth than of lavendc. salts.
piles just twenty years ago.” writes O. 8.
As the train approached the factory she
Woolever, of LeKsysville, N. Y. Back-fiction in the old fable of the cow that
produced the vial as usual, unstopped it ten's Arnica Salve heals the worst
jumped over the moon. The top range and applied it to her nostrils. Presently boils, burns, wounds and cats insores,
tho
for steak, tenderloin cut, is now 36 cents. the odors from the factory began to pershortest time. 2Sc. at E. O. Moore’s drag
Other meats are following beef, but not as meate the car. The Washington man en- ■tore.
fast.
iObftli«t1Rnit«.
Eggs are plentiful, with retail price today 18 cents, and weak at that. Butter
A

2l)f (Ellsworth American.
PUBLISHED

AFTERNOON

AT

ELLSWORTD.

MAINE.

BY TUB

♦UNCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
T. W. ROLLIBB. Editor and Manager.
W. H. TlTCP. Associate Editor.
S*2 00 a rear: fiOMorMx
month*; flO cents for thr e months; It ■ aid
In
Htivunc.
#!.V, 7.1 and 38 cents
otricily
respectively. Single eopie** •*> cents. All arrearage* are reckoned «i the rate of #2 per

Mwcrlptlon Trier

ywr
Adrertlslr g ltates— A-e reasonable and will lie
made known on application
Bsalnee*communication a shou'd be addressed
and all checks n< »l morn < rders made pay*,
•sk to The Hancock County Publishing
XX*. Ellsworth, Maine.
Bd.

This week’s edition of
American is 3.500 copies.

The

Average for the year of 1907,

2,430
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State Convention

Republican

HELD IN THE

WILL BE

Portland,

Armory,

Thursday, Aprii

ju,

ibu«,

AT 1.30 O’CLOCK P. M..
for the purpose of selecting six candidates for
.electors of President and Vice-President to
4ke United States, and four delegates-at-large
and four alternates to attend the national
^republican convention to be held in the city
Chicago, in the state of Illinois, on Tuesday, the 16th day of June. 1908. and the transacting of any other business that may properly come before it.
TOe basis of representation will be as follows: Each city, town and plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for every 75 votes
«Mt for the republican candidate for goveraor in 1906 an additional delegate, and for
each fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes,
Vancancies in the
aa sdditional delegate.
delegation of any city, town or plantation
cbm only be filled by residents of the county
la which the vacancies exist
flie State committee will be in session in
-Uk anteroom of the Armory at 12 30 o'clock
p. ■!., on the day of the convention for the
purpose of receiving the credentials of delepales. A delegate in order to be eligible to
participate in the convention must be elected
equent to the date of this call, and delecannot be elected nnder this call to the
_ite convention to be hereafter called for the
paipose of nominating a candidate for govAH electors of Maine, without regard to
political affiliations, who believe in the
of the republican party and en'pies
lts policies, are cordially invited to
under this call in electing delegates to
ua convention.
Ifcr order, Republican State Committee.
Seth M. Carter, Chairman.
m Boyd, Secretary,
lewiston. February, 12,1906.

S£t:

THE THIRD DISTRICT

REPUBLICAN

CONVENTION

City Hall, Waterville,

’Wednesday, April 29,1908,
AT 11 O’CLOCK A. M.,
for the purpose of nominating a candidate
far Congress to be voted for at tge State elecIbi, Monday, September 11, 1908.
ft select two district delegates and two alteaantes to attend the National Republican
-OoBYention to be held at Chicago, Illinois,
s 16, 1908, and transact any other business
I may properly come before it.
s basis oi representation will be as folEach city, town and plantation will be
Ued to one delegate, and for each sevenre rotes oast for the republican candisfor governor in 1906 an additional delee, and for a fraction of forty votes Jn exsof seventy-five votes, an additional dele-

~Yacancies in the delegation of any city,
or plantation can only be filled by a resiof the county in which the vacancy
district committee will be in session in
Cka reception room of the hall at nine o’clock,
urn the morning of the convection, fer the
pnrpose of receiving the credential of deleflakes. Delegates in order to be eligible to
Aicipate in the convention, must be elected
wequent to the date of the call for this
emarention.
Pmt order District Committee,
Joshra W. Black.
W. H. Wildes.
Fred Q. Kinsman.
W. H. Davis.
t

The republicans won a decisive vicin their mnnicipal election at

tory

Calais Monday, electing their candidate for mayor and six of the seven
aldermen.
Republican State Convention.
The representation of Hancock county
towns in the republican State convention
to be held at Portland, Thursday, April
BA for the purpose of choosing six presidential electors, and delegates to attend
toe national republican convention in
Chicago, June 16, is as follows:
1 Orland,
Amherst,
2

■ecksport.
Destine,
Cranberry Isles,
Dedham.
Deer Isle.
Kastbrook,
Jsden,

fWlsworth,
franklin,
Oouldsboro,
Hancock.
lale au Haut,
tamoine,

Hariaville,

Mount Desert,

1
4
2
2
4
2
2
1
4
1
8

7
3
3

Otis.
Penobscot.

Sedgwick,
Sorrento.

Southwest

Stoniugton.
Surry,

Swan's Island,
Treruont,
Trenton,
Verona,
Waltham.
Winter Harbor,

2
1

2
1
4

Harbor,

Sullivan,

1
2
3
1
2
3
2
2
1
1
1
1

plantations.

Long Island.

No. 8.
No. 21,
No. 33,

1
1
1
1
83

Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
A programme remarkable for its allmound strength is arranged for next
week at Keith’s. Wilfred Clarke and his
Vasco, company, “A Night With the
iPoets,” La Maze brothers, Elsie Faye and
toys, Sam Williams, and Alexander and
Bertie are to be among those present.
“What Will Happen Next?” is played
wp to the handle by Wilfred Clarke and
company. It is full of droll incidents and
bright dialogue. “A Night With the
Foets” is one of the most artistic novelties in vaudeville, a very unique idea ex-

tremely

well worked out. The readings
from well-known authors with accomliving pictures, and the singing of
mmiliar songs all go to make the act an-

panying

■anally pleasing.
Although Vasco, the

mad musician, has
been seen in Boston before, this will be
tos first engagement at Keith’s. His stunt
•f playing upon some thirty different
Instruments is remarkable as well as

«

amusing. The three La Maze brothers
mo clever acrobatic comedians. Elsie Faye
and Biaaltt and Miller make up “The act
dainty”, a singing and dancing tarn.
Original songs ana some bright stories
••ng and told while seated at a piano, in
a
ether words,
is
pianologue—such
tom Williams’ otoring.
Ferre roe sad his trained
dog and
Alexander and Bertie in a novel aerial
torn will complete the list of important
The secret of success is constancy of
•■rpoce.

iMntununu

OBITUARY.

smproDtMnu.

BESJAMIX nUdlilN PHILLIPS.
Beniamin Franklin Phillips died Honthe
day at hi* home on Dean street.in
sixty-third year of his age. Mr. Phillips
had been a sufferer for a long time with
cancer of the face.
Mr. Phillip* was born in Dedham. He
to Ellsworth about thirty-seven
came
catastrophe,
B.
ego to work for his uncle, H.
the
subject to the editor, but none will be re- years
iu his market. A few years later,
Phillip*?
returned to their owner.
he
jected without good reason.
H.
John
nis
Philllpa*
wiih
stepfather*
established a market which was continued
This motor-boat age is having its effect
Co.
A
H.
John
name
of
Phillips
under the
on
The Bridge hill division has chosen Mrs.
on the language of the fishing skipper,
for several years.
the Hancock county coast, and the pic- J. A. Peters treasurer, and Miss Mary A.
From Ellsworth Mr. Phillips moved to
flawhich
have
Gaynor secretary. This division is plan- the farm at Hancock known as the Ash
uresqoe figures of speech
vored many recent novels of the Maine ning to give an entertainment in the high
place, and liter to a form on the Partridge
fishing villages seem destined to be lost. school building on April 21.
Cove road* Lamoine, which he bought.
When the thermometer dropped to the
He returned to Ellsworth about seven
division
street
of
the
The
Village
High
vicinity of zero and snow covered the
.ears ago, and conducted the small store
will have ai May
last week, one of these men, who a improvement society
of
on
Main street, near the depot* until he
1.
Officers
dance.
Friday evening. May
ew years ago would have said “spring
this division are: Mrs. A. H. Joy, chair- wold out about two years ago to T. 8.
hard a>w»ck*\ or had ‘*misI was taken
Workmen.
and
Mrs.
A.
W.
man;
Packard, secretary
stayed*. now says “winter has got on her treasurer.
Mr. Phillips was a man of good charreverse gear”.
acter, and w as highly esteemed by a large
He was a member of
circle of friends.
PUBLIC SPIRIT ON WATER STREET.
One of the wildcats at E. 1>. Biunn A
I. O. O. F.
Co.’s shop escaj>ed from its cage last
The Village improvement society was Jejok lodge,a widow. He is survived
He
leaves
by
the
Wednesday night. In the morning
greatly cheered and encouraged by the one sister—Mrs. Mary Ames, of Boston:
cat had possession of the store for a while, ready response of the residents on Water
and
James
three
a
step-brothers-Ezra,
until Mr. Rrann arrived, and effected
street.
Mainly through the efforts of one
Harry Phillips, who live in the West, and
It was the first arrest by woman, they have already
I speedy capture.
planned to care a step-sister—Mrs. Fred S. Graves, of
the for the street without the aid
of the cen[the new city marshal, and probably
Franklin Road.
first time in the history of Ellsworth that tral society.
Funeral services were held at the house
the city marshal has been called upon to
They purpose to cut the grass, clean the this forenoon at 10 o’clock, Rev. P. A. A.
a
wildcat, although sides of the streets, place barrels for
capture and loek up
Killair officiating. The remains were
they have had some subjects almost as refuse which will be regularly carried taken to Woodbine
cemetery for interThe cat during its freedom stalked away, making it
bad
and attractive.
tidy
No one
a stufred heron and chewed it up.
Every one must admire their energy and
an
witnessed this tragedy of the wild, hut
enthusiasm, and wish them unbounded
THK EAST WOLF.
Ellsworth man with a vivid imagination success in their undertaking.

The Washington County railroad

has

ThU column is devoted to the purpose implied in the bending. The matter Is contributed by members of the Public Improvement Association of Ellsworth. Communications intended for this column must be
signed, but names will not be printed without the assent of the writer. All matter is

HOME

INVESTMENTS
FOR LARGE OR SMALL INVESTORS.
Bonds in denominations of $100, $500
and $1,000 to yield

?round

Details and particulars await parties who
will call or write.

__________

says that when the cat ripped open the
bird it cried “Excelsior”, and tried to get
back in its cage. At ali events it did no
further hunting, and the body of the wild
that
swan which had been left at the
day. and which would have made a dainty
morsel for the cat, was not touched.

shop

gardens.

Don't throw stones and break people's

MEETINGS.

TOWN

windows.

Don’t expectorate on the sidewalks.
The citizen interested in promoting the
public welfare can help materially by

Officers Elected and Appropriation*
Voted in Hancock County Towns.
NO.

personally observing

21 PLANTATION.

Moderator, Urban Craney; selectmen
assessors, Anton K
Jordan, William
E Ritchie; clerk and treasurer, George C
Jordan; collector. Urban Craney; school
committee, Fred Davis, Adelbert Giles,
D L Carney; superintendent of schools.
N M
Fred Davis'; road commissioner,
Jordan; constable, William E Ritchie.
Appropriations Schools, flOO; textbooks, |2; roads and bridges. $200; State
road, |28.S0; current and contingent, f 150;
debt, $40. ToUl, 1520.80.

serves the laws and ordinances, order and
progress result; if he omits to do his share
chaos and disorder are likelv to follow.
Each American citizen can bring the
realization of a “more beautiful America”, the ideas of the American civic association, one day closer by observing
these simple little don'ts in his or her own

everv-day life.

Patriotiam consists in a faithful discharge of the small duties of life, as well
as a utilization of greater opportunities.

EA9TBBOOK.

DeMeyer;

selectmen

F Bartlett, Moses W
Wilbur, L V Lawrie; clerk. R B Lawrie:
treasurer, A B Jellison; collector, B R
Wilbur; school committee, James A
Lawrie; superintendent of schools, E F
Bartlett; road commissioners, B R Wilbur, J C Wilbur, A I Merchant: auditor,
Henry French; constable, Hamlin King-

and

assessors,

E

We

rules.

that public policy
most
on the action of many.
If each
depends
individual does his or her duty, and ob-

and

Moderator, Fred

these

remember

all

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Mis* Edith Skelton is visiting friends in
Portland.
Edward Skelton has returned to Bowdoin college.
Charles Babbidge, wife and son James
are visiting in Bangor.
C. Roy Taploy has purchased one*half
interest in schooner Charleston.
Mrs. hlorence Stanley and son Mason,
of Orland, are visiting relatives here.
has contracted
Herman P. fapley
to build a cottage for Harry M. Tapley.
Misses Grace and Myra Wilson are
making their home with Mrs. Maggie

man.*
Appropriations-Roads and bridges,
incidental expenses,
$450; school, f275; school
house repairs,
$250; poor, $200:
$100; State road, $11.75.

says:

Blodgett.

“I am in
the league

hearty sympathy with the work of
generally, but some of the recent
proceedings of certain members are without
authority of the league.and are not conducted
in a way to accomplish the most desirable

Schooner Nelson Y. McFarland sailed
yesterday for Penobscot to load wood for
Rockland.
Albert Wilson, Robert and Clarence

“I understand that all the prosecutions
which have been instituted have been instituted on the personal responsibility of Mr.
Pringle, not having been previously authorized by the league, which iaa regularly organized corporation.
All the prosecutions are
understood to have been instituted by the
parties engaged in them, who are themselves
responsible for the result. The prosecution
of the Hugh C. Leighton Co. influenced me
in my resigning it this time.”

the yacht Aria.
Owners of dogs

are

reminded that it is
liredans at the

Icf&r

Warren

George
Thursday

to

join

which he goes

as

fftella. on
George Arey la

fireman.

steamer Treraont this season. Tne steamer
I
made her first trip Saturday.

April

Tommon.

6.

Sunday.
HALL QCARKY
Madame Chapman, Mrs. Harry
Chapman
James Harkins, of. Waldoboro,
and son Horace will spend a few weeks at
town.
the Chapman cottage.
Mrs. Lydia Perry ha* returned
Madame Thayer, Mrs. Al. Thayer and
sons, Mrs. F. Libby and baby will spend a from Northeast Harbor.
over

the Morse cottage.
The ice in the lake is melting fast, and
or

Bath

Stover
the tow-boat

engineer.
Benjamin Nickels will be chief engineer and Edgar Jones chief mate on the

Mr. Littlefield aud wife were guests of
Dr. C. M. Thomas and wife at the Thomas

week

join

to

time to take out their
town clerk's office.
now*

GREEN LAKE.

cottage

Bangor Saturday

Austin went to

there are several bets up as to when it will
leave the lake entirely. Last year all ice
was out April 31.

ment.

The Fitts mill will be moved from here
to Unionville about the first of May. At
present logs are being sawed for M. Quinn,
C. P. Bennoch and Burke.

school.

The other evening

is

Mrs.

Bangor,

Gage
w

Grindle left
here she will enter

boiue»

Prospect to
George Haley.

Whitaker.
The last meeting of the Boys’ club for
this season was ueld with Fred Emery

Friday

evening.

Arrangements

were

made for a sociable Wednesday, April 8, at
the hall, under the auspices of B. of M.
reading club and the Boys’ club.
H.
April 7.

Eben

BLUEHILL FALLS.
McFarland is ill.

Wilfred Conary spent two days at home
last week. He returned Friday to Baring,
to teach his third term of school there.
April 8.

_Crumbs.

CHURCH NOTES.
BAPTIST.

Her. P. .-1. A.

KiUam. pastor.

Sunday, April
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at 7.
Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
12

for

Prayer meeting Friday evening>t 7.30.
METHODIST, EPISCOPAL.
Rev. V. F. Hen dee, pastor.
Sunday, April 12— Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Junior league at 3. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting and bible study Friday
evening at 7.30.
UNION OONQ’L. ELLSWORTH PALLS.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Sunday, April 12— Morning service at
10JO. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.

We ought to do our neighbor all the
If you do good, good will
good we nn.
be done to you; but if you do evil, the
same will be measured back to
you again.
-Pilpay

Clifford, super
forth*
of Bethel, Vt., was
last week.
Mrs. Mae Carter, with tier
daughter
u
Susie, of Lowell, Ma-*
visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Joyce.
Miss Julia Campbell return* <1 :M»t week

a

fall

on

the

sidewalk,

km for WitMBM

Mr. and

...

v.

tirsari
i,.

r*

T.

Miss Edith Chase is \,j friend*
Buck sport.

in

Frame Miller is moving hi* household
goods into the F. K McIntyre boner
Mr. Lawford has moved hi* fam ly into
the house owned tiy M»> V
corner.

Mrs. H. $. Sweet was called
Mass., last week, by the sen
her sister, Mrs. Beckford.

Surplus (earned), $420,000.
Capital, §t 75,000.
Deposits, §3,500,000.

Wby Not Have Yoor

Photographs Taken?

So Art.
to on.. block, oner April
Mcuplod by H L. Crabtree.
J. T. OlLU, Kile worth

Rooms
MM.

same name.

baby SHOW
fu mi tret rver

TOLA m

D«»KAM
Nl»4iUtl*CMMM.«| Uh4 TheMr

TriRc
TO-«MtET

I# «e

t«*
.*

Krwrlv
Iim-** of

Catarrh Caarat ba Carad
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS. as they eaaaat
reach the seat of the disease. C atarrh is •
blood or constitutional disease, and in order
to curt it yon must take internal remedies
Hall’s Catarrh Cure ia taken internally, aad
acta directly on the blood and mu corns ear
faces. Half’s Catarrh Cnre is not a quark
medicine. It waa prescribed by one of the
best physicians in this country for years, aad
ia a regular prescription. It is composed of
the best tonics known, combined with the
beat blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination
of the two ingredients is what produces such
wonderful results in curing catarrh. Band

Jot Sale
siuu

It.

NEW GEM THEATRE

yearn

old. weirki

ClfTfr.

oi

at

iumoeradwti

'TIT'OOD
Suitable for finest paper pulp.
What am 1 offered for poplar, sprues
and Ur. by the cord in car lots. d. liveredn
Franklin Road station, Maine1 M. c. Acini*. Egypt, Me.
—

Our 1-2 Cabinet Photos at only
SI.25 per dozen are a great
money saver;

regular price

Spntal Noturs.

$2.50.
For

short time we are giving
large picture of the Big Power
Dam FREE with every
dozen.
«

a

AAStASORJ*' NOTICE.
To tha Inhabit tub of iho (Uy of KlUvyrth and
all persons liable «o be assessed therein:
ore hereby notified that the Auction
will be In session at the Aldermu'i
room in the City hall, Wednesday, the tirstdsy
of April, and each suce*»ding secular day
; until the ISth, from 9 till « o'clock, fortks
purpose o* receiving true and perfect Hstier
; the poUs and all estate*, both real sad per*
wnal. not exempt from taxation. « hick you
! may be poeeeaaed of the first dav or April.
IMS. !n said city of Ellsworth, whi. h ist you
art requested to make and brine tn.
Aidkkv P. tiTocaeaioas,
Edward P. U*p.
Alrkrt U. Nosais.

YOU

Holtz & Stan wood,
PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Campbell & True Bid?, Ellsworth, Me.

Opposite State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Assessor*

FREEDOM NOTICE.
HEREBY give public notice that I fin
nr son, Perrivsl T. Di*. the re at of hi*
minority. After thiadate 1 shall paytobills
of his contracting, aod ah* l ^ *.ai none of
his wages.
M»< In E.vms.
McKinley. Maine, April 9. I90rf.
NOTICE.
EREAS me wife. Lixiie F stover, barlelt
ing
my bed aud uoaru v%. .Bout just
cause, this Is U> forbid all persons harboriif
or trusting her on ray account i* I ah all pay
no bills contracted uy her afit tins v*
Gbor.,1. W Stovi*.
Orland. Maine, April 2. 1908

rooms

with

hot and cold water tor

per day and up; rooms with private
C.OO
ith lor fl .50 per day and up; suites of two

and hath tor (3.00 per day and
up.
Weekly rates on rooms with hot and cold
water and shower baths, 18.00 to
f».00;
rooms with private baths, (0.00 to
(12.00;
suites ot two rooms and bath, (15 to (22.
rooms

AIMOI.ITKI.V FIREPROOF

THE NUI LIUC.ATKIN OPfTHt. M M>.U
ST.ATCTlF*»r|THK STATE OF MAINSwas hunting and shooting a « usu*l
on Sunday in Cuuicujou* Park. <)ct t
1907. The State of Maine must indemnify me
e.
in the sum of •t.OOO and 17.000.
thousand dollars) for nulllflcmtio of -mMy
"close time’’ law. A like amimir
tM
paid to me for each aod every vi< <»•*" *«•.tbeol fedDecalogue by the State of ALtiur
eral government of the United *••»•'®fr*
A-'Tt*.
ica
Maav CatHAittNa Fr

,nu*t,J*

TAKE NOTICE
besides M in*
tJ.000 to As.»<

is from
THKtimepenal
I months in
tv

state

Kate
Claxton's
•>M ItfMM tk*

for clow
thirtsw

w

i from the county of Hancock. the
I Maine, and the United States of America
Mary C. Karri Amtw*

(or booklet.

STOKER F. CRAFTS, Manager.

ItgalNotirts
T.

THE

MtCBAKEK. Manager.

la

Um> eH>

Ju"*,,k' plaee

to

.bopping

ttnj

NEW YORK,
no bonde being required
terms of said will and codicil thereto, acoo*
appointed Edward B. Mears.of*i Mountcoow
street, Bar Harbor. Eden. Hancock
Maine, our acent in ssid State of
All persons having demands
de«i«» to
j estate of the said deceased are and
—t.
present the same for settlement.
m*»«
debtee thereto
are

An eaaelleot .„*ir»nt
raatau
where mood
tmmm NaWw wltli low prioet.
—

--

«■■■■ Hot per
U

deceased,

Anr and wp.

y ■.»!»,.1.. rrtead hotel of repo-

Ut><« IM

?r^ntf
KjjPj

JJSJJ

!>««• Hruul Ot. Malian
M<t lUaAlaa TWmlMl ■■ Filbert M.
*kth>

i**ftOr IB

PHILADELPHIA.

requested to;
Adam
Chas

immediately.

Match 9, 190S.

I

•«w «M iMKiirt
MiwM from north'"•* " »“•* *“«'»“'> rur-- to thrive hi
tiny
• til.
mmwy otn mm (to fit,.- multi
thf
H>mhi l*wprtu»l», *r
mm >■ Mr #.
ntom
Tf.1 u.d Hybrid
\m* Mr met, to to. M iw lor Ur. Srn.l for
im ar o«M «» 'MrtM of order to
color aod
—

■I. KSHT NURSERIES,
mim um

*******

CaMJJJJJ
^

Ptobaaianal Cats*.

BIST OF
HARDY

*■

^

of^!

*ub.criber., Adam Campu-L.
Borough of Manhattan, city, count;««
state of New York, and Charles "
the Boroughr of Brooklyn, county of
and state of New York, hereby
that we have been duly appointed exccutori
of the last will and testament and C4XU
thereto of
**“
ALEXANDER MAITLAND, l»t* ot

meat

ORPHANS

or

Sumtnyi.

»
iT.uOu or tifteeu mouth*' imprisonment,
Floors, nothing wood but the doors. each and every case of t res pas*. iu Cunicuio! cus park from this date.
Equipped with Its own Sanitary VacMary C. Fast; Acs!*
uum cleaning plant.
Aug. 21. 1907.
_.
Long distance telephone in every room.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespaaa in Cuniculocus Par*Strictly a Temperance Hotel,
DO demand
protection to life and P,rt°Pf\i

Tk»

TWO

prison:

Stoor

WINDSOR HOTEL

•*NUFF SED."

suu

at

Send

A*t> OT1IEK*

£1

c!pv*r- Inquire
We are making the Ping-Pong J. A. Havana' market. Ellsworth.
limited
quoomy
Photos, 15 for 35c.
LUMBER—A
Joiat. planed spruce aod pine boudi
etcra
reasonable prices.
M.
3 different positions.
Cuniculocus Park Mills, Egypt. Me

OBeni

of the Vtllag*.
A lourlllRlt <in»nu

IUMS

1

In<,,r73

IUMTNTH.

BLIKH1LL

the Inn

to the success of this

BANGOR,

^Upvt*iisou's nowl of the
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Mr». Edwin Bobbin*,
Mr*. Lucinda Harm
from a visit to
pby, at Sound.
M m il IfMlky is felt
Murphy him!
infant son Everett.
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ples

all;

treatment—and every assistance consis-

HANCOCK HALL.)

Perkins has gone to
visit her daughter, Mrs.

W. C.

by

fust of

*

Commonwealth Hotel

HAPPY HOUR THEATRE

Pierson
at
Clark

Jasper Stover was taken to the hsiifur
CONGREGATIONAL.
hospital last week. On account of gan
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
grene, his leg is to he amputated
Sunday, April 12—Morning service at
April 7.
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
service at 7.30

Charles Tracy has gone to Bunker’s
Harbor, where he is repairing a lobster
pound for Prank Huckings.
Mrs. Ellie Campbell, who has been employed at Elisha Bridges, at Steuben all
winter* returned home last week.
Mrs. Edmund Mitchell, of New York,
with her little daughter Alice, arrived
here last week to spend the summer with
her mother, Mrs. Edith Hovey.
Mrs. Marv Moore and two children,
Beulah and Viola, who have been spending a few weeks with Mrs. Moore’s sister,
Mrs. Ethel Leighton, at South Gouldsboro, returned home Saturday.
Jkn.
April 6. ______

here

]

safety

J offers

*

*

mer.

3mu»rmtnt».

Eugene Simpson arrived in town Saturday.
from
ha* been
Watervilte, where -i
Walworth Simpson is visiting triends in ; attending Coburn claaaical institute.
Boston.
The many friends here of Her* rt Page
There was a whist party at the hill Sat- ! were shocked to hear of h
»ud<i n death
last
week at liailowel:
:(•
leave* a
urda}- evening.
who w,4> M
widow,
has
to
Boston
to
!
gone
Capt. Seavey
;.i
Southwest
and
Harbor,
bring down Mr. Timayanis’ new boat.
|
user
April 6.
Schools will open April 13.
Miss Bennis 1
will teach the lower school in the village.
Emma Whitaker is spending the week
in Bangor, the guest ot her brother, Frank

I

J

horse six

Edgar Handy, who has been ill, is improving.
Mrs. Kate Peters, of Prospect Harbor, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Edith Hovey.
Lin wood Campbell will move his family
to Stanhy Point this week for the sum-

Woodbury Granite Co.,

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

*

GOULDSBORO.

Island.
Mrs. Amanda

arrived here on
the evening train irom Bangor.
It was
easily seen ne had been imbibing too freely
of “fire water”as he offered to do up everyone who appeared.
The constable was
called upon to take care of him, and
locked him up over night.
a man

*

coating

millinery

Mrs. Thomas Hocking and Mr*

he Eastern Trust & Banking Co.

****7*
I

Whig

home

Saturday
a

have returned to their

According to a report published in the
and Courier three-score and
Bangor
five years ago, the last wolf seen alive in
observed
near the upper waters
was
Maine
of I'nion river near the present village of
Ellsworth Falls, as it paused to gorge itself upon the body of a dead horse in a
clearing by the roadside. The beast was
very old and shaky on its feet, and from
the slow and clumsy manner in which it
bit off pieces from the frozen f.esb, its
teeth were evidently badly worn and
dulled from years of constant use.
From the carrion the beast was tracked
to the shores of Union river by footprints
When these
in the slush and wet mud.
tracks had reached a bole in the ice about
the middle of the river they stopped, and
the presumption was that the wolf, gorged
and stupid with much food, had walked
to a place where the ice was thin and had
broken through and was swept under the
frozen
and drowned.
This suspicion was verified the next day
when the body of a very emaciated and
very aged wolf was fished out of Union
river near Ellsworth. A citizen of Bangor w ho is alive in good health to-day was
present when the dripping body was rescued from the water, and this gentleman
believes that the wolf drowned in Union
river thirty-five vears ago this month, was
the last member of its species which has
been seen in Maine.—Bangor Xetct.

COMPANY,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

in

James Leslie, with his son Willie, has
gone to Sullivan, w here be has employ-

two at

UNION TRU8T

Ilaiigor News Says It Committed Suicide at Ellsworth.

DON’T.

Don’t throw waste paper on the streets.
lkm'l put chalk marks on the fences or
buildings.
Don’t forget to clean up your yards snd

Civic League Attorney Resigns.
Hiram Knowlton, who has been attorney
for the Christian Civic League of Maine
since its organization has resigned. He

WILL BE HELD IN

Aurora,
■nehill,
Hrooklia.
JBrooksville,

i mage

GOSSIP.

gone all the other railroada tn the country
one better in the matter ot accommodating
A passenger one day last
its patrons.
week lost a set ot talae teeth out of the
window. The loss was reported to the
twin,
obliging conductor who stopped the where
backed to the scene ot
and
found
were
missing molars

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
ITRKY WEDNESDAY

COUNTY

ii»H«i,o(,in,
Tb.

Aa.rlcaa

J. WALSH,
EDMOND
ATTOBNEY
UD

CODKBELOB AT LAW.
OJt. es, rtnt National Bank BuM‘M

Oriental Rug Works.
Be.uttful, curly, fluty Buga m.wWoolen. Tapenry, Brussels or VeWtCMF
olr«“*r’
.. Send for

l. MORRISON,

SK0WHE6AS.

Ml,

Estej and Hagan voted yea, and Aid.
Btaplea and Jordan no.

CITY MEETING.
MEETINGS FINALLY
JOUBNED MONDAY.

AD

\L.

APR!!.

.gorLAR
MAVOR gIMONTON

Bids for the completion of the new roads
the east and west aide of Leonard lake
then opened, as follows:

on

TALKS Of

were

Hurley, weet aide
#1,350 00
**
eaat aide
1,180 00
Ehen N. Stiver, east side
1,825 U)
C. W. Oerry, went aide
1.288 07
*'
**
eaat aide
782 40
Jamea A Staples and C W Dunham,
west side
1,100 00
Bonrue Holmes, west aide.
7.50 per rod
east aide,
4.50
C 8 Johnston, both roads,
1,775 00
Jeremiah

CITY’S

_.

or ACCOUNTS.

Ellsworth municipsl officers

Tht,
*

no AD bids.

nr. ld-

Mating

FINANt'Kg—ROLLS

The finance committee was authorized
to negotiate a temporary loan of |6.000.

held

Monday evening. The
“meetings recessed
from last week,
‘SuaTtniotin*
after appropriations
‘"-.duallyadjourned,
meet
The regular
I,U"

V

rr

.......

I.._

A
April

mint

warn ■

The bids

were referred to the committee
street* to see about bonds to be furnished by the contractor, and to
report at
a meeting of the ixwd next
Monday even-

h‘d.^"dweiy followed.
in his
8UpI»s, «>f ward 4,
iDllderm«'i
Mr.
the first time this year.

on

was

it lor

submitted to the amputation
arm, at the elbow, in the
at Portland a few
Maine irenerat hospital
-t-a giro. D>>
has juflt
Just recovered sufficiently
“if-ieo.
at the aldermen's
seat
his
In return to
He w as cordially welcomed by the
t-hb
He was sworn
aldermen.
mayor and other
hv City Clerk Hale.
w
is present
Monday
The full board

ing

who

t

L» 'riant

Aid. Stockbridge said ho had received

verbal request
walk on

ANNUAL MEETING CLOSED.
ns agreed
Tb' budget of appropriations
last meeting, and printed in
anon at the
was
lsst
week,
given two
T,,,.- VMKRtfAN
under susseoarah’ readings and passed

III roil i>li This

energy was, without a doubt, the
greatest boon to the industrial world in
the history of manufacturing. The invention of the transformer enabled the engineers to harness the most distant water-

St.4W.S4
anil county las
S*l„re the state
Thla leaves
thin in the nrseadlng year.
! Set increase in the appropriation of
-re

ex-

countv tax, waa S4I.US1.
exclusive of State and
On settlement dav
outgoing administration apparently left
to the city report.
In the treasure, according
b it it left a teachers'roll forjauuHer much of the road
s*u unpaid.
leu-'paid It Is Impossible to tell until
collector Foster makes his settlement.
shows apparently
The last board's report
on any taxea o! the HOT
-o Interest collected
none charged to the colcommitment, and
it also shows a sopplcmental tax of
a-" credited to the''unappropriated
to thecolmonryluud. and not charged up

riu.iveof State and

the expenditure*.
-,-ntvtix. were »4».*n.2S.

X.
•5sails
Xits

lator

ImTKl

last administra-

I

To sum the matter up. the last board thus
expended not only some 3O.U00 more than the
number of
aooropr ations. but left a large
unpaid bills, many of which should have been
Mid earlier In the year, for the purpose of
mskinsa good showing, and leaving an apthepe
parent balance of gl.OgS.ia. Even with
[arte expenditures, they made no permanent
or

repairs

on

highways

street

or

engine-house.

|

Tbli makes U imperative upon the present'
hoard to he extremely economical, and will
necessitate a .arge temporary loan st the beginning of the municipal yesr.

then adjourned
The annual meeting
and the regular April meeting was called
waa

to order.
REGULAR MEETING.
of accounts

Roll'
lows.

were

passed

as

fol

1.Yame.
Amount.
Edward T Finn.
$ 45 00
IS 50
John B Moulton.
31 50
Eugene P Warren.
1M3 8S
Electric light. BH&UR Power Co.
18 M
Suptofxchs. John A Scott,
148 00
Maine Insane hospital.
Insane.
182 75
Eastern Me Ins hospital
M J Drummey,
295 83
Poor.
1 00
Rchoolhouse.
88 75
School
Michael PnTich.
inn
John W Campbell,
22 50
atetvia M i»avis.
2x50
Ernest D Giles,
18 50
W W McCartney.
710
WftlleC Raymond.
4 12
500
Harvard Jordan,
500
Myra Cottle,
2 25
Halpin Show Print,
5 40
Utraon P Prankiiu.
600
Millard P Jordan,
Elmer Dewitt,
500
Minnie E Holmes.
SI 50
Edward Haney,
18 00
F B Aiken.
27 05
High school, F B Aiken,
15 75
16 00
Lloyd Be Beck,
Thomas J Tobin.
28 00
Charles E Pio,
2 50
Fire dept.
F B Aiken.
22 13
8 10
Fred H Osgood.
120 00
Ticonle Uoee Co.
Arthur Salisbury.
17 50
-V B Tel & Tel Co,
2 40
Arthur H Merriani,
45 00
John A Stuart,
15 00
25
Andrew M Moor,
Library.
E E Springer.
10 50
75
BH&UR Power Co,
600
Emery Patten.
1750
t-onungeat. Dr F F Himonton,
Almon O Jellison.
10 00
N E Tel & Tel Co,
2 15
H H & I K Power Co,
H 75
Melvin M Davis,
10 00
Roscoe Holmes.
27 50
Chart L Morang.
1 93
2 00
Joseph If >uod.
Milton Beckwith.
2 00
Charles W Mason.
2 00
2 00
Municipal Journal,
F B Aiken,
1 20
F CJBnrrill,
15 00
J HrMcGown,
2 50
Vrtelle McGown,
1 00
Ernest D Giles.
1 00
Frauk K Met town.
2 0*
Wm K McUowu.
2 50
Hiram W Nasou,
2 00
Cbaa W Joy,
2 00
Arthur Salisbury,
2 00
Albert Garland.
19 50
I>r A C Hagerthy,
12 25
Walter P Pio.
1 00
2 00
Henry 8 Adams,
Olin L Sargent.
2 00
John H Patten.
2 00
Fred P Wttham.
2 00
Wm H True,
2 00
Audrew M Moor,
2 i>0
Leon R Moor,
2 00
ROLL or ACCOUNTS MO.

Fund
Police.

AyynOCoMT.

*1.699 18
STREET commissioner's rolls.

Highways

March 1-10,
March 10-31,

Hurley;.
Woodward).
mue walks.
Rock crushing.
TEACHERS' SALARY ROLL.
schools.

Common
High school.

#37 37
73

36

3

50

22

28

#136 51
#229
237

00
72

•466 71

Agency.

The development of electrical transmis-

was

improvements

rock

aion of

~

sidewalks, built no crushed rock road to mention.made no repairs on city buildings, with
the ope exception of repairs on the Franklin

crushed

Grief History of Power Developments

pension of rul**J.
"Wavor Simon ton, in speaking of the aprial ions and necessity for strict econ
the coming year, said:
omy during
were
1 uW». the total trpproprlr.tlon*
u-hi’t
"
11.20, the unexihI <n !»»' were
N5J&
..,1 balance for the year t«K was oo.y
the prvuvuiu*
K.
than for unc
tnanior
preceding year. To
Aumrnorf

At the March meeting the
an
unusually large roll of
tion passed
Thu* at It* last meeting
accouuts- 43.6*3.31 ■
voted
expenditures not only of ail
the board
left a large numthe cub In the treasury, but
balance
her of outstanding oidem, including,
roll
for February.
teachers'
the
of 1833 on
These oiit'tandtug orders, of course, did not
the rolls
anDcsr in their annual report, as
hut they are
were passed after settlement,
orders which the present city government
will have to meet. Just the enme.

new

KLKCTRICAL TRANSMISSION.

separsb

appropriation for HOT.

a

A. Goodwin’s property. The matter was
referred to the committee on streets.
The board then took a recess to next
Monday evening at 7.30.

evening.

°Hoib,wVriv 'the

for

upper Bridge hill, on the north
side, from the Watts place to Capt. Samuel

falls and to bring the
power to the
industrial centers to turn the wheels of
mills and
factories, light the streets,
supply power for street cars and illuminate the buildings. Without this machine,
hundreds of thousands of horse-power
now in daily use would still be
tumbling
to waste down the far-away waterfalls and
swift-flowing mountain streams.
Industries require excellent shipping
facilities, so the mills and factories could
not go to the distant inland water falls.
The transformer is the machine which
brought the mountain to Mohammed.
So* the water power is changed to electrical power and transmitted over Blender
copper wires to the manufacturing centers.
Fifteen years ago this would have been
impossible, because, without the transformer, the current could not be raised to
send it under pressure for any distance.
Low voltage would requre a large transmission line and a heavy loss in current.
By way of explanation, if the water power
itself were to be transmitted any distanoe
at low pressure, it would take, a large
canal to carry the required amount of
water; but if the water could be sent
under high pressure, a small pipe would
carry a good many hundred hoise-power.
The transformers raise the voltage and
send the electrical current under high
pressure over a very small wire, and so
great is this pressure that thousands of
horse-power can he sent to great distances
over small wires with very little losses.
In the past ten years the transformer
has grown from a few kilowatts to a few
thousand kilowatts in output, and from a
few thousand volts to 100,000 volts.
The
transformer has no moving parts. In
shape and outline it looks not unlike a
a large oval boiler.
The interior mechanism consists of large coils of wire insulated
with oil. A cooling device is attached to
keep temperature below the danger point.
It was but fifteen years ago when the
first 10,000-volt transmission line in this
country was opened in Southern Cali-

fornia, transmitting single-phase current
from Ban Antonio Canon to light Pomona
and Ban Bernardino, distant fourteen and
There were two
twenty-eight miles.
banks of small transformers, raising the
pressure from 1,000 to 10,000 volts. In all,
there were forty six-kilowatt
transformers—the largest of that day. A comparison of these insignificant machines
with the six monster transformers being
constructed by the General Electric Co., at
Schenectady, N. Y., for the Ureat Western
Power Co., of California, fully demonstrates the wonderful advancement of
high-tension transmission. These giant
machines each stand over twenty feet
high, weigh 128,000 pounds, and will send
14,000 electrical horse-power at a pressure
of 100,000 volts, with the remarkable efficiency of 98.6 per cent, a distance of 128
miles.
For comparison for Ellsworth
readers it may be stated that the two large
transformer!*

power house

high,

and

oeiug insiauea at tue
here stand about twelve

weigh 13,000 pounds each.

new

feet
One

fjpealing

in the Sierra Nevada range which
supply every city on the Paclrflc coast

stream
now

King mine,

at

Telluride, Col.,

cel

Duprez,

a

Frenchman,

was

experi-

menting in electrical transmission, and

successfully seat three horse-power a
distance of twenty-five miles over ordinary
telegraph wires, using a pressure of 2,000
volts; but he obtained at the motor only
32 per cent, of the energy expended—a very
loss.
In 1889, M. Hillairet, of Paris, successfully transmitted 200 horse-power ten
miles to actuate a motor in a paper mill.
All these first transmissions were of
direct current. In 18&1 alternating current

serious

employed in the Lauffen-Frankfort,
Germany, experiment. There a hundred
horse-power, obtained from water power,
was

Conner Port*.

Wjwr Sullivan—614 Apr 1, sch Eugene
Borda, New York
Sid Apr 4. schs Fannie and Fay, Oeorgletta,

GREAT SALE STILL ON.

| PIANOS! |!
•%%%»%««««%««•%«*%««««%«««!!

PRICES CUT ONE-THIRD TO ONE-HALF.

M?bef.]

Many are taking advantage of this great sale, and those who
have investigated admit their surprise at the bargains offered.
We have explained the reason for this great cut in prices
in
brief, we are overstocked, as, owing to the financial stringency
of the past few months, the sale of pianos has not been as
large as usual. The purchase of a piano now will save you
—

P30,000

—

Los Angeles.

88

Albany

40

Portland, Ore.
Hartford.
Springfield, Mass.
Manchester, N. HSalt Lake City.
Portland, Me.
Seattle.
Butte.
Oakland
Lewiston. Me.
Concord, N. H.
Helena, Mont..

8,600
82,000

11

8.600

6

37

3,780
5,870
10.000

13

2,660

H

8,000
10,000
15,000
3.000
1.000

—

85
142
3
4

20
7
27

Dales, Ore.

3,000
1,350

addition there could also be named
hundred smaller cities and several
hundred villages which secure their electricity from similar sources.
In
half

a

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Mrs. Rose Wedge is still confined to her
bed.
Miss Viola Joy is ill, and was unable to
return to Hebron academy.
Gilbert Stanley has been to Friendship
and returned in his new yacht.
Mrs. Nettie A. Murcb, of Ellsworth,
is visiting her former home here.
The lobster fishermen are anxiously
awaiting the day when they can put their
lobster traps on the fishing grounds.
Rev. A. P. McDonald and brother are
now

getting

the

gospel ship Morning

in readiness to go in commission for
the season.
Mrs. Myra G. Steele, who came from
Boston to attend the funeral of her little
grandson, Willie Steele, will return to

Star

BLANCE-At Prospect
Harbor, April 5,
Charles Blance, Jr.
GILLEY—At Seal Cove, March 25, Mrs George
E Gilley, aged 71 years.
GRINDLE—At Penobscot, April 2, Augustus
P Grindle, aged 68 years, 4 months, 7 days.
LYNCH—At Ellsworth Falls, April 6, Mrs
Sarah F Lynch, aged 74 years, 6 months, 27

EUGENE

500

«...
We have other bargains too
ORGANS

FROM

of|looking too far for
| We are in clanger
! opportunities of doing good and commuIn
for rhododendrons
reaching

daises.—Marian

36bcitisniwit8.

$5 TO $30 AND UP.

Main

8t., Ellsworth, Me.

1

Order That Spring Suit Now
custom tailoring departThen yon can have it made
just the way yon want it—from
cloth of your own selection and a
style design of yonr own choosing.

8IMP8ON,

CEMETERY WORK

oar

We can furnish you for $25 to $40
the best tailored-to-measure suit
you ever wore—shape, style, workmanship and quality unsurpassed
—because made to fit your individual form by Ed. V. Price & Co.,
the “ House of Over a Thoup.
sand Tailors.”

in Marble and Granite.

Send postal and I will be pleased
call, show new and artistic

give

and

prices.
Highest

lowest

Satisfaction guaranteed.
references.

Their beautiful line of 500fabrics
for Spring and Summer—shown
here exclusively by us—offers an
admirable range for selection, and
their original fashion plates suggest many novel ideas for the benefit of particular dressers.

LaFRANCB'
Shoe

0o»rmoHT

i»i»,

to.

rricc a co.

EzelaaiT* local representative
of Ed. V. PriM& Co.. Marebaot
Tailora. Chicago

Come in early—before everybody
else is dressed up—and see fabrics
Nos. 4404 L, 4398K, 4368J,
43201, 4276 HH and style designs 485, 493 and 491. Then
tell us to take your measure.

Clothing Co.

Reliable

SiyU
to

be

Proud of

$3

HAWES,

with grace and without foot-discomfort, as the sole follows the
natural movement of the foot.

can

It will appeal
the woman who
secure an easy fit

to

it hard to
shoe.
natty, stylish, serviceable
We are now showing a wide variety of the latest styles in this popular
shoe, and would appreciate an opportunity to show them to you.

in

a

C.

I_MORANG,

To succeed these days you
must have plenty of grit, courage, strength. How is it with
the children? Are they thin,
pale, delicate? Do not forget
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. You
know it makes the blood pure
and rich, and builds up the

FOR SALE AT

C. L. Morang’s Department Store,

owner

prices.

THE—

GOOD

—S

having

FARM

Not particular about location.
tor sale.
Please give price and description, and reason for selling. State when possession can
be had. Wltfdeal with owners only.
L. Dakbtshibb, Box Mt, Rochester, N. V.

Live

a

J. P.

j

Bancor, Sle.

Ellsworth.

We charge no commission for selling
Ship ns your LIVE POULTRY. Prompt returns.
W. H. RUDI) & SON CO.,
Mass.
Boston,

Eggs.

|-.

a

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Poultry Co.,

PREMIUM PAID
FOR FANCY HENNERY EGOS.

range or a fur-

to meet every

Specialty.

77-79 Fulton st., Boston.

C. L Sim. 0. D. 8..

"Clarion”, it is
requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is

sure

Boston Live

_

57 Main St.,

a

Prompt Ketums at Topmarket Prices.
Strictly Commission.

!

CLARION.

Poultry Wanted.
Broilers

For |8.00 I’ll make you a set of as
truly perfect and natural looking
teeth as can be produced by dental
science at any price. My many years
of experience, splendid office eouipment and perfect familiarity with the
latest methods insure ray patrons an
unsurpassed dental service and surprisingly easy methods. Moderate

Whether it’s
to hear from

Commission fRrrctjnnta.

QOING TO HAVE
ARTIFICIAL TEETH?

CHERRY PECTORAL.

-WANTED

Ellsworth, Maine.

MAINE,

health in every way.

W« havo no soerots! Wo publish
the formulas of all our mouieineo.

HATS.

Incorporated.

ELLSWORTH,

HAIR VIGOR.
AQUE '•.URE.

Gal

buy.

particular force

>

von

This feature makes the La France
the most comfortable as well as the
most shapely and beautiful shoe that
with
has found

For the
Children

$4

io

The La France Flexible
Welt, shown in illustration
above, will enable you to walk

your money

A

347

to mention.

term.

The Seawall dramatic club will present
a drama entitled “The Winning Hand’’ at
Centennial hall April 8.
These are busy times along the shore, as
the fishing boats and vessels are being put
in readiness for the season.
The State evangelists, Miss Edwards and
Miss Kitchen, are holding services w ith
Rev. J. A. Thoms in thejUnion church.
Mad.
April 6.

general

numerous

STAPLES PIANOTMUSIC CO.

(Successor to H. ft E. Simpson )
SULLIVAN, MAINE.

MANSET.
Mrs. N. C. Tinker opened her restaurant
1.
April
Schools opened April 6, with the same

mcating.

«

«

ment.

_

last

450

184
193
227
295

«

from

designs

as

«...

atmmtBftnrm*,

ladies’ circle has been organized for
purpose of enlarging and clearing ud
Bunker graveyard. Mrs. Julia M.
Spurling is president.
Willie, the only son of Fred E. Steele
and wife, died Wednesday, April 1, after
an illness of ten days of acute Bright’s
disease.
He was a manly little fellow,
and an attractive, lovatle child.
His
death is a severe blow to his parents, who
have the sincere sympathy of all. They
have one other child, Lulu. Funeral services were held at the Union meetinghouse Saturday afternoon, Rev. A. P. McDonald officiating.
Schoolmates sent
beautiful flowers.
C.
April 7.
SEAL HARBOR.
A. E. Clement and George Eddy are
their
houses.
painting
Miss KUa M. Jude, of Ellsworth, visited
her sister, Mrs. Grafton Pinkhara, last
week.
Two Seal Harbor small boys had adventures last week. Henry Otto, three years
old, fell from the chamber window* to the
ground, about twelve feet, got up and
walked away, entirely unhurt. Guy McCrae, a little fellow of four years, chased
the oat into the woods and could not find
bis way back. He was found two hours
later by Fred Driscoll, nearly a mile away
from home. The cat came back.
A.
April 7.

§147

325
350
400

days.

MORSE—At Prospect Harbor, March 26, Mrs
Nelson Morse, aged 34 years.
PHILLIPS—At Ellsworth, April 6, Benjamin
F Phillips, aged 62 years, 10 months, 25 days.
REDMAN—A*: Bucksport, April 6, Varnum
Roland, son of Mr and Mrs Herbert L Redman, aged 2 years. 6 months, 8 days.
RICHARDSON—At Bucksport, April 2, John
Richardson, aged 72 years.
SAUNDERS—At Hancock, April 4, Daniel H
Saunders, aged 68 years, 5 months, 8 days.
STEELE—At Cranberry Isles, April 1, Willie
Austin Steele, aged 6 years. 7 months, 8days.
WARDWELL—At Penobscot, April 4, Jeremiah Wardwell, aged 8’. years, 1 month, 10

to

A
the
the

:

§275 Piano

DIKD.

Boston to-morrow.

teachers

from $100 to $150.
SOME OF OUR PRICES

—

Quebec.

in 1890.

It was in 1877 that Dr. William Siemens
indicated the possible commercial importance of electrical transmission for considerable distances. About this time Mar-

SWwittorauRt*.

MAKING LIST.

with cheap electricity.
New York
The great water power developments in
Ar Mar 80, ach Willie L Maxwell
Ar Apr S, ach Harriet Whitehead
the South along the Yuba and Yadkin
Ar Apr 8, ach Chaa Trlckey
rivers were not even spoken of. The
transmission of water povfrer has increased
BORN.
manufacturing to a very marked degree.
Ellsworth, April 7, to Rev and
The population of cities prorided with MATHEWS—At
Mrs R B Mathews, a daughter.
cheap current has increased as manufac- PERKINS—At Somerville, Mass. March 24, to
Mr and Mrs Edward B Perkins, a son.
ing plants flocked to the places where
f Harvey Burton.]
economical power was available. Millions "r
ARDWELL—At Bluehill, April 2, to Mr and
of pounds of coal have been raved and the
Mrs Samuel I Ward well, a daughter.
electrical industry has been stimulated to WILLEY—At Otis, April 1, to Mr and Mrs
Willey> a dau«ht€r- [Florence
new and greater
possibilities.
Among the larger cities which receive a
MARRIED.
greater portion of their electricity from
transmitted water power are the followDOWNEY
THOMPSON
At
Bucksport,
ing:
March 31. by Rev Frederick Brown, Miss
All leu from
Louise Downey to Howard Thompson, bbth
of East Weymouth, Mass.
to city.
C'ity.
OKAY—RANKIN—At Ellsworth, April 7, by
Buffalo.
23
John H Brimmer, esq. Miss Mabel Grav, of
Montreal.
Dedham, to William H Rankin, of Ellsworth.
85
Sau Francisco.
At
147
13,330 RICHARDSON-HASLEM
Jonesboro,
March 22, by Rev E V Alien, Miss Eva M
10
Minneapolis.
7.400
Richardson, of Machias, to Ravmond R
8t Paul.
25
4,(*CJ
Haslem, of Waltham.

of the very first water power stations to 1 we trample down|£the
i
transmit alternating current was the Gold Harland.

was transmitted a distance of 108 miles
Bonds of D L. Fields as constable at
The alterand of Clifton Woodward as street with a loss of only 25 per cent.
j?r&e
commissioner were approved and filed.
nating current installation at Telluride,
John E. Doyle waa
reappointed a mem- Col., was even more efficient.
oer of
theiboard of registration on the
These few' installations immediately atrecommendation of the democratic city
tracted the attention of such eminent encommittee.
Crabtree, as attorney for Alex- gineers and inventors as Edisou, Tesla,
ander
Weaver, asked that the city show Thomson, Houston, Lord Kelvin and
leniency toward Mr. Weaver by paying
and the transformer was developed
°*. °°urt in the recent suit brought others,
the city
against his client for obstruct- into the wonderful machine of to-day,
? drain. Mr. Weaver had been beaten which brings the mountain torrents to
the
supreme court, and had appealed to the hearts of the industrial cities of the
the law court.
He would withdraw his
•PPeal to the law court if the city would plains.
of
lower
court. The aldermen
Nearly a hundred cities in the United
J|V f°etatbe
P*opoaitlon by * unanimous States alone are to-day using electricity
supplied by transmitted water power.
FIRE ORDINANCE REPEALED.
Ten years ago Niagra Falls was a scientific
Hagan moved that the ordinance interest
the government of the fire
only, to-day it is distributing
depart"if
ment pamed
by the last board, be re- over 100,000 horse-power to Buffalo, SyraAid. Jordan asked the object of cuse, Rochester, Toronto, and other
the ordlnanoe; whether it waa smaller
places. Spiers Falls, north of
nepurpoaeto change the drivers. Aid.
Uplea thought the present ordinance Saratoga, which supplies the industrial
cities of Schenectady, Amsterdam, Troy
enouRh.
flFS*
un the vote to
repeal, Aid. 9tockbridge, and Albany with electrical current, was

vote*

practically unheard of; no roan had ao
roach a« dreamed of harnessing the Kern
river, the Feather river or any other

\

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
••HO

prompt

FAT, NO WA8H1».”

All kind* of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods celled tor and delivered.

H. B. KSTIY * CO.,
WEST END

BRIDOE,

ELLSWORTH

We want YOUR shipments of
VEAL-LAMBS-POULTRY & EGOS.
We get top market prices and make

■■

returns.
F. I. WESTON Co-

commission MERCHANTS.
NEW FANEUIL HALL MABKET—BOSTON.
Reference. -Fourth National Bank and atl com
merclal agencies.

can

hekican

huh

not the only

t*

paper

printed

COUNTY NEWS.

ftoomiscmniuk

aubmtwmntt*.

»*.<*tcr.i4>er* at in?
f* t/ic .j / poet-office* >n Hancock county.
j(> Ut tuner paper* in Che Countjcomdo *c: ’•eac/i to many. The Ameri*

«

000

Itarah Harriroan, of
mary.

Bnckaport
^

1

th.
“*

...

»!•

_

othor pan—

o»TTC*»T.
The death of Clam
Cole, *if.
Nelson Moree, on March
28,
Borrow
to
Ml
Ml who knew
improving.
had
Moree
been In poor hesiii. “V"
H. H. Hanson and wife were in Bangor •ome
time, bnt It weenotgeneranVkU?
last week.
that she could not recowr
to
."'7"
* •>*
William Flagg returned Thursday
weeke before her death.
Durhi,
hto home at Grand Menan.
neae ahe new for a moment
h-T
been
has
"r
who
employed
or
her
considerate spirit
George McKay,
patience
Mrs. Morse was kind, sympathy
in the woods at Milo, to home.
in
the
E. W. Smith has moved bis family to helpful
to lend a band In any goid
Grindstone Neck for the summer.
wife and mother nothin* more
could
Rev. Mr. White preached at the Baptist asked. She waa an
active member
church Sunday, morning and evening.
and the village im™.0*
Sisters,
Pythian
School at the Lower Harbor commenced ment society, aa well as a member
Monday, with Miss Agnes Crane, teacher. man grange, of Uouldshoro, and the f.-..
James Ryan, of Brewer, and Jack ern Star, of Winter Harbor.
Aa “shipa that pass in the night" n.
Morrison, of Ellsworth, are here for the
the glimmer of white sails anther »
summer.
of eight, so to ns. through the
out
been
Mrs. Georgia Robertson, w ho has
will come the memory of hern,
visiting her son, E. J. Robertson, returned veers,
blemished
record from childhood to nokl
to Ashville Wednesd >y.
womanhood.
Miss Eva Norton leaves this week for
Kuneral services wire held Bunds.
Bangor to enter the Eastern Maine gen- 1‘nion church. Rev. O. W. M. Key,,,
eral hospital for surgical treatment.
tor of the Methodist rhurch. offtciatTnT
George Blance was < ailed to Prospect The large attendance and abundanceTi
Harbor Sunday morning by the sudden
iiowers showed the esteem of a w ideci~]
Ie
death of his brother, Charles Blance, jr.
of frienda.
Besides her hnsband, she have*
Mrs. Gideon Mayo and daughter, Miss
Mary, who have won visiting Dr. and daughter, her parents-J. W. Cole ana
Mrs! Small, returned to Ellsworth Mon- wife, and a large family of brothers
Her death breaks into her thirty
sisters.
day.
fifth year, a life which appeared to have
Miss Olive Coolidge, of Lamoine, Miss
of much further usefulness
the
promise
Vera
Miss
Mortice Small, of Deer Isle, and
April 6.
Berry, of Lamoine, arrived Saturday to
P
teach.
Parker L. Davis, who has been visiting
An Insidious 1)hhk»t,
returned Thursrelatives at Jonesport.
One of the worst features of kitfne? tmnh
day. His niece. Miss Hattie Atkinson, ac- U that it is an insidious disease, and
h»f0*
the victim realiies his danger he n>:«v hit#
companied him.
fatal malady. Take Foley* Kidnrv Rpm*a?
E.
April 6.
at the first. sign of trouble, as it
correct*ImS
ularitie and prevent* Bright* dUeane 7S
D“
PROSPECT HARBOR.
diabetes. (J. A. Parchkk.
WINTER HARBOR.
Foster Oerrtoh, who bu been t»iy 111, to

in

claimed to

Hancock county and hat
to, but it 4• the only paper that can prop
mrly be called a County paper; all th*
rest are merely local papert. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
te
Harbor Uecord** summer list, it larger
than that of all the other papert printed
in Hancock county
never

County

For Additional

Now.
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berj^*
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Soda Crackers with crack to them
Soda Crackers with snap to them
Soda Crackers with taste to them

HANCOCK.
E. Abbott has recently been apat
Hancock, station.
pointed agent
Great Sachem Harry K. Lew i*. of BanI. <>. K. M.,
gor, visited Omaha tribe.
Friday evening.
Ernest

O. L. Crabtree, wife and

Capt.

daughter,

Miss Lola, w ho have spent the w inter in
Portland, have returned home.
Mrs. A. I. Foss returned Saturday from
Ellsworth where .she has been the guest of
Mrs. Wilbur Smith for two we.ks.
Mrs. II. G. Foss, who h is been with Capt.

Foss in the schooner Sallie Marvel during the winter, arrived Tuesday to spend
the summer at the homa of h *r parents.
A. B. Crabtree and wife.
The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
A. B. Crabtree Monday evening, and made
arrangements for a sale of May baskets
and home-made candc at the town ball
Thursday evening, April 3

Uneeda Biscuit
Oven-fresh—Oven-crisp—Oven-clean—
In dust tight,
moisture proof packages.
Neper sold in bulk.

j

j

national biscuit company

are
of the Sunday school
arranging an Easter concert to be held at
Union church Sunday evening, April 19.
Following is the programme: Doxology;
Lord's prayer; responsive reading; song:
recitation, Lelia Merchant: recitation, six
boys; song, Minnie Hayward, Lizzie Foss.
Lillian Scammon;
recitation, Frederic1
Johnson: song, Minta Stratton: recitation,
Addie Grass; song. Carolyn Crabtree; rtcitation, Morris Foss; recitation, Celia
Grass; song. Val :ia Stratton, Amy Stratton; song, Living Cross.

Members

]
]

Miss Susie Over is visiting in Milbridge.
Lula M. Bunker has gone to Northeast
Harbor to teach.
Mrs. Myra Higgins is in Winter Harbor
with her mother, who is HI.
Wilbur V. Cole, who spent his vacation
at home, has returned to Colby.
The Clarence B. Mitchell has arrived
from Boston with W. P. Hewina on hoard.

Daniel H. Saunders, for many years
resident of Hancock, died Saturday,
April 4. Mr. Saunders wa* born in 3840
*on
of Coleman and j
ttv*
in Orland.
Sarah Sound r. Do ring the war he was
a member of tlrst Maine calvary, Co. 1).,
and was at one time deputy sheriff ofH mer has been absent two Sundays. The
a member of
He v
Hancock county.
pulpit was supplied last Sunday.
Rising Sun lodg.\ F. a:id A. M.. of Orland,
B.
April 6.
Mr.
Hancock.
and of Pamola grange, of
Saunders is survived by a widow, who has
EAST LAM OIK E.
entire comthe deepest sympathy of tu
Merton Pierce has gone to Seal Harbor,
wore
held
servi-c-s
Funeral
munity.
he has employment for the summer.
Tuesday afternoon. Rev. K A. A.'Killam, where
School commences here this morning,
of Ellsworth, officiating. Pamola grange,
charter taught by Mis- Alvira Smith, of Lamoine.
of which Mr. Saunders wamember, serving for several years as
Clarence Deslslc. who has been employed
master, attended in a body.
as time-keeper at Moosehead lake, is at
C.
April 6.
Harry Higgins has gone to Bar Harbor,
SOUTH HANCOCK.
where he
will be employed during the
Herbert Joy i9 employed at R. C. Hag- summer.

a

trthy’s.

returned from Lake view last week.

Friday.
Addie Hodgkins

Miss

Vanceboro Saturday, after
weeks' vacation at home.

Mrs. L. A. Penney, of Bangor, spent a
days last week with her parents, K. H.

lew

returned

spending

Miss Sadie Higgins, of Higgins classical
institute, who has been spending her vawith her mother, will return to
Charleston to-day.
Leonard Wooster lodge recently celebrated its eighth anniversary. The lodge
is in a prosperous condition, adding new
members nearly every meeting. The Sunday school which Was organized under its
auspices last fall is running successfully.
March 30.
W.
cation

to
two

Earl C. Smith is working

Anon.

WEST SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Minta Blaisdell is visiting relatives

here.

Mrs. F. E. Pettingill vent to Bangor

Monday.

social

given by
Knights
Pythias Saturday evening.
It is reported that the Benvenue Co.
was

the

Miss Flora Stratton in this

April

will

not

operate its quarry here this season.
Wallace and Kelley, of Bar Harbor, will
give a dance at K. of P. hall Thursday
Mrs. Isabelle Googins has returned from

of her

where she has been at the home

son.

Superintendent-of-Schoois A. P. Havey
is in town making preparations for the
opening of schools April 13.
R. H. Blaisdell is spending a few days
with his sister, Mrs. George Pettingill.
Mr.

Pettingill

is out after his recent ill-

ness.

Tug Phillips Eaton was called to South
Goulds boro to assist the schooner Harriet
Whitehead, which went ashore there Friday morning. The schooner was towed
to Sullivan Sunday, sustaining no apparent damage.
Vox Popi Li.
April 6.
FRANKLIN.
C. T. Bunker, Z. L. Wilbur and Augus-

tus

Havey

are

ill.

:

day,

rapidly

as can

be

the

as

as

death of his

SEAWALL.

3.__Chips.
EDEN.

George Reinaldo has gone to Hall
Quarry with his team, to haul paving.

Charles F. King, who has "been confined
to the house with the grip, is about again.
George Huntley has moved to Bar Harbor, where he will have work on one of
the cottage grounds.

The ladies gave a free dance and supper
Eden Park hall Thursday evening. In
spite of the bad traveling there was a good
crowd, and a jolly time is reported.
at

Miss Maud Colby, of West Sullivan, was
recent guest of her aunt, Mrs. W. H.
Moore.

Consumption is less deadly than

EUssurllLsajasiEffliEiis'i
A NEW SERIES
open. Share*. SI e«

now

>v y,^

menfe, SI ]#r *h<irr.

Mias Julia Guptill and her guest, Miss
Nichols, of Sears port, were recent
guests of Mrs. L. P. Cole.

WHY

Billy Temple

and

Billy Beavey, who

RENT
>

have

been to the hospital in Bangor for treatment, have returned home.
Mrs. John S. Coombs and Mrs. J. M.
Williams have been hostesses for the past
two weeks of the V. I. society.
Schools commenced March 30. Miss
Adelina Crockett, of Durham, a Bates
student, teaches the grammar, and Miss

PAY

when you cun borrow on > ir
shares, give a rtr*t inert cage m !
reduce it every month? Monthly
j»a\incuts and Interest t.*^ Ua-r
will amouni to but inti? u».ir*
than you are now pay ng f..r
rent, and In about ten jetr* .-,j

Iona

OWlf YOUK OWN HOME.
For
A W.

particulars inquire

«1

n. \\ Ta't.ev, Sec'r.
Ft rat Nafl Bank Hid*

Kino. President.'-

Unsuspected

worm are

the

cease of numerous

little things
go wrong with children.
When a child is sick you
rarely think that its sickness is
censed by worms, yet worms,
either directly or indirectly, are the
of three quarters of all the ills of childhood.
snd
often-times
sdalts feel out of torts, are
Children,
irritable, feel listless and unrefrashed in the morning; suffer with
indigestion, hare a satiable appetite, fool tongue, offentire breath;
hard sad full bally, with occasional pipings and pains shoe! the nsrel; eyes
and
1ST,
dull; itching of the nose; short, dry co^gh; grinding of the teeth;
ferer; and often in children, conrulsions-—in the majority of cases the
of all the trouble is m though you may
notsapect their presence.
that

DR. TRUE’S ELIXIR

pure vegetable compound. has beea the standard
household remedy since itKi; it never fails to
eapel not onlv worms but all waste matter, leaviaf the blooa rich and pure, the stomach sweet,
the bowels regular aad the whole system strong
and healthy.
The mother who fives her children Dr. True's
Elxir regularly is wise, because it not
only increases the
appetite, acts as a preventative of
coughs cold, fever and worms but gives rugged,
robust health.
Sold by all Druggists. Price jjc, yx aad fium.
Write for free booklet,
Children mnd tketr ihit+its."
ft

ML J. F. TIDE i CS„

Askars, Me,

Good

On Hot Cakes
Karo Com Syrup—a better syrup
than you ever tasted.

W. P. Kent, of Libby island light
station, came last week on a visit to his
wife and infant son. He will return next
week.
March 30.
Dolly.
TREMONT.
at home from Bucks-

mo
CORN SYRUP

is

a food sweet and best fulfils
every purpose for which a syrup
can be used.

In 10c, 25c, 50c

Shirley Kellay is

port.

Wallace,

where

April

it used to be.

usually complete recovery
following treatment:

Hope, rest, fresh air, and—Scoff s
Emulsion.
BOc. AND St-OO.

air-tight tins*

com raoovcra
MFC. CO.

KINEO RANGES

main in Portland with her.

Certain relief and

ALL DRUGGISTS i

*

a

2.

__Kin.

INDIAN POINT.
F. O. Crockett and family have moved
Northeast Harbor for the summer.
Capt. L. R. Walls left for Boston Monday to take command of a vessel in the
coasting trade.
B. H. Higgins is shingling the ell of his
house. Howard Norwood, of Somesville
is helping him.
Miss Lizzie Humphreys returned Monday, after spending three weeks with relatives in Bangor.
April 3.
to

will result from the

U what your money will earn f
Invested itt share* of Uie

is

Sidney S. Rich and his sister, Mrs. A. J.
left Wednesday for Cornish,
they will visit their sister, Mrs.
Ludolph Hodgkins has returned from Richard Dyer.
Otis, where he has been spending a few
Mrs. Mildred A. Norwood and daughter.
days fishing. He brought home a pickerel Mrs.
F. J. Rich, left
Wednesday for Portweighing four pounds and three ounces.
land. Mrs. Norwood will go to the ear
Percy E. Smith and his mother arrived and eye infirmary to have her eves
operated on for cataracts. Mrs. Rich' will re-

Tuesday, weather prevailing.
Misses Bernice Dunn, Mildred Wooster

A Common Mistake.
Many women mistake kidney and bladder
troubles for some irregularity peculiar to the
sex. Foley’s Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities and makes women well. Miss Carrie
Harden, Bowling Green, Ky writes: “I suffered much ansa from kidney and bladder
trouble until I started to use Foley’s Kidney
The first bottle gave me great relief,
Remedy.
and after taking the second bottle 1 was
entirely well.” G. A. Paeckub.

Bleasant

(

next

and Jessie Macomber are at home after
spending a few days at camp Laughing
Water.
Rev. Harry Lee will attend conference
at Houlton next week. Rev. A. W. Lori-

on

possible.

&DbrtttcnnnttB.

severe

Spec.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
The kindergarten will open Monday (or
the summer.
F. A. Foster and daughter Eleanor
are home from Bangor.
Mrs. Augusta Gilpatrick and Laura
Tracy are home from Boston.
J. G. Jenkins preached two interesting
sermons Sunday in the Union church.
The Congregational aid society will
meet with Mrs. Dora Reynolds Tuesday.
The Baptist sewing circle spent a
afternoon with Mrs.
L. E.
lolmes Friday.
April 6.
X. F.

N.

fast

engine

in Bar Harbor and Ellsworth, I
Mrs. Amos Dolliver has returned from a
have returned home.
visit to her sister in Massachusetts.
Amos W. Staples, Herman Bowden, !
Mrs. Lizzie Moore is spending a few
Holse.v Moore and Charles Gross are help- ! days with friends and relatives at Southing Philip Moore on bis weir.
west Harbor.
All are glad to learn that A. J. Babbidge,
Isabel Dolliver, who came home from
who was badly hurt, at Bar Harbor by the !
Bucksport last week, returned to her
breaking of a ladder while painting, is as school Monday.
comfortable as can be expected.
Mrs. George Kent came home from BosApril
ton last week, after spending four weeks
with her son’s family.

|

now

April

6.

6°//«

visiting

in town

expected.

Mrs. M. J, Springer is recovering from a
illness which prostrated her last
week.
The postponed grading bee in front of
the First Methodist church will take

by

Saturday
w’hicn

installed.

E. L. Gott has put part of a new larboard plank into Will Trask’s boat.
Charles Harding brought his new gasoline boat home from Atlantic last week.
E. N. Moore and wife, who have been

Bert Howard and children and
William Sargent, of Ellsworth, recently
visited Mrs. N. J. Mosley.
George Wescott and daughter, Miss

as

there

6.

his weir

Mrs.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Lillian Hopkins is improving

called

GOTT’S ISLAND.
Philip Moore is finishing the work

May.

Capt.

N.

3.

steamer

A. J. Kennedy came in
in his smack Clara A. Marston, in
he has had a ten-horse-power

caus-

many friends hope
successful operation and complete

April

Harry L. Davis was called to Bar Harbor
Monday by the serious illness of his father,
j Leroy Davis.

|

week in Rockland, while the
Vinal Haven is being painted.

mother, Mrs. Josephine Trafton.

TRENTON.
John Davis 19 ill.
Her many
wish for a speedy recovery.
Mrs. T. T. Leland was a week-end guest
of her daughter Mrs. William Hopkins.
John Donlih, of Hall Quarry, spent Saturday night and Sunday w ith his family.
Mrs. K. L. Moore, jr., of Ellsworth, and
two children are visiting among relatives

Georgianna, of Bar Harbor, were
last week calling on friends.
April 6.

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mr. Howard has gone to Castine on
business.
Presiding-Elder Haskell held quarterly
conference here Friday.
Miss Gladys and Basil Stinson spent
last week in Rockland with their grandmother, Mrs. M. S. Stinson.
Mrs. M. A. Barbour will spend this

Scott Rowe is recovering from the grip.
Miss York, of Bluehill, will teach the
spring term of school, opening April 6.
Harlan Murphy went to Rockland Mon-

Y.

6.

a

ter.

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Millard Bartlett has gone to Newport
for a few days.
School commenced March 23, with Miss
Josie Billings teacher.
Ruth Marshall, of Bar Harbor, visited
relatives here last week.
Mrs. Lena Butler has been visiting Mrs.
Olive Bartlett the past week.
Charles Henderson, of Seaville, is working for Abel and Wealey Bartlett.
Elsie Robbins has resumed her teaching
at Seal Harbor, her ninth term in the same
school.
L.
April 3.

pain.

April

precinct.

James Russell, the infant son of Arno
Pearl Butler and wife are house keeping
Wooster and wife, is alarmingly ill.
in the French bouse.
Alvin Dyer, of Rhode Island, is visiting
W. H. Card, jr., has recently bought a
his daughter, Mrs. Fred White, at West
horse of Hampden parties.
F. Butler visited his daughter, Sullivan.
Ivory
Alfonso and Monroe Orcutt, of West
Mrs. Grace Frertch, at Oakland, last week.
“The Spinsters’ club,” an operetta, will Gouldsboro, spent Sunday night with
be an attraction at the hall Friday even- friends here, en route to Ellsworth.
M.
April 6.
ing.

place

eg

recovery.

Mrs.
friends

evening.

Trenton,

ing
for

NORTH LAMOINE.
Frank Small, who ha9 been living in the
B. F. Phillips house, has returned to Bar
Harbor.
Miss Marianna Marshall, of Trenton,
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. 1. N.
Salisbury, jr., the past week.
Schools
Miss
begin this morning.
Eunice Coggins teaches at the Corner and

ley.

enjoyable
of

partially impairing the bearing and
much
Her

the serious illness of

their little granddaughter, Natalie Bow-

An

p it

SEAL COVE.
Mrs. George Gilley died at the home of
her son, Harley Baker, March 30, after a
long illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Candage, of North Brooklin, visited Mrs. Candage’s brother, John
Pervear and wife, recently.
The remains of the infant don of Barclay
Burgess and wife, of Southwest Harbor,
were brought here for burial
recently.
Interment in the Reed cemetery.
Mrs. W. J. Harper left Wednesday for
Portland to enter the hospital for treatment. For the last three months Mrs.
Harper has bad trouble in her left ear,

farm at

on a

made on his buildings.
Gilman Hodgkins, w ho has been spendMrs. Emily Gallison is visiting her son
ing the winter with his son, Capt. Fred
William at Hanoock Point.
Hodgkins, has returned home.
Mrs. Charles Googins is visiting Mrs.
Schools began to-day with teachers as
Myrtle Bowley in West Franklin.
follows: Flora Stratton, North Lamoine;
Miss Esther Sabine, of Bangor, is spend- I Eunice
Coggins, Jordan’s river: Elvira
ing her v$gation with her parents, Free- Smith, East Lamoine; Addie Ingalls, Cove
man Sabin* and wife.
district.
F. H. Stratton and wife are in Frank- !
S.
April 6.

April 6.

othr*

April 6._Anne.

worth.

i Bayside.
NORTH HANCOCK.
George Young has gone to Ellsworth to
Mrs. Sadie Qatcomb 19 slowly improv- work for Judge Peters.
Howe and Clarence Smith spent Sunday
ing.
Charles Qoogins and George Stewart with their parents, Capt. and Mrs. Smith.
Olive Coolidge and Vera Berry left Sat•hot a goose Monday.
W. H. Grass has had extensive repairs urday for Winter Harbor, where they
are employed as teachers.

by

gee

M. C. Sweet was in Bangor a few days
versity of Maine, where he is employed as last week.
a
week
at
his
home
cook, after spending
Mrs. Angelia Uamor, who has been quite
here.
ill, is better.
Florence Walker, w*ho has been emRaymond Han scorn and wife went to
ployed in the family of Harry McNider Mariaville Saturday.
the past four months, has returned to her
Miss Lucy Salisbury has gone to Center
home in Ellsworth.
to teach the spring school.
H.
April 6.
Miss Beatrice Kelly, who has been
studying music in Boston, is at home.
LAMOINE.
Miss Kelly has been quite ill with the
W. F. Hutchings was in town Saturday.
grip, but is improving.
Alice Higgins has employment in Ells-

and wife.

called there

County

Holcie Pierce has returned to the Uni-

Byron Page, of Hancock, has been at
work for Coggins & Wooster getting their
power boat in readiness for the season.

lin,

addition'll

HULL’S COVE.
School begins today with Miss Ella
Sweet as teacher.
SALISBURY COVE.
Mrs. Annie Ham or sprained her ankle
Mrs. Charles Bulger is visiting her sisweek.
one
last
day
ter. Mrs. C-y Ion Emery.
quite badly
Miss Mary Brewer and Clarence Brewer
Perry Sargent has been the guest of
Chester Johnson the past week.
spent a few’days last week in Lagrange.
Watson McGown had his foot badly
Miss Mildred Wilson has returned from
jammed last Friday by a log rolling on it. her vacation, and is again teaching in the
school.
Webster
and
Misses
of
Laforest Arey,
Bucksport.
Mrs. Raymond Emery and children, of
Gladys and Nina Allen and Miss Blanch
Rich, of Bar Harbor, spent a few days Bar Harbor, are spending the week with
with Mrs. Milton Arey last week.
Mrs. Charles Emery.
Rev. Mr. Gilmore was called away last
Rev. C. F. McKoy, pastor of the
Baptist
week by the illness of his son, who is visit- church at Bar Harbor, exchanged pulpits
with
Mrs.
Gilmore.
in
Massachusetts
Miss Margaret Koch March 29. He
with
ing
Rev. Stephen H. Green, of Bar Harbor, is
is a brilliant and interesting speaker, aud
conductingthe services during his-absence. was listened to with special interest.
March 30.
Am.
R.
April 2

returned home

Mrs. Effie Macomber, of Franklin, was
in town a few days recently, visiting rel-

Young

5'

Reuel Bartlett has moved his family to
Ellsworth, where he will be employed by
John A. Peters.
Isaac Smith, who has been at the soldiers’ home in Togus during the winter,

William McCauley, who spent the winter at Hancock, has returned home.
C. L. Smith, Fmd Cook and Ira Colwell

home Tuesday from Monmouth, where
they have been spending the winter. Mr.
Smith has been working for ari extensive
apple buyer. Monmouth is the great
apple town of Maine.
S.
April 2.

COUNTY NEWS.

Wilbert Over has recently learned ot the
death of his sou Frank, at Iajs Angeles,
Cat.
E. W. Bridges and family have returned
from Steuben, where they spent the win-

Banking.

Itching piles provoke profanity, but profanity won't cure them. Doan’s Ointment
cures itching, bleeding or
protruding piles
sfter years of suffering. At any drug store
Advt.

Work Well,

B-

Bake

Well,

Look

Well.

AIKEN, Agent,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
NOYE8 & NUTTER
Mfg. Co.

Bangor, Maine-

vujNTY
fount*
”

aMil""1'1

sec

Friday for interment,

ntlff pnt

under

buehill.
Stover is improving.

vf

ber of year*, as engineer on the police
boat. The remains were brought here

XKWh

,V|»I

cW""* h*“*KC"in poor

the direction of

the
the

'aobertifrmnuf.

Odd Fellows, of which he was a member.
Mr. Straw had a great many friends here
who all unite in expressions of
sympathy
to his sisters, who reside here.

bealth ,or

is

gaining, but is

NOTICK or TILING OF PLANS AN*
DFJCHI IION OF LUOAIMM, WITI
NAME* OF HWNEM OF PROPEKTi;
TAKIN
14V. SULl IVAN IIA 1C HOB
WATER CO.

Every Man Owes hisWe

Frank Hooper and his daughter, Miss
Gertrude Hooper, left Saturday for a stay
of a few days in Boston. During their
j
to
Orindle j absence their market is in charge of Miss
ma belle Babson, Jennie
Anna Wardwell and Lyman Blake.
_»t Yil hv
latif
0**
to Colby last
returned
Joy Hint kloy
The drama, “Higbee of Harvard,” which
of was given at Emerson hall Friday evening
Flaie Philip and Carol Hooper,
for
the benefit of the Eastern Star lodge,
nchool. were homo a day was a decided success.
All took their
week.
parts in a manner w hich showed a vast
pm last
Hinckley. who has attended the amomn of hard work and
as well
it Pittsburg the past as a thorough uir erstandingstudy,
of tie differ'"'.‘ r. arrived home April 5.
ent
characters.
wint
The
music
by the Castine
and
mid wire, or
orchestra was exceptionally good, and the
\ M. Thomas
in town last
solo by Miss Coleman and cornet
banjo
aDent rt day or two
®rJ'* 8^.*An«iv<> additions have
solo by W. A. Kicker were much enjoyed.
Extensive
It is hoped that the play will be repeated
c<ottage, and a porle cochere
1(ie on tbeir
this summer for the benefit of the orchestra.
tftdiptt’ Congregational circle was
G.
April 0.
by Mrs E. A. Chase, Mias A.
ThursU»ie
Mrs.
Darling
1p ,e s and
dime sapper
the
from
PENOBSCOT.
The receipts
*>
Herman Grindle, of Bangor, spent a few'
ere nearly
Mrs. b. A. days at his home here last week.
Orirtav afternoon, April 3,
Pvndleat
the
a
’„iveii
reception
5 ,“
Capt. J. B. Sellers and wife have gone to
witn her son,
.hero she is living
Boston to
the schooner Mary Ann
°7_ Phase The occasion was the eigdty- McCann. join
of her birth, and Mrs. fa.
Mrs. F. A. Miller and daughter Marion
enterha«e and her three daugbtera
3 to 5 p. m., mak- have gone to Bluehili, where they w’ill reined her friends from
main during the spring.
a most agreeable and
* ihe reception
The rooms scere decorated
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
** ant event.
e-cre»m and cake were
church held an ice-cream sale and social
ith flowers.
1
The
guests
at
dining-room.
grange hall Tuesday evening.
rTed in the
and an honored
Pearl Leach and Kay Wardwell have
umbered nearly thirty
was
Mrs.
Joan
Merrill.
them
contracted to run an express between
All [
year.
in ner "s-j
and Bangor, in connection with
— bo is in
rj returns Bluehili
in wishing Mrs. Chase many
the steamer Tremont, w hich went on the
route Saturday, April 4.
,f the (lay._
Sunday, April 12. the last service of the
death or ACOD8TC8 N. OSGOOD.
conference year w ill be held at the Methoa person baa completed
It is lilting when
dist church at 12.30, Rev. C. H. Bryant
and bia record
life of four-score years
The many friends of Mr.
of good citizenship, integus lieen one
ryant hope he will be returned for anthat some
rity and sincerity of purpose,
other year.
virtues, and
[ ,boold commemorate his
Jeremiah Wardwell, a well-known and
k„.
pergatuate to some extent
not only per
bus notdiiv
slow to younger genera- highly-esteemed citizen of this town, died
bis memory, hut
at his home Saturday evening, April 4, at
name
a
of
value
good
tions the
Mr. WardMr. Osgood the age of eighty-one years.
It wa« here among ua that
well’s health had been gradually failing
lived, day by day and year by year. He several
Last December his wife
all. He w as
years.
*ts known and respected by
ready to help •died, aft.ir several years of invalidism.
dcblit-spirited, for he was
in the town, and Since her death, his health had failed rap•m worthy enterprise
though be had been tenderly cared
bj his presence at public gatherings held idly,
for by other members of his family. Durjnlhe best interests of town or church or
his
ing
early life he followed the sea, and
educational advancement, he gave bia in- made
many successful trips to the Grand
fluence and his aid.
consistent Banks as master. The surviving members
For many years be was a
member of "the ISsptist church, in which of his immediate family are two daughters
of
and
where in and two sons Mrs. 8. J. Treworgy, of
office
deacon,
the
held
be
the Sunday s hool he taught a Urge class. Surry; S. F. Wardwell. W. B. Wardwell
Mr.
remember
his
words
of and Abbie Wardwell. of tbis place.
long
Msnvwill
counsel. He w as a trustee of the George Wardwell also leaves several brothers and
sisters
Frances
J.
of
FranSan
fund.
In
the
town
he
Moore,
flterens academy
hadseryedon the board o( selectmen and cisco, Martha W. Googins, Bucksport;
Mary E. Robbins, Worcester, Mass:
filled other offices.
Mr. and Mrs. Osgood celebrated their George H., Booth bay Harbor, and Fred
of tbis place. The funeral was held at
golden wedding several yean ago. Mrs. F.,
Osgood, who is confined to the house by the house Monday afternoon, Rev. C. H.
lameness, has the sympathy of many Bryant officiating.
friends in this loss, an do aUo two sisters
Wood locke.
April 0.
-Mrs. Marv Smith, who resides in town,
and one in California, and all the remainSOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
ing tamil.v-a daughter, Mrs. George A.
Mrs. William 8. Cousins is very low
Morse, lour sons-George, Newton, Eugene with a
complication of diseases.
and Ernest, several grandchildren and one
Ad die and Lena Bates have been quite
great-grandchild.
ill
with
the grip the past two weeks.
were
held
at
services
the
Funeral
home,
and were largely atten ded. The four sons
Thurman and Fred Gray have been
acted as bearers.
| called home by the illness of their father.
M.
April*.
Capt. H. L. Black, of schooner Herbert
May, was called home by the serious illC iSTJNE.
ness of his wife.
Roemar Devereuz is at home from Orono
Capt. George W. Gray, who has been
for a few 'lays.
critically ill the past few weeks, appears
John Billings left last week for New to be slowly gaining.

*"V out*jiorton

ILcgai Notice*,

being
local lodge of
funeral

!

not

Sullivan Harbor Water Company, %
corporation organiz <1 and existing on*
dor a private and special act of the legislature of the State of Maine for tbe year ;tt%
March 2o, 19(3, acting under and by
approved
virtue of its said special act ol incoipor tion,
and any other powers it thereto
enabling
hereby give* public notice that, for any and
all of the purposes of said water company, It
has taken and does hereby take, certain piop*
eriy in the town of Sullivan, Hancock county.
Maine, particularly described as follows, te

THE

•grJSSl
institute

wit:

..

Beginning at an iron bolt on the easterly
Long Pond, and near t he outlet thereof;
running e. fc7 deg. 13 min. W., 83.14 ft*
Loan iron bolt m a point ol rock, extending
into said Long Pond; thence on the sime
r*. »7 deg. 13 min. W., 65.05 ft. te
curse, viz
.in iron bolt ou the western shore of said Long
Pond; thence cn the same course, viz., S. SB
deg. 18 min. W., 72 ft., to a stone, pest; thence
N. 6 deg. 07 min. W., 100.75 ft., to a stone post;
thence north 20 deg. 27 min. E. 55.9 it., to a
hi one post; thence N. 83
deg. £3 min. K. 61.27
It., to a stone post; ibeuce N. 3 deg. 22 min. E.
si .e ol
thence

is

?li,«d

COUNTY SUPPLY

CO.,

WHEREAS,

Thqt “Good Night”

"-—-

Message

Kreaching.

forget it, Mr. Traveling

Don't

Yon know what
von

readily

can

gives

the loved

comfort it is to yon;

a

realize the

ones at

pleasure

comes

send,

with

can

hearing

it

home.

No letter you may write,
you may

Man.

or

telegram

convey the thrill that
your voice.

You know how you feel when you hear
the voices of your wife and
you know how

they feel

at

and

children,

hearing

yours.

|

\ ork, to go

It’s well worth while to

Whereas

yachting.

Capt. L. F. Hutchinson and crew started
Dr. J. NV. Grindie. of New York, is in for
Staten Island Monday, to take his
a few weeks’ stay.
schooner Minewa, front winter quarters.
The steamer Tremens made her A rat trip
MTs. V. S. Haskell, who has bven keepof the season to Bangor Saturday.
ing house at Cape Rosier for her sister,
Mrs. A. F. Richardson and her daughter, who has been in the Portland hospital, is
Mias Mary, left Friday for a few days’ at home.
visit in Boston.
Daniel Howard, Jr., suffered a severe
^
Miss Annie Rea, who has been home on stroke of paralysis Thursday.
Notwitha short vacation, has returned to her work
standing his father, who is the oldest man
in Massachusetts.
in town, is still living, “Young I)an’’ is
Will Vogell, of Bangor, was in town over seventy.
o.er Sunday, called here by the death of
C.
April 6.
his cousin, Fred Straw.
NORTH BROOKSVLLLE.
F. P. Wood arrived Saturday, and to-day
has a crew of men at work on his new
Miss Lida Gray,of Penobscot, is at work
for Mrs. W. \V. Black.
cottage at the foot of Pleasant street.
L. C. Gray, Albert McIntyre and James
William N. Perkins is making prepaGrav left last week to Join the yacht Aria ration to move to Qmker Hill, Conn.
in Bangor, on which they will be emAt a meeting of the ladies’ aid society
ployed.
Modthe following officers were elected:
Miss Alice Cox, who has been in Boston erator, Mrs. Addie Goodell; president,
on business for C. F. Jones &
Co., has re- Mrs. Abbie Nichols; vice-president, Mrs.
turned and resumed her
position with Phyonia Green; secretary, Mrs. Ellie
them for the spring.
Black; treasurer, Mrs. Usula Perkins.
W'. A. Walker and wife left this mornThe Sunday afternoon league, consisting
the
former to attend a meeting of the of the little folks of this place, gave an
ing,

Look for

town for

trustees of normal schools at Farmington,
while Mrs. Walker goes to Rockland for a
few days’ visit.

News

|

received here Thursday of the
death in Boston of Fred
Straw, who was
well known here, Castine
being bis birth*'IrStraw had been a member of
ku*
the
Boston harbor police force for a numwas

:

&Dbrrtiscmnit&

1

Yirfbl

Our delicious Cod Liver
preparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned
cod liver oil and emulsions
to restore health for
Old people, delicate children,
weak run-down persons, and

>fter sickness, colds, coughs,

bronchitis and all throat and

lung troubles.
Try

it on our guarantee.

0. A.

PARCHER, Druggist.

_Ellsworth, rtaine.
MtEvux-r

nc: SOMA.

ti!-1

(Lot

CorriI>ar‘n*

statistics cf the fata
pneumonia
In
di.Teroi
Interesting to notice ho
115,1
^'a5ne compares with oth<
tar
u
s.
This Is undoubtedly due to tl
-‘l use of a
simple home-mac
y composed of four
tablespoon!
0
molasses or honey and one eac
°U and Anod>'neMix we
oireth
and ta^e In teaspoonful dose
no<*yne alone Is also applied ex
tbe tbroat and chest.
1
n
n time, this
will absolutely prc
‘rom

,a

'If* Afcr
f.i_

ak<d f °.n

Pneumonia.
Anot*yne

is also invaluabl
as neura:
rbaumatlsm, toothache
cuts*
chilblains,
ore
crouj
A large-sized bolt]
°»ts
l ctsy and is sold under
aarant..«
satisfaction
or money r«
anded
u°j
by The Twltchell-Chain
Hn CouPortland, Me.
t

ia

aclu's hnd pains, such

rulapea^ac*'08,

thls^oT^118,
bJ?air et5-

Leading Companies.

Four of Our
HAKTFOIII> F1KE

.ETNA

INSURANCE C<>.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

ASSETS DEC.

;
1

INSURANCE

COMPANY,

HARTFORD, CONN.

131. 1907,
$ 1,085.187 75

Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets.

534.1 00 00

101.000 00
12.778.550 20
1,422.020 03
1.680,7-28 92
159.186 58
11.973 16

ASSETS DEC. 31, 190Real estate.
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.

Agents’ balances.

Interest and rents,

■

I

589,207 98
600 00
12.129,320 78
1,198,117 65
761.328 25
61,322 79

Gross assets,
ft 14,738.897 40
Thomas Urindle is spending bis vaca- I
Deduct items not admitted,
135.482 07
$ 17,772.626 64
tion in town.
Gross assets.
76
305.114
not admitted.
items
Deduct
her
launch
Miunus
Admitted
The napbtba
began
assets,
♦ 14,603,415 33
$17,467,511 88
spring schedule last week.
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1907.
Misses Margaret and Eleanor Snow and
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1907.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 572,685 68
school
at
Olive Grindell returned to their
$ 805.869 73 Unearned premiums,
Net unpaid losses.
6,196.925 37
11,537.33 26 Cash capita],
Bluehill this week.
Unearned premiums,
4,000.000 00
57
344,957
Surplus over all liabilities,
3,833,804 28
Schools begin April 27. Miss Ethel All other liabilities,
U0
0,000
2,O'.
Cash
capital.
Stover, w ho was so successful as a teacher
32
2.7T9.&9
Aggregate, including capital
Surplus over all liabilities.
in our schools last year, is to have charge
and surplus,
ftl4,603,415 33
of the Cove school.
Total liabilities and surplus, $17,467,511 88
E. B. GARDNER & SON. Agents,
Rev. Mr. Gavin preached his farewell
E. B. GARDNER Ai SON, Agents,
Mr. and Mrs. Gavin
BUCKSPORT, ME.
sermon last Sunday.
BUCKSPORT. ME.
have made many friends during their stay
us.
Mr.
here and all regret their leaving
pnCENlX INSURANCE CO
Gavin has accepted the pastorate of a much
OP HARTFORD, CONN.
larger church in Connecticut.
X.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1907.
March 30.

SARGENTVLLLE.
Capt. John Bennett left last week for
Boston.
Miss Evelyn Gray returned to Brooklin

Monday.

Warren Beedie and wife are visiting
friends at Camden.
Miss Jane C. H. Parker has returned
borne from

Kingman.

Mrs. Charles Foater is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Stafford, at Faneuil, Mass.
William Simmons and Henry Grindell
State.
are employed on the steamer Bay
Miss Martha Currier has a position as
bookkeeper in Mr. Webb’s factory at

Sedgwick.
r:«uic n.mrrtv
«»f Great Value.

-OF-

C.
FENUB8CUT.

Sign

ANNUAL STATEMENT

|
SOUTH
1

a

“Blue Bell”

entertainment at Goodelrs hall Friday
evening, under the direction and leadership of Mrs. A. A. Goodell. It was a great
In spite of the had travelling
success.
many attended.
March 30.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Mrs. Mary Candage had a slight paralytic Bhock last week.
Mrs. B. E. Sylvester is at South Brooksville visiting her parents.
Miss Nellie Anderson, of North SedgMrs.
wick, is the guest of her sister,
Hollis Eaton.
has
of
Miss Gertrude Cole,
“en
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. L.

139.657 39
57,016 66
63,900 00
5,998.867 00
726,324 58
712,814 05
48,766 82
89,144 41

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents* balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

$

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

17,838.479 91
14,209 91

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

♦7,822,270

Total

<,

SlM-

March 30.

—

CONNECTICUT
Fire Insurance

Total assets Jan. 1, 1908,

ftl,000,000 00
3,365,886 53
317,358 69
1,131,861 98

ft5,814,907 20

J. D. BROWNE, President.
W. T. HOWE, Secretary.
JOHN A. COSMUS, Ass’t Secretary.

00

31. 1907.
♦ 424,872 80
3,9354584 82
20,317 01
2 .'•00,000 00
1.441.196 37

liabilities and surplus,

Company, of Hartford.)

Cash capital,
Reserved for reinsurance,
All outstanding claims,
Net surplus,

E. B. GARDNER &

SON, Agents,
BUCKSPORT, ME.

$7,822,270 00

SON, Agents,
BUCKSPORT, ME.

FIFTY YEARS CONTINUOUS BUSINESS IN HANCOCK COUNTY.
PLACE

YOUR

INSURANCE

E. B. GARDNER
General Insurance Agency,
■

Mrs. W. J. Johnson and little daughter
are visiting friends

Frances, of Sedgwick,
here.

&

March 30.

Affords Perfect Security.
^oley’a Honey and Tar affords
:*urity from pneumonia and consumption,
and
it cures the most obstinate
a sinKle'
known a
Ids. We have never Known
after
in
pneumonia
ince of a cold resulting
Cl. A.
and Tar had been taken.
ADUroi

*J~

ley’s Honey

--a-

cough8^

jn

Then do not
the stuff life is
squander time,
made ot—Benjamin Franklin.
Doth

thou

love lite ?
(or that is

of

1

j

THE

THE

j

|

E. B. GARDNER &

WITH

&

US.

SON,
BUCKSPORT, ME.

Seville,

lerson.

97 46 It. to a stone post; thence N. 29 deg. OS'
rain. W., 29 63 ft., more or less, to ibe division
line between iaud of W. O. 1- inery anil A. fcL
Gray, aud land ol Henry L. Abbot; thence on
the same course, viz., N. 29 deg. 07 in in. W.,
117.18 ft, more or less to a stone post; thence
south 72 deg. 48 min. W. 616.52 ft. to a stone
post; thence S. 83 deg. 18 min. W. 100.03 ft., te
NOTICE OP FOKECLUSUUE.
a
stone post; thence N. 70 deg. 32 min. W.
Aram T. Ober, of Tremont, in 541.8J ft. to a stone post; thence S. 82
deg. 18
the county of Hancock, and State of min. W. 168.81 ft., to a stone
post; thence S6K
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated Novem- deg. 03 min. W. 427.41 ft.? to a stone post;
ber 20, a. d. 1891, and recorded in Hancock thence 8. 30
deg. 43 min. W. 175.75 ft., toe
county registry of deeds, book 256, page stone post; thence 8. 15 deg. 53 min. W. 194.25
161, conveyed to Alice II. Scott, of Ells- ft, to a stone post; thence 8. 32 deg. 28 min.
worth, said countv aud State, a certain W. 260.46 ft., to a stone post; thence 8. 0
deg.
lot or parcel of land
situated in
Tre- £3 min. E. 338.09 ft., to a stone post; thence 8.
mont, county
and
State aforesaid, and j 33 deg. (4 min. W. 204 08 ft., to a stone
post,
bonded and described a« follows.to wit: Com- near the northern end of Round Pond
Heath;
tnencing on the town road leading from the thence 8 47 deg. 16 min. W. 428.67 ft, to a stone
county road to Harlin F. Harper’s house at ! post; thence S. 57 2eg. 49 min. W. 1091.33 ft., te
line of land of said Harlin P. Harper; thence a stone post, near the southern end ot said
north fifty-four (54) degrees west by said Har- Round Pond Heath; thence N. 89
deg. 41 min.
per's line twelve (12) rods more or less to land W. 653.78 ft., to a stone post; thence 8. 69 deg.
sold by me to S. K. Whiting by deed dated 2.* min. W. 6.7.42 ft. to a stone
tost; thence 9.
and
recorded
in
vol.
1887,
6,
254
215,
32
W.
17
min.
page
323.56
It
to
a
stone post;
deg.
May
of Hancock county registry of deeds; thence thence S. 51 deg. 39 min. W. 222.64 ft. to a stone
north thirty eight (88) degrees east by said pO't; thence 8. 70 dee. 24 min. W. 219.88 ft.,
Whiting’s southeasterly line forty (40) rods more or less, to the division line between land
and seven links more or less to laud formerly of said W. O. Emery aud said A. 8.
Gray and
of Isaac Ober; thence south fifty-four degrees land of Dwight Bra man or others; thence On
east forty-two (42) rods more or less to the ! the same course viz
8. 70 deg. 24 min. W-,
town road aforesaid: thence westerly bv said 316.34 It
more or less, to the center of the
town road and by a line in the same direction, Round Pond Road, so called; it
being also the
by land now or formerly of William Ober, the division line between land of said Uranian or
same having been conveyed by me to the said
others, and land of Eugene Simpson; thence
William Ober by deed dated April 3, a. d. 1888. on the same course, viz., 8. 70 deg. 24 min. W.,
and recorded in vol. 223, page 481 of Hancock 379.25 ft., to a stone
post; thence S. 56 deg. 49
registry of deeds, to the northeasterly line of min. W. 75 62 ft. more or less, to the center of
land of said Harlin IJ. Harper; thence north said Round Pond road; it
being aif-o the dilifty-four (54) degrees west by said Harper’s vision line betw. en land of said Simpson, and
line to the place of beginning at said town land of the heirs of
thence on
Cyrus
Emery;
road, together with s right of way from said the same course, viz
8. 56 deg. 49 min. W.
lot to the shore as reserved in my deed to S. 508.19 ft more or less, to * he division line beK. Whiting aforesaid.
tween land of saidheiis of Cyrus Emery and
Excepting therefrom a lot conveyed by me land of heirs of Amelia Simpson; thence oa
by deed dated July 0, a. d. 1887, recorded in the same course, viz 8. 56 deg. 49 min. W.,
vol. 219, page 38, of Hancock county registry 112.34 ft., to a stone post; thence 8. 68 deg. 04
of deeds, to Annie E. Norwood, containing min. W., 654 16 It-, to a stone
post in or near
about one-quarter of an acre, and also ex- the division line between laud of said heira
cepting a lot heretofore conveyed by me to of Amelia Simpson, and laud of heirs of AmMelimfa C. Ober, containing about one- brose Simpson; thence south 28 deg. 15 min.
quarter of an acre, both of which said W. along or near said eastern line of laud of
lots excepted
are
south of
the town said heirs of Ambrose Simpson, 1521.81 ft., ta
road above mentioned.
The
lot above a stone post: thence 8. 51 deg. 50 min. W.
conveyed was a part of the premises that 165.99 ft., to a stone post, marking the northwere conveyed by Daniel B. Ober to Jane A.
west corner of land of Mrs. Georsie Lvnam:
Ober by deed dated April 7, a. d., 1870, and thence 8. 28 deg. 08 mm w. 367.5 It., more or
recorded in vol. 137, page 42 of Hancock reg- lean, to the center of the cc unty road;
istry of deeds, and which were conveyed by thence about north, 58 deg. 25 min. W«
said Jane A. Ober to me by deed dated May by the center of said county road, 83 ft.;
22, a. d., 1882 and recorded in vol. 213, page thence N. 28 deg. 08 min. E. 378 ft., more or
132 of
Baid registry, and whereas said less, to a stone post; tueuce N. 51 deg. 5i
Alice H. Scott assigned said .mortgage to min. E. 166.01 It., to a stone post; thence N.
Phronia L. Hagerthy, by her assignment 28 deg. 15 min. E. i522.16 It., to a atone post;
dated November 7, a. d. 1899, and recorded in
..hence N. 53 de?. 04 min E. 78.62 ft., more or
the Hancock registry of deeds in vol. 343, less to said eastern line of said land of said
page 278; and whereas the condition of said heirs of Ambrose Mmpsou; it being also the
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by western line of land of said heirs of Amelia
reason of the breach of the condition thereof
Simpson; thence on the same course, viz., N.
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
63 deg. 04 min. £., 4e3.9 ft., to a atone post;
Phronia L. Hagerthy.
thence N. 66 deg. 49 min. E. 176.46 ft more or
Dated, March 25, a. d. 1908.
less, to said division )ine between said heira
of Amelia Simpson, and said heirs of Cyrna
NOTICK OF FOKKCLOSURK.
Emery; thence on the same course, viz.. N. 56
49 min. E.. 3*1.27 ft., to the ceoter of said
Baron K. Martin, nf Hancock, by deg.
Hound Pond Road; it being also the division
his mortgage deed dated June )8, 1875,and
line
oetween land of said heira of Cyrus Emery,
recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds
in book 1&2, page 11. conveyed to Zackery and land of said Eugene Simpson; thence
on the same course, viz., N. 56 deg. 4* min. E.,
Hodgkins and Sarah I. Hodgkins, both of said 133.42 ft., to a stone
post; thence N. 70 deg. 24
Hancock, certain real estate described in said min. k. 425.37 ft., to
the center of said Round
mortgage as follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in Pond road; it being also the division line between land of said Eugene Simpson and land
Hancock aforesaid bounded ts to lows:
Be
pinning af the northea-t corner bounds of of said Dwight Bramun or others; thence on
the same courst. viz.. N. 70 dtg. 24 min. E.,
David Hodgkins' land on the west side of
245.04
more or less, to the division line beSkillings’ river (so cal'ed); .hence running tweenft.,
land of said
Braman or others,
westerly on the line of said David Hodgkin' ; and lard of said W.Dwight
O. Emery and A. S. Gray:
two hundred and thirteen rods; from tnence
thence on the same course, viz., N. 7udeg. 24
turning and running nortneasterly on the min. E.. 244.12 tt., moie or less, to a stone
post;
head line of Warren Hodgkins thirty seven |
ibence N. 53 deg. 39 min. E. 211.46 ft. to a stone
rod»; thence turning UDd running easterly on
post; thence N. 32 deg. 17 min, E. 328.44 ft., to
a
right line to the shore; thence along the a
stone
thence
69
N.
29
min
E.
post;
deg.
shore to the tirtit mentioned buuuos, contain634.58 It. to a stone post; thence S. 89 deg. 41
ing fifty acres, more or less.
min. E. 560.22 It., to a stone post at the lower
Also one other lot being a wood lot bounded
end of Round Pond Heath; tbence N. 57 deg.
as follows:
Situated iu Lamoine. Beginning
49 min. E. 1078.67 ft to a stone post; thence N.
at the northeast corner of land
of David 47
16 min E. 421.43 ft. to a stone post, near
Hodgkins and running north sixteen rods; thedeg.
upper end of said Round Pond Heath;
thence on a right angle westerly to the shore; tbence
N. 33 deg. 04 min. E. 189 92 ft., to a stone
theme
the
shore
to
laud
of
Nathan
along
I
therce N. 0 deg. 63 min.W 337.1*1 ft., to a
King; (hence e-steru on the line of said King post;
stone post; thence N.32 deg. 28 min. PI. 265.54
1
to land oi Isaac Hodgkins; thence northerly J
ft., to a stone post; thence N. 15 deg 53 min.
and easterly on the line of said Isaac Hodg- E. 193
75 ft., to u stone
thence N. 30 deg.
kins and David Hodgkins to first mentioned j 43 min. E. 190.25 ft., to a post;
!
stone post; thence N.
bounds, containing fifty acres, more or less:
! 65 deg. 03 min. E
442.59 ft., to a stone post;
And whereas, the condition of said mort- thence
N. 82 deg. 13 min. E. 181.19 it., to a stone
gage was in substance that the said mortgagor post; thence 8. 70 deg. S2 min. E. 545.17 ft., to a
should perform the counit ions of a certain stone
post: thence N. 83 deg. 18 min. E. 89.97
]
bond
to
said
and
given
!
Zackery Hodgkins
ft. to a stone post; thence N. 72 deg 43 min. E.
Harab I. Hodgkins, his wife, tor their main- 640.28
ft., to a stone post; thence 8. 29 deg. l>7
tenance and support during their lives:
min. E. 80.82
more or less, to the division
And whereas, the conditions of said mort- line between ft.,
land of said W. O. Emery and A.
gage have been broken, now therefore. 1, 8. Gray, and land of said
Henry L. Abbot;
Sarah I. Hodgkins, aforesaid, claim a fore- theuce on
the same course, viz., 8. 29 deg. 07
closure of said mortgage and give this notice min. E. 102.87
It., more or less, to a stone post;
for that purpose.
Sarah 1. Hodgkins,
thence S. 3 deg. 22 min. W. 201.54 ft., to a stone
By J. A. Peters, her attorney.
post; thtnce N. 83 deg. 53 min. E. 100.07 It., to
March 31, 19C8.
a stone post; thence S. 6 dig, 07
min. E. 163.6
ft., to the iron bolt, the place of beginning.
NOTICK OF FORECLOSl’RK.
Together with for pipe line purposes) the
TTTHEREAS F. H. Powers, of Penobsc t. public roads and highways within the limits
of said town of Sullivan, all as shown on a
Hancock county, Maine, by his mortTf
gage deed, dated the’ first day of June, a. d. plan of localicn of property taken by the
1901, and recorded in the Hancock registry of Sullivan Harbor Water Company, by C. P.
dee^s, book »09. page 1<J9, conveyed to me, the Simpson. C. E.. which said plan with a copy
undersigned, a certain piece of land, with all ! of this descritpion attached and made a part
buildings thereon, lying in said Penobscot, thereof is upon two ehee>* designated reNo. 1,” and “Sheet No. 2,**
and bounded as follows:
Beginning at the spectively as “Sheet
sin the registry of deeds for said
easterly corner of land now or once owned by and is filed
Hiram Clement on north side of road leading I County of Hancock
And further the said Sullivan Harbor Water
from Orland to c astine; thence running [
under its charier and this location
northerly on sa d road six rods and nineteen Company
has
taken and does hereby lake tbe water of
links
to
land
of
the
late
H.
John
Clement or
,
to the north butmeut of the Clement bridge, siid Long Pond in said Sullivan, excepting
so called;
thence north sixty-five degrees ana reserving therefrom, however, so much of
the water of said Long Pond us tbe Long Pond
west to the shore of Tenobscot river; southI1 erly by said shore to land of said Hiram Water Company under its location is authorClement; thence south sixty degrees east to ized and empowered to take for its purposes
said road or place of beginning, containing and with the limitation that the water aken
five acres, more or less, and whereas the con- from said pond by the Sullivan Harbor Water
dition of said mortgage has been oroken, I Company shall in no event reduce the water
1|
claim a foreclosure of the same and give this m said Long Pond below a level fifteen feet
lower than the natural mean level of said
notice for that purpose.
Long Pond.
Geo. M. Warren.
April 8. 1908.
Sullivan Harbor Water Company,
subscriber ^Sereoy gives notice that by Harvey W. Dunbar, its vice president,
and by Charles P. Simpson, its treasurer,
she has been duly appointed executrix
thereunto duly authorized.
of the last will and testament of
ALBION T. STUBBS, late of BUCK-PORT,
NOTICE OF rORECLOSVKK.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
HEREAS Baron K. Martin, of Hancock,
given bonds as the laws directs. All perby his mortgage deed dated April 10,
sons having demauds against the estate of
and recorded in Hancock county regissaid deceased are desired to present the
try, in book 447. page 507. conveyed to me. the
same for settlement, ann all indebted thereto
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land
are requested to make pavmevi immediately.
situated in said Hancock, and bounded and
Khoda A. Stubbs.
described in said mortgage as follows, to wit
March
31.
1908.
Bucksport.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Hancock, anl bounded and described as
subscriber hereby gives notice that
follows, to wit:
be has been duly appointed administraCommencing on the northeast corner bound
of land owned by F. T. Hodgkins at the shore;
tor of the estate of
thence esterly on the north line of said F.
JOHN F. PHERSON, late of FRANKLIN,
T. Hodgkins’ land to the town rdad; thence
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
by said road northerly twenty (2c) rods to a
All per
; given bonds as the law directs
stake; thence easterly parallel with said
sons
having demands against the estate south line to the shore; thence southerly by
! of said deceased are desired to presen; the shore to the first mentioned bound ana
the same for settlement, and all indebted
place of beginning, containing ten (10) acres,
| thereto are requested to make payment t*n- more or less;
mediatelv.
Frank E. Blaisdell.
And whereas, the conditions of said mortFranklin, March 21, 1908.
gage have been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the conditions thereof,
subscriber hereby gives notice that I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and
he have been duly appointed executor give this notice for that purpose.
of the last will and testament of
Sar*h I Hodgkins,
by J. A. Peters, her attorney.
GEORGE W. DAVIS, late of EDEN,
|
March 31,1908.
in
no
the
of
Hancock,
bonds
county
deceased,
;
j being required by the terms of said wilj.
subscribers hereby gives notice that
All persons having demands against the esthey have been duly appointed executors
said
deceased
are
tate of
deBired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted of the last will and testament of
thereto are requested to make payment imme- EDWARD G. GARDINER, late of BOSTON,
William Howard Davis.
diately.
in the county of Suffolk, and CommonMarch 21, 1908.
wealth of Massachusetts,
deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs, and that
they have appointed William M. Bradley, of
Portland, Cumberland county, and State
of Maine aforesaid, as their agent in the
contracted with the City of Ek’s- said State of Maine as the law directs. All
worth to support and care for those who persons having demands against the esmay need assistance during the next five tate of said deceased are desired to present
and are legal residents of Ellsworth, I
the same for settlement, and all indebted
years
forbid all persons trusting them on my ac
thereto are requested to make payment imLouis D. Brandkis,
count, as there is plenty of room and accommediately.
modations to care for them at the City Farm
Jane G. Gardiner,
M. J. Drcmmey.
March 17,1908.
I house.
Executors.

ILcgal Notice*.
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ELLSWORTH.

Tom—You would marry the greatest fool
in the world if he asked you, wouldn’t
you ? Edith—Oh, Tom, this is so sudden.

Trouble

Plenty
is caused by stagnation of the liver and
bowels. To get rid of it and headache
and biliousness and the poison that brings
jaundice, take Dr. King’s New Life Pills,
the reliable purifiers that do the work
without grinding or griping. 25c. at E. G.
Moore’s drug store.

Important Decision.
It is important that you should decide to
take only Foley’s Honey and Tar when you
have a cough or cold, as it will cure the most
obstinate racking cough and expel the cold
from your system. Foley’s Honey and Tar
contains no harmful drugs. Insist upon having it. G. A. Parcuer.

THE

THE

Pauper Notice.

HAVING

Branscom. She will leave for her borne
in Stonington Monday.
other paffft i
Mias Edith Hall has gone to Bar Harbor
to learn the millinery trade at Mrs. Fen-

COUNTY NEWS.
for

a

ditionai

County Xev*

tee

|

nelly’s.
TREMONT.
A public meeting was held in the schoolRev. N. F. Atwood returned Saturday
house Saturday evening to see about furin
from a two weeks’ vacation at his home
nishing the chapel. Nearly |17B was
Massachusetts.
pledged, and it was decided to order the
Miss Helen Murphy left for Southwest chairs at once. The prospects are that the
Harbor this week to work for Mrs. Ger- chapel will be dedicated about the last of
trude Tolman in her millinery store.
May. The people of Town-Hill are proud
Miss Rena Reed, of Duck Island, is with of the nuilaing,and it h^s been less than
her sister a few days before going to Ca»- a year since tne chapel was started, so it
shows what zeal and energy can do.
tine, where she will graduate in June.
Eumund Reed and wife gave a phonoApril 6.
graph entertainment at their home SatAbout twenty enjoyed
SEDGWICK.
uraav evening.
the evening.
Geo. Giles is working for Dr. Hagerthy.
Miss Day, of Sedgwick, oame here on
Capt. C. A. Conary is collecting clams
the Catherine Saturday on her way to
; for the factory in yacht Olivette.
Bernard, where she is to teach. Miss Lida
E. J. Day is installing an engine in a
Rumill, of this place, will teach the priof Sunshine.
mary grade at Bernard.
| boat for Fred Dunham,
A. L. Sargent & Son have finished a
Miss Lottie Carter, of Brooklin, came
naphtha launch for Roy Allen, and two
Saturday to begin the grammar school i others
for Deer Isle parties.
htre to-day. Miss Brewer, of Bar Harwill
Both
Miss Harriette M. Cole, who teaches in
bor, teaches the primary.
Needham, Mass., is spending her vacation
board with Mrs. Ashbury Lopans.
with her parents A. F. Cole and wife.
Otis Ingalls and Edwin Lopaus, two of
John H. Eaton and mother have moved
our noted fishermen, s arteri at 2 o’clock
into part of the Stanley hous? across the
last Thursday morning to go down to
Mr. Eaton will leave soon for
trawls. bridge.
Green Island channel to set
Bluehill.
Owing to the darkness and wind, they
Mrs. Nellie Stinson, who has been caring
gave up setting and started back home.
Then it occurred to Mr. Lopaus he would for Mrs. William Robbins, was called
oil hi9 engine, and he looked about to see suddenly home to Deer Isle last week by
Mrs. J. K
if he could locate Mr. Ingalls. Ashe was the death of a grandchild.
Eaton is with Mrs. Robbins.
not to be seen, he began work. At the
H.
same time Mr. Ingalls had decided to do
April 6.
There was a collision
the same thing.
hard enough to break a timber in Mr.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Ingali9’ boat. They concluded they would
Capt. Ralph Gray went to Boston Monwait until daylight, so made a harbor at
day returning Wednesday.
W est Tremont, got t here before anybody
School commences to-day, Miss Bertha
was up, so went to work on the first wood
teacher. This is Miss Lunders’
pile they came to to get up an appetite for Lunders,
third
term here.
were
rewarded
breakfast.
a second
They
Mrs.
Nancy Whitmore, of Camden,
by G. W. Lnnt, at whose wood pile they
were.
They will wait for daylight came Wednesday to see her sister, Mrs. G.
W. Small, who is very ill.
before going out next time.
Thelma.
Mrs. George L. Holden will go to PortApril 6.
land Monday to meet Capt. Holden in the
schooner Florence Leland.
DEDHAM.
E. Allen Green and Morris Powers went
Miss Marcia Burriil is spending a week
to Camden Sunday in
Capt. Green’s
■with relatives in Brewer.
launch
to meet Capt. Charles E. Small,
visited her daughMrs. Nellie
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WALTHAM.
Miss Bessie Jordan is attending

WEST

_____

v

“I Can Recommend Pcrtina

Says:

seminary at Bncksport.

High Officials

The dance

by companion

court

Sun-

beam, I. O. F., ..larch 30. was a success soand financially. Net proceeds were
$5, which will be added to the sick fund.

cially

RICHARDSON HASLEM.

Miss Eva M. Richardson, of Maehias,
and Raymond Haslem, of Waltham, were
married at Whitneyville Monday evening,
The Maehias Union says:
March 30.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. E. V.
Allen, the ring service being used', only intiThe couple was
mate friends being present.
attended by Miss licua Longfellow a* orid« »maid and Thomas G. Getchell, best n an.
The bride was gowned in a very pretty traveling suit of blue.
Mrs. Haslem is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Richardson, and ha1 always made
her home in this place. She is a graduate of
Maehias high school, class of 1902. and since
that time has been employed in the law office
of A. D. McFaul.
The groom, whose home is in Waltham, has
for the past year held a position with the
Maehias Manufacturing Co., and during his
stay here has made a large number of friends
who unite in extending congratulations to
the young couple.
Immediately following the ceremonv. Mr.
and Mrs. Haslem left on the west-bound train
Their many friends are
on a short trip.
pleased to learn that they are to make their
home in Maehias.

April

H.

7.

NA9KEAG.

i
j

|

guaranteed

Amy

AUDcTtiermmtB.

and 'Prominenl

Unqualified

Give

Endorsement

to Pe-ru-na.

No Medicine in the World Can
Produce a More Impressive
Array of Testimonials.
Given in the
Exact Words of the Testifier.

Every Testimonial

Terrible Case of Indllesflon.
Mr. Donald Robb, Jr., 16 Wrights
Ave., Nova Scotia, Canada, Deputy Supreme Chief Ranger, Independent Order
of

Forresters,

writes:

“While on a visit to Boston I must
have eaten something that did not agree
with my stomach, as a terrible case of
was
Peruna
indigestion followed.
recommended to me, and after using
three bottles I was entirely cured. I
therefore recommend Peruna to any one
suffering with stomach trouble.”

Every Trace of Catarrh Cone.
Mr. James P. Bracken, 610 Tenth Are.,
New York City, N. Y., has occupied the
office of Water Inspector of New York
City for the past fifteen years. He
carries on an extensive plumbing busiAve.
He is Post
ness at 610 Tenth
Deputy of Grand Knights of Reigna
Celia Council Knights of Columbus, N.
Y. He writes as follows:
“For nearly a dozen years catarrh has
bothered me in one form or another. I
was troubled with nasal catarrh, that
had affected my stomach, which troubled me most in the morning. My appetite was poor, and 1 did not seem to
relish my food. Indigestion bothered
me at times also.
“I was advised to take Peruna, and I
took it as prescril>ed for a month, when
my cure was almost complete. Today
there is not a trace of catarrh in my
system, and I can fry without hesitation
that Peruna cured n e."
Agreeable and I ffectlve Tonic.
Corporal John Finn, Washington, D.
C., veteran soldier of the Civil War, a
prominent Grand Ar ny man and commander of the oldest post in the United
States, John A. Raw ins Post No. 1, department of the Pot< mac, Grand Army
of the Republic, writ s:
“Peruna was recommended to me by
many of my associate*, and I have given
a

fair trial.

H*.v< found it

a

most

agreeable and effect, ve tonic, pleasant,
soothing, and leaves one free from the
deleterious effects produced by the many
nostrums

M.

now on

I have
market.
afflictions the

tl

suffered from catai

lal

bave been away to school, one has gradnated from Hebron academy and is now in
Colby; one has finished the course in
Bucksnort serninarv and one has been
fitting for a teacher in Castine.
Miss Nelson was a
person whose memory will long linger in the hearts and

1

COL. HOMER RIGOS.
General on the stiff of the National
Com
Union Veteran Legion, writes from the Pension
Iiureio,
1).
as
follows:
C.,
Washington,
4*I thank you very mnch for calling my attention to Peruna. It, ]81
pleasant and effective tonic, cures and preventa colds and catarrhal a flee,
tlons, and also acta upon the liver. I can recommend t\ as a safe *nd
able medicine.”
Col. Homer

mamlt-r of

•'When body and

COUNTY NEWS.

Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists, Dress Goods, Gloves and Corsets.

off,

we

recomend

specially selected
early selection.

were
an

for Easter. Easter

being only

a

few weeks

School

Our

low

Spring line of Home Furnishings is ready.
prices command the attention of every housekeeper.

The assortment and

Lace and Muslin
and

Curtains, Tapestry, Velvet and Moquette Rugs, Art Squares, Linoleums
Oil Cloths, Straw Mattings, Brussels and Tapestry Carpetings, Woolen
Carpets, Stair Carpets, Couch Covers and Portieres and Home
Furnishings

Our

BOOTS and SHOES for Men, Women and ChilSpring styles
and
consist
of
the
in,
largest assortment in Ellsworth. Tan shoes being in

are

very

large
We

in General.

of

dren

demand this season,
sole

we

prepared

very

strongly

in them.

for several of the best makes such

agents
and Women, The Stetson, Burt, Patrician, Cross
the Children, and no better assortment can be
are

shoes.

Walk Over, for Men
Our specialty is footwear for

found

anywhere.

For Low Prices and Reliable Goods We

IMI.

are

as

Headquarters.

O-JLILiXjIEIR.T.
!

GOULDSBORO.
Miss Nora Sargent is working at Bar
Harbor.
Bert Young has moved his family from
Gouldsboro to this place.
C. T. Hooper and wife have moved to
Winter Harbor for the summer.

_____

commenced

to-day, taught by

Caroline McClure, of Cherryfleld.
Mrs. Anna Crane, of Birch Harbor, has
been the guest of Mrs. Florence Hanna
the past week.
Capt. A. B. Holt is in town getting the
factory ready for work. Mrs. Holt and
Miss Hazel are spending the
spring in Bar
Harbor.
The schooner Harriet C. Whitehead,
Providence, R. I., bound from Boston for
Sullivan to load with
stone, ran ashore
just below Jordan island bar in Saturday's
gale. She was towed off Sunday by the
tug Phillips Eaton, without injury.
Within the last month the interior of
the church has taken on quite a different
aspect. The ceiling and walls have been
finished with steel sheathing, a hardwood
floor has been

laid,

and

now

the

sheathing

Is being painted by E. M. Stevens, of West
Gouldsboro.
April 6.
H

NORTH BROOKL1N.
Mrs. Grace Gott has returned to Stonmgton.
Mrs. Annabel Eaton is
visiting her
parents, Avery Anderson and wife.
George Herrick, who was taken ill two
weeks ago, is not much better.
All are glad to hear that the steamer
J.
T. Morse is soou to resume her service.
Barton Carter has suffered the loss of
one eye, and the other is
affected,
count of an injury some time
ago.

on ac-

Capt. John Hall,

L«hi, is
quarters
sion.

April

in the trim schooner
the first to haul out of winter
and to get his vessel in commis-

6.

Xenophon.

County Now

$eo

oihor pa^<$

Stanley, of Baker’s island,

is

Arthur and Edward Spurling shot two
fine geese Staurday.
Miss Maude Gilley, who spent the winter away, is at home.
at
of

Mrs. William Mayo is visiting relatives
Southwest Harbor.
School commenced Monday, Miss Grant,

Cherryfield,

teacher.

Mrs. Albert Gilley, who has been visiting friends at Bar Harbor, is home.
A. M. Spurting has just completed a new

twenty-foot launch for his own use.
Capt. L. A. Farnsworth, of Winterport,
arrived Friday to
get the steam yacht

1

Iduna into commission.
Rev. A. P. McDonald, seacoast missionary, preached here Sunday, Rev. C. B.
Holies being at Seal Harbor.
Thursday evening, Rev. A. P. McDonald will give an illustrated lecture on the
“Life of Christ”. He wili also show views
of bis work

as a

seacoast

j

The

Tamlly

Relies on Pe ru n*.

A. Hnwltt Nickerson. Captain C.S.
Army, Adjutant General on General
McCook’s staff, writes from the Celt eta

Holmes ei tertained a few of her
friends at the rat idem e t>r her father,
I. Ho mes. The large house, with
its pleasant rooms, was thrown open.
Nothing was spared that would add to the
enjoyment of the guests. From 8 until
Annie

Anson

12

the company

enjoyed

themselves

»t

flinch, and it ia reported that one table
tried to play “sixty*thru- *. As the
cuckoo clock sounded 12, the company
wnich w»§
eut*'red the dining-room,
handsomely decorated with potted ferns
and candles. The delicious refreshments
demonstrated that Miss Holmes was as
successful as a culinary artist as she is a»
teacher in the public schools. The party
then repaired to the music room, whew I
pleasant time was spent singing college
Mi**s Holmes, who is graduate of
songs.
Lawrence, Mass., high school, proved herself s roost admirable hostess. The following were present: MistK“ Katherine
Freeman. I>ora Parker, Jessie lawton,CMmeleta Freeman, Seth W. Norwood end
wife. Dr. George A. Neal, William Lloyd
Carroll and Fred J. Higgins.

SDKtatifiCmuitft.
TIIK BUST (TRK KOK

missionary.

Friends and relatives of Mrs. George E.
Gilley were saddened to learn of her death

ment with Allen «& Son.
Miss Maggie Daffy, of Seaville, visited
friends here last week, and then went to
Bar Harbor, where she has employment.

SOUTH

were

vigorated quicker ami more permanently than anything I know/’
Building, Washington, D.C., as followi;
Unhesitatingly Recommends Pe-ru-M*
“It affords me great pleasure to comJ. Edwin Browne, National Commend Peruna aa a most excellent tonic
mander Army and Navy Union of 17. S.
with many medicinal qualities thatasA., 410 litb St., N. E. Washington, D.C., sist nature in
overcoming the varions
writes:
ills with which the human family to
“I have no hesitation in endorsing
often afflicted, and is always in danger,
your Peruna as a most efficient cure for
“As a general thing, I have teen op
emtarrh. My own experience and that
to wbat are known as patent
of many friends who have been bene- posed
medicines, but Pernna has long since
fited by its use recommend it to alt perovercome this feeling. It is now, as it hes
sons suffering from that
complaint.”
been for a long time, a well-established
Pe-ru-na Tablets.
family medicine with ns, upon which
For two years Dr. Hartman and his we
rely to give tired nature substantial
assistants have incessantly labored to restoration.”

quite ill.

Mrs. \\ ileyC. Conary, of Bucksport, visitei her rarents, A. W. Eaton and wife,
la d week.

6._C.

alike

ISLES FORD.

bis bead.

to new arrivals of

mind

weary and refused to work, a few doses
of Peruna restored lost strength and in-

Gerald K.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Carter is working at North Sedgwick
for Fred Allen.
John
Morrison has moved home, and
will go fishing this summer.
Miss Flora Day and Elmer Day, who
have been very ill, are both improving.
Miss Clara L. Day has gone to Bass Harbor to leach the grammar school at Bernard.
B. E. Sylvester has been quite ill from
the effects of an operation performed upon

April

I

have found Peruna create Pernna In tablet form, ami
their
beneficial and commend it for what strenuous labors have Just been crowned
with sneers*.
it has done for me.’*
Peopie who object to
liquid medicines can now secure Pcrtua
Relieves Mind and Body.
Mr. G. W. Woodbury, Rogers, Ohio, tablets. These tablets represent the
medicinal Ingredients of
Penina,tnd
formerly Captain and Center of the
Basket Ball Team, each tablet la equivalent to one avenge
Hiram College
dose.
writes:
most

Ed.

Mrs. Emily Emerton is spending a few
days °t N'»-th Sedgwick with her daughter, Mrs. Albe *t Howard.
Albert Howard has moved his family to
North Sedgwick, where he has employ-

Riggs, Inspector

the

past winter, and

f>r additional

minds of all who knew her because of her
ever-willing disposition and generosity.
She leaves one sister, Mrs. J. C. Bradford,
of this place, besides many friends.
A Friend.

goods

Legion

_

it

These

Safe and Reliable Medicine."

Maehias.

OBITUARY.
Death has again visited this place, the
since
first
time
January 26, 1906, when
who was telephoned for to come to see his
ters in
K. Smith was taken from h*r
mother, Mrs. G. W. Small. Capt. Small Mrs. Nanov
of
a
Miss Helen Fohinson was the guest
happier and far better
left New York Friday night, and arrived earthly toil to
land. This time it has taken one of her
Miss Marcia Burriil a few days last week. in Camden Sunday morning.
two sisters who remained, Miss Mary E.
H.
Miss Bernice McLaughlin is home fr^m
April 6.
Nelson.
Bangor high school for the spring vacaMiss Nelson was born in Brooklin (then
tion.
EAST BLUEHILL.
Sedgwick) Dei ember 8, 1839, and was one
W. F. White, who recently lost his
Richard Greene is home from Northeast of a
family of four sisters and one brother.
house by tire, has moved his family to Harbor for a few days.
She acquired her education for the most
Eddington.
Miss Rose Candace came home from part here and in Bangor.
It was in BanErnest W. Thompson, a student at Shaw Stonington Wednesday.
gor that she professed her faith in Christ,
business college, Bangor, visited his uncle,
church
there a
First
the
Baptist
Frank Mills, wife and little daughter joining
E. A. Thompson, last week.
Nellie left for their home in Providence,
profession to which she lived very closely.
her
school
she
After
retaught
of
has
Mrs. John Jellison,
finishing
R. 1., to-day.
terms in this State as well as in the
turned homfe after a week’s visit to her
R. B. Long and Linwood Leach many
Capt.
different
the
West
and
South.
Among
parents, C. E. Johnson and wife.
are home from Rockland, where they have
people she has taught are Americans,
At a republican caucus held April 1, E.
been scalloping.
Japanese and negroes.
W. Burriil was elected delegate to attend
The naphtha boat Creedmoor came up
In the fall of 1883 she went to San Franthe republican State convention in Port- from
Stonington Sunday after the house- cisco, Cal. Here she spent about sixteen
land April 30.
hold goods of Leon Chapman and Carrol
years, most of the time in dressmaking.
B.
! Gray, whose families have moved to Ston- She returned from California in the
April 6.
spring
ington.
of 1900, and since then has taught most of
R.
WEST EDEN.
April 6.
the time, teaching in all since her return
about seventeen terms. She did wonderMiss Edith Gray, of Salisbury Cove, is
H. F. Wescott has just received a stock ful work among the young people.
employed at D. G. Hall's.
In the spring of 1902 she graduated from
The West Eden Sunday school will have of the celebrated Carpenter-Morton Roofing. This Roofing is a very tough, elastic, the grammar school, in a class of twentyan Easter concert Sunday, April 19.
rubber-like coating, which is
four, six students, viz.: l.ena E. Cousins.
Mrs. Ida Rich is visiting her daughter, to
last and wear for many years. It is Nettie J. Carter, Rav Cecil Carter, Claud
Mrs. Fred Gonya, of Bar Harbor.
L.
cheaper than shingles, steel, or tin, and is L. Heed, Chandler B. Carter and
Mrs. Emily Babbidge has gone to Somes- much more durable. A little booklet free Gross. Her class took the highest rank of
ville to visit her sister, Mrs. M. M. tells about it.
any school in town. Of this class, three

We call attention

at a

^

Citizens

Raymond Kaslem and wife, who have
been visiting Mr. Haslem’s parents, Alden
and
Haslem
wife, have returned to

Cowing
Bangor recently.

Gardiner}

union veteran

Inspector-General

the

Mrs. Alden Haslem and Mrs. Ella Martin were in Bangor Saturday
Mrs. W. B. Jordan, who had a sericm
hemorrhage ot the nose, is improving.
Howard Davis and w ife, who have been
away all winter, have returned home.
George Stanley and wife have moved to
Brewer, where they will go housekeeping.

SttJtrUu.utms,

lUwrtufrunu'

COUNTY JSEWS.
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helpful

Colic is usually the result of imiigwtion,
too
|
by sudden changes of bed.
is
;
long fasting, food given w hen therse
exhausted, new hay or grain. r large

during the summer,

quantities of green feed.
Every horse owner should keep

at the home Oi her son,
Harley Baker, at
Seal Cove, March 26, at the
age of fiftyone years.
Mrs. Gilley was the organizer of the Thimble
club, and always a
worker for the church here, of
which she was a
member for several
She had run the Woodlawn house
years.

hostess.

being

April 6.
BROOKS VILLE.
Willie Cbatto was in Brooklin

a

pleasant

caused

>

Sure

Si'KIU.

over

day.

Mrs. William Knox, who has been
ill, is able to be out.
School in district No. 3 will open

Sununite
April

Colic Cure in his stable

a*

an

Sloan*
insur-

attack of colic i*
against colic,
liable to come on without warning at any
ist e
time, and Sloan’s Sure Colic Cure ,n*
safest and best remedy to use. It «cts
stantly on the stomach and bowels,*®
can be given by a woman or a child.
bad
“I cured a 'horse with colie that
been treated by a good veterinary *aT&°*
for forty-eight hours,” writes Mr.
The
Pierce, of Cohatta Springs, Ga
norse was about dead, and the owner*1
ance

for

an

20, taught by Mist Olive Condon.
Pearl Cooper, ol East Bluehill, is working lor the Buck's Harbor Uranite Co., and
boarding with Miss Emma Gray.
Mrs. Alice Perkins, who has been
keeping house lor Albion Closson lor some he wouldn't take live cents for hi,ntime, i>.npw wiUcAtf^ Eunice SaunderB.
co
doses of Sloan s Sure
Miss Abbie L. Grindle, who has been gave him three
in
and he was up and eating bay
with Mrs. F. H. Billings some
Cure,
time, has
Brooklin to live with her aunt.
Mrs. Martha Reed.
Groves Cousins has been
driving the
stage lrom Brooksvil;e to Sargentville the
past week in place ol Miss Uasie Campbell the local driver, who has been ill.
April 7.
A.

gone to

BASS HARBOR.
Miss Virgie Rowe is teaching at Gott’s
Island.
Mrs. Van Tanner spent last week with
IriendB in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Jennie Manchester, who is
very ill,
is somewhat better,
though not out ol

danger.

Violet Gott and Frances Murphy lelt
resume their studies at Ilebron

Friday to
academy.

minutes.”

1

_^

Headache Remedy
AND

FAMILY MEDICINE

South Brewer, Me., i9°*“I have been troubled with a sev
headache for the paat year, and »*.
found relief by using the ‘L. F.
cine, and have kept it in the house
a regular medicine since."
Yours truly,
Nellie Vanadesune.

The revenue cutter Levi Woodbury was 1
here Thursday and pulled the schooner I
Abana off the beach, where she went
The cause of much sickness can usu
ashore Feb. 1. Capt. Glasby
hopes to have I ally be traced to liver and su>m
her towed to St. John in a week or two.
You can keep these orgartf in conditio™
tas
April 6.
X. Y. Z.
necessary to good hea/ii by
"L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters/ They remove
a
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
xisting evils and insure 4ound and
The principal social event o! the
35c. at u
season
ing health. Begin
took place Friday
evening, when Miss stores.

to-d^f.

j

